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1.  Introduction

   YANG is a data modeling language used to model c onfiguration and
   state data manipulated by the Network Configurat ion Protocol
   (NETCONF), NETCONF remote procedure calls, and N ETCONF notifications.
   YANG is used to model the operations and content  layers of NETCONF
   (see the NETCONF Configuration Protocol [RFC4741 ], Section 1.1).

   This document describes the syntax and semantics  of the YANG
   language, how the data model defined in a YANG m odule is represented
   in the Extensible Markup Language (XML), and how  NETCONF operations
   are used to manipulate the data.

2.  Keywords

   The keywords "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SH ALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "NOT RECO MMENDED", "MAY", and
   "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interprete d as described in BCP
   14, [RFC2119].

3.  Terminology

   o  anyxml: A data node that can contain an unkno wn chunk of XML data.

   o  augment: Adds new schema nodes to a previousl y defined schema
      node.

   o  base type: The type from which a derived type  was derived, which
      may be either a built-in type or another deri ved type.

   o  built-in type: A YANG data type defined in th e YANG language, such
      as uint32 or string.

   o  choice: A schema node where only one of a num ber of identified
      alternatives is valid.

   o  configuration data: The set of writable data that is required to
      transform a system from its initial default s tate into its current
      state [RFC4741].

   o  conformance: A measure of how accurately a de vice follows a data
      model.

   o  container: An interior data node that exists in at most one
      instance in the data tree.  A container has n o value, but rather a
      set of child nodes.
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   o  data definition statement: A statement that d efines new data
      nodes.  One of container, leaf, leaf-list, li st, choice, case,
      augment, uses, and anyxml.

   o  data model: A data model describes how data i s represented and
      accessed.

   o  data node: A node in the schema tree that can  be instantiated in a
      data tree.  One of container, leaf, leaf-list , list, and anyxml.

   o  data tree: The instantiated tree of configura tion and state data
      on a device.

   o  derived type: A type that is derived from a b uilt-in type (such as
      uint32), or another derived type.

   o  device deviation: A failure of the device to implement the module
      faithfully.

   o  extension: An extension attaches non-YANG sem antics to statements.
      The extension statement defines new statement s to express these
      semantics.

   o  feature: A mechanism for marking a portion of  the model as
      optional.  Definitions can be tagged with a f eature name and are
      only valid on devices that support that featu re.

   o  grouping: A reusable set of schema nodes, whi ch may be used
      locally in the module, in modules that includ e it, and by other
      modules that import from it.  The grouping st atement is not a data
      definition statement and, as such, does not d efine any nodes in
      the schema tree.

   o  identifier: Used to identify different kinds of YANG items by
      name.

   o  instance identifier: A mechanism for identify ing a particular node
      in a data tree.

   o  interior node: Nodes within a hierarchy that are not leaf nodes.

   o  leaf: A data node that exists in at most one instance in the data
      tree.  A leaf has a value but no child nodes.

   o  leaf-list: Like the leaf node but defines a s et of uniquely
      identifiable nodes rather than a single node.   Each node has a
      value but no child nodes.
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   o  list: An interior data node that may exist in  multiple instances
      in the data tree.  A list has no value, but r ather a set of child
      nodes.

   o  module: A YANG module defines a hierarchy of nodes that can be
      used for NETCONF-based operations.  With its definitions and the
      definitions it imports or includes from elsew here, a module is
      self-contained and "compilable".
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   o  RPC: A Remote Procedure Call, as used within the NETCONF protocol.

   o  RPC operation: A specific Remote Procedure Ca ll, as used within
      the NETCONF protocol.  It is also called a pr otocol operation.

   o  schema node: A node in the schema tree.  One of container, leaf,
      leaf-list, list, choice, case, rpc, input, ou tput, notification,
      and anyxml.

   o  schema node identifier: A mechanism for ident ifying a particular
      node in the schema tree.

   o  schema tree: The definition hierarchy specifi ed within a module.

   o  state data: The additional data on a system t hat is not
      configuration data such as read-only status i nformation and
      collected statistics [RFC4741].

   o  submodule: A partial module definition that c ontributes derived
      types, groupings, data nodes, RPCs, and notif ications to a module.
      A YANG module can be constructed from a numbe r of submodules.

   o  top-level data node: A data node where there is no other data node
      between it and a module or submodule statemen t.

   o  uses: The "uses" statement is used to instant iate the set of
      schema nodes defined in a grouping statement.   The instantiated
      nodes may be refined and augmented to tailor them to any specific
      needs.

3.1.  Mandatory Nodes

   A mandatory node is one of:

   o  A leaf, choice, or anyxml node with a "mandat ory" statement with
      the value "true".

   o  A list or leaf-list node with a "min-elements " statement with a
      value greater than zero.
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   o  A container node without a "presence" stateme nt, which has at
      least one mandatory node as a child.

4.  YANG Overview

4.1.  Functional Overview

   YANG is a language used to model data for the NE TCONF protocol.  A
   YANG module defines a hierarchy of data that can  be used for NETCONF-
   based operations, including configuration, state  data, Remote
   Procedure Calls (RPCs), and notifications.  This  allows a complete
   description of all data sent between a NETCONF c lient and server.

   YANG models the hierarchical organization of dat a as a tree in which
   each node has a name, and either a value or a se t of child nodes.
   YANG provides clear and concise descriptions of the nodes, as well as
   the interaction between those nodes.
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   YANG structures data models into modules and sub modules.  A module
   can import data from other external modules, and  include data from
   submodules.  The hierarchy can be augmented, all owing one module to
   add data nodes to the hierarchy defined in anoth er module.  This
   augmentation can be conditional, with new nodes appearing only if
   certain conditions are met.

   YANG models can describe constraints to be enfor ced on the data,
   restricting the appearance or value of nodes bas ed on the presence or
   value of other nodes in the hierarchy.  These co nstraints are
   enforceable by either the client or the server, and valid content
   MUST abide by them.

   YANG defines a set of built-in types, and has a type mechanism
   through which additional types may be defined.  Derived types can
   restrict their base type's set of valid values u sing mechanisms like
   range or pattern restrictions that can be enforc ed by clients or
   servers.  They can also define usage conventions  for use of the
   derived type, such as a string-based type that c ontains a host name.

   YANG permits the definition of reusable grouping s of nodes.  The
   instantiation of these groupings can refine or a ugment the nodes,
   allowing it to tailor the nodes to its particula r needs.  Derived
   types and groupings can be defined in one module  or submodule and
   used in either that location or in another modul e or submodule that
   imports or includes it.
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   YANG data hierarchy constructs include defining lists where list
   entries are identified by keys that distinguish them from each other.
   Such lists may be defined as either sorted by us er or automatically
   sorted by the system.  For user-sorted lists, op erations are defined
   for manipulating the order of the list entries.

   YANG modules can be translated into an equivalen t XML syntax called
   YANG Independent Notation (YIN) (Section 11), al lowing applications
   using XML parsers and Extensible Stylesheet Lang uage Transformations
   (XSLT) scripts to operate on the models.  The co nversion from YANG to
   YIN is lossless, so content in YIN can be round- tripped back into
   YANG.

   YANG strikes a balance between high-level data m odeling and low-level
   bits-on-the-wire encoding.  The reader of a YANG  module can see the
   high-level view of the data model while understa nding how the data
   will be encoded in NETCONF operations.

   YANG is an extensible language, allowing extensi on statements to be
   defined by standards bodies, vendors, and indivi duals.  The statement
   syntax allows these extensions to coexist with s tandard YANG
   statements in a natural way, while extensions in  a YANG module stand
   out sufficiently for the reader to notice them.

   YANG resists the tendency to solve all possible problems, limiting
   the problem space to allow expression of NETCONF  data models, not
   arbitrary XML documents or arbitrary data models .  The data models
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   described by YANG are designed to be easily oper ated upon by NETCONF
   operations.

   To the extent possible, YANG maintains compatibi lity with Simple
   Network Management Protocol's (SNMP's) SMIv2 (St ructure of Management
   Information version 2 [RFC2578], [RFC2579]).  SM Iv2-based MIB modules
   can be automatically translated into YANG module s for read-only
   access.  However, YANG is not concerned with rev erse translation from
   YANG to SMIv2.

   Like NETCONF, YANG targets smooth integration wi th the device's
   native management infrastructure.  This allows i mplementations to
   leverage their existing access control mechanism s to protect or
   expose elements of the data model.
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4.2.  Language Overview

   This section introduces some important construct s used in YANG that
   will aid in the understanding of the language sp ecifics in later
   sections.  This progressive approach handles the  inter-related nature
   of YANG concepts and statements.  A detailed des cription of YANG
   statements and syntax begins in Section 7.

4.2.1.  Modules and Submodules

   A module contains three types of statements: mod ule-header
   statements, revision statements, and definition statements.  The
   module header statements describe the module and  give information
   about the module itself, the revision statements  give information
   about the history of the module, and the definit ion statements are
   the body of the module where the data model is d efined.

   A NETCONF server may implement a number of modul es, allowing multiple
   views of the same data, or multiple views of dis joint subsections of
   the device's data.  Alternatively, the server ma y implement only one
   module that defines all available data.

   A module may be divided into submodules, based o n the needs of the
   module owner.  The external view remains that of  a single module,
   regardless of the presence or size of its submod ules.

   The "include" statement allows a module or submo dule to reference
   material in submodules, and the "import" stateme nt allows references
   to material defined in other modules.

4.2.2.  Data Modeling Basics

   YANG defines four types of nodes for data modeli ng.  In each of the
   following subsections, the example shows the YAN G syntax as well as a
   corresponding NETCONF XML representation.
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4.2.2.1.  Leaf Nodes

   A leaf node contains simple data like an integer  or a string.  It has
   exactly one value of a particular type and no ch ild nodes.

   YANG Example:

       leaf host-name {
           type string;
           description "Hostname for this system";
       }
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   NETCONF XML Example:

       <host-name>my.example.com</host-name>

   The "leaf" statement is covered in Section 7.6.

4.2.2.2.  Leaf-List Nodes

   A leaf-list is a sequence of leaf nodes with exa ctly one value of a
   particular type per leaf.

   YANG Example:

     leaf-list domain-search {
         type string;
         description "List of domain names to searc h";
     }

   NETCONF XML Example:

     <domain-search>high.example.com</domain-search >
     <domain-search>low.example.com</domain-search>
     <domain-search>everywhere.example.com</domain- search>

   The "leaf-list" statement is covered in Section 7.7.

4.2.2.3.  Container Nodes

   A container node is used to group related nodes in a subtree.  A
   container has only child nodes and no value.  A container may contain
   any number of child nodes of any type (including  leafs, lists,
   containers, and leaf-lists).

   YANG Example:

     container system {
         container login {
             leaf message {
                 type string;
                 description
                     "Message given at start of log in session";
             }
         }
     }
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   NETCONF XML Example:

     <system>
       <login>
         <message>Good morning</message>
       </login>
     </system>

   The "container" statement is covered in Section 7.5.

4.2.2.4.  List Nodes

   A list defines a sequence of list entries.  Each  entry is like a
   structure or a record instance, and is uniquely identified by the
   values of its key leafs.  A list can define mult iple key leafs and
   may contain any number of child nodes of any typ e (including leafs,
   lists, containers etc.).

   YANG Example:

     list user {
         key "name";
         leaf name {
             type string;
         }
         leaf full-name {
             type string;
         }
         leaf class {
             type string;
         }
     }
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   NETCONF XML Example:

     <user>
       <name>glocks</name>
       <full-name>Goldie Locks</full-name>
       <class>intruder</class>
     </user>
     <user>
       <name>snowey</name>
       <full-name>Snow White</full-name>
       <class>free-loader</class>
     </user>
     <user>
       <name>rzell</name>
       <full-name>Rapun Zell</full-name>
       <class>tower</class>
     </user>

   The "list" statement is covered in Section 7.8.

4.2.2.5.  Example Module

   These statements are combined to define the modu le:
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     // Contents of "acme-system.yang"
     module acme-system {
         namespace "http://acme.example.com/system" ;
         prefix "acme";

         organization "ACME Inc.";
         contact "joe@acme.example.com";
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         description
             "The module for entities implementing the ACME system.";

         revision 2007-06-09 {
             description "Initial revision.";
         }

         container system {
             leaf host-name {
                 type string;
                 description "Hostname for this sys tem";
             }

             leaf-list domain-search {
                 type string;
                 description "List of domain names to search";
             }

             container login {
                 leaf message {
                     type string;
                     description
                         "Message given at start of  login session";
                 }

                 list user {
                     key "name";
                     leaf name {
                         type string;
                     }
                     leaf full-name {
                         type string;
                     }
                     leaf class {
                         type string;
                     }
                 }
             }
         }
     }
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4.2.3.  State Data

   YANG can model state data, as well as configurat ion data, based on
   the "config" statement.  When a node is tagged w ith "config false",
   its subhierarchy is flagged as state data, to be  reported using
   NETCONF's <get> operation, not the <get-config> operation.  Parent
   containers, lists, and key leafs are reported al so, giving the
   context for the state data.

   In this example, two leafs are defined for each interface, a
   configured speed and an observed speed.  The obs erved speed is not
   configuration, so it can be returned with NETCON F <get> operations,
   but not with <get-config> operations.  The obser ved speed is not
   configuration data, and it cannot be manipulated  using <edit-config>.

     list interface {
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         key "name";

         leaf name {
             type string;
         }
         leaf speed {
             type enumeration {
                 enum 10m;
                 enum 100m;
                 enum auto;
             }
         }
         leaf observed-speed {
             type uint32;
             config false;
         }
     }

4.2.4.  Built-In Types

   YANG has a set of built-in types, similar to tho se of many
   programming languages, but with some differences  due to special
   requirements from the management domain.  The fo llowing table
   summarizes the built-in types discussed in Secti on 9:
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       +---------------------+--------------------- ----------------+
       | Name                | Description                         |
       +---------------------+--------------------- ----------------+
       | binary              | Any binary data                     |
       | bits                | A set of bits or fla gs              |
       | boolean             | "true" or "false"                   |
       | decimal64           | 64-bit signed decima l number        |
       | empty               | A leaf that does not  have any value |
       | enumeration         | Enumerated strings                  |
       | identityref         | A reference to an ab stract identity |
       | instance-identifier | References a data tr ee node         |
       | int8                | 8-bit signed integer                 |
       | int16               | 16-bit signed intege r               |
       | int32               | 32-bit signed intege r               |
       | int64               | 64-bit signed intege r               |
       | leafref             | A reference to a lea f instance      |
       | string              | Human-readable strin g               |
       | uint8               | 8-bit unsigned integ er              |
       | uint16              | 16-bit unsigned inte ger             |
       | uint32              | 32-bit unsigned inte ger             |
       | uint64              | 64-bit unsigned inte ger             |
       | union               | Choice of member typ es              |
       +---------------------+--------------------- ----------------+

   The "type" statement is covered in Section 7.4.
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4.2.5.  Derived Types (typedef)

   YANG can define derived types from base types us ing the "typedef"
   statement.  A base type can be either a built-in  type or a derived
   type, allowing a hierarchy of derived types.

   A derived type can be used as the argument for t he "type" statement.

   YANG Example:

     typedef percent {
         type uint8 {
             range "0 .. 100";
         }
         description "Percentage";
     }

     leaf completed {
         type percent;
     }
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   NETCONF XML Example:

     <completed>20</completed>

   The "typedef" statement is covered in Section 7. 3.

4.2.6.  Reusable Node Groups (grouping)

   Groups of nodes can be assembled into reusable c ollections using the
   "grouping" statement.  A grouping defines a set of nodes that are
   instantiated with the "uses" statement:

     grouping target {
         leaf address {
             type inet:ip-address;
             description "Target IP address";
         }
         leaf port {
             type inet:port-number;
             description "Target port number";
         }
     }

     container peer {
         container destination {
             uses target;
         }
     }

   NETCONF XML Example:

     <peer>
       <destination>
         <address>192.0.2.1</address>
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         <port>830</port>
       </destination>
     </peer>

   The grouping can be refined as it is used, allow ing certain
   statements to be overridden.  In this example, t he description is
   refined:
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     container connection {
         container source {
             uses target {
                 refine "address" {
                     description "Source IP address ";
                 }
                 refine "port" {
                     description "Source port numbe r";
                 }
             }
         }
         container destination {
             uses target {
                 refine "address" {
                     description "Destination IP ad dress";
                 }
                 refine "port" {
                     description "Destination port number";
                 }
             }
         }
     }

   The "grouping" statement is covered in Section 7 .11.

4.2.7.  Choices

   YANG allows the data model to segregate incompat ible nodes into
   distinct choices using the "choice" and "case" s tatements.  The
   "choice" statement contains a set of "case" stat ements that define
   sets of schema nodes that cannot appear together .  Each "case" may
   contain multiple nodes, but each node may appear  in only one "case"
   under a "choice".

   When an element from one case is created, all el ements from all other
   cases are implicitly deleted.  The device handle s the enforcement of
   the constraint, preventing incompatibilities fro m existing in the
   configuration.

   The choice and case nodes appear only in the sch ema tree, not in the
   data tree or NETCONF messages.  The additional l evels of hierarchy
   are not needed beyond the conceptual schema.
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   YANG Example:

     container food {
       choice snack {
           case sports-arena {
               leaf pretzel {
                   type empty;
               }
               leaf beer {
                   type empty;
               }
           }
           case late-night {
               leaf chocolate {
                   type enumeration {
                       enum dark;
                       enum milk;
                       enum first-available;
                   }
               }
           }
       }
    }

   NETCONF XML Example:

     <food>
       <pretzel/>
       <beer/>
     </food>

   The "choice" statement is covered in Section 7.9 .

4.2.8.  Extending Data Models (augment)

   YANG allows a module to insert additional nodes into data models,
   including both the current module (and its submo dules) or an external
   module.  This is useful for example for vendors to add vendor-
   specific parameters to standard data models in a n interoperable way.

   The "augment" statement defines the location in the data model
   hierarchy where new nodes are inserted, and the "when" statement
   defines the conditions when the new nodes are va lid.
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   YANG Example:

     augment /system/login/user {
         when "class != 'wheel'";
         leaf uid {
             type uint16 {
                 range "1000 .. 30000";
             }
         }
     }

   This example defines a "uid" node that only is v alid when the user's
   "class" is not "wheel".

   If a module augments another module, the XML rep resentation of the
   data will reflect the prefix of the augmenting m odule.  For example,
   if the above augmentation were in a module with prefix "other", the
   XML would look like:

   NETCONF XML Example:

     <user>
       <name>alicew</name>
       <full-name>Alice N. Wonderland</full-name>
       <class>drop-out</class>
       <other:uid>1024</other:uid>
     </user>

   The "augment" statement is covered in Section 7. 15.

4.2.9.  RPC Definitions

   YANG allows the definition of NETCONF RPCs.  The  operations' names,
   input parameters, and output parameters are mode led using YANG data
   definition statements.
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   YANG Example:

     rpc activate-software-image {
         input {
             leaf image-name {
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                 type string;
             }
         }
         output {
             leaf status {
                 type string;
             }
         }
     }

   NETCONF XML Example:

     <rpc message-id="101"
          xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:bas e:1.0">
       <activate-software-image xmlns="http://acme. example.com/system">
         <image-name>acmefw-2.3</image-name>
      </activate-software-image>
     </rpc>

     <rpc-reply message-id="101"
                xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netco nf:base:1.0">
       <status xmlns="http://acme.example.com/syste m">
         The image acmefw-2.3 is being installed.
       </status>
     </rpc-reply>

   The "rpc" statement is covered in Section 7.13.

4.2.10.  Notification Definitions

   YANG allows the definition of notifications suit able for NETCONF.
   YANG data definition statements are used to mode l the content of the
   notification.
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   YANG Example:

     notification link-failure {
         description "A link failure has been detec ted";
         leaf if-name {
             type leafref {
                 path "/interface/name";
             }
         }
         leaf if-admin-status {
             type admin-status;
         }
         leaf if-oper-status {
             type oper-status;
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         }
     }

   NETCONF XML Example:

     <notification
         xmlns="urn:ietf:params:netconf:capability: notification:1.0">
       <eventTime>2007-09-01T10:00:00Z</eventTime>
       <link-failure xmlns="http://acme.example.com /system">
         <if-name>so-1/2/3.0</if-name>
         <if-admin-status>up</if-admin-status>
         <if-oper-status>down</if-oper-status>
       </link-failure>
     </notification>

   The "notification" statement is covered in Secti on 7.14.

5.  Language Concepts

5.1.  Modules and Submodules

   The module is the base unit of definition in YAN G.  A module defines
   a single data model.  A module can define a comp lete, cohesive model,
   or augment an existing data model with additiona l nodes.

   Submodules are partial modules that contribute d efinitions to a
   module.  A module may include any number of subm odules, but each
   submodule may belong to only one module.

   The names of all standard modules and submodules  MUST be unique.
   Developers of enterprise modules are RECOMMENDED  to choose names for
   their modules that will have a low probability o f colliding with
   standard or other enterprise modules, e.g., by u sing the enterprise
   or organization name as a prefix for the module name.
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   A module uses the "include" statement to include  its submodules, and
   the "import" statement to reference external mod ules.  Similarly, a
   submodule uses the "import" statement to referen ce other modules, and
   uses the "include" statement to reference other submodules within its
   module.  A module or submodule MUST NOT include submodules from other
   modules, and a submodule MUST NOT import its own  module.

   The import and include statements are used to ma ke definitions
   available to other modules and submodules:

   o  For a module or submodule to reference defini tions in an external
      module, the external module MUST be imported.

   o  For a module to reference definitions in one of its submodules,
      the module MUST include the submodule.

   o  For a submodule to reference definitions in a  second submodule of
      the same module, the first submodule MUST inc lude the second
      submodule.

   There MUST NOT be any circular chains of imports  or includes.  For
   example, if submodule "a" includes submodule "b" , "b" cannot include
   "a".
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   When a definition in an external module is refer enced, a locally
   defined prefix MUST be used, followed by ":", an d then the external
   identifier.  References to definitions in the lo cal module MAY use
   the prefix notation.  Since built-in data types do not belong to any
   module and have no prefix, references to built-i n data types (e.g.,
   int32) cannot use the prefix notation.

5.1.1.  Import and Include by Revision

   Published modules evolve independently over time .  In order to allow
   for this evolution, modules need to be imported using specific
   revisions.  When a module is written, it uses th e current revisions
   of other modules, based on what is available at the time.  As future
   revisions of the imported modules are published,  the importing module
   is unaffected and its contents are unchanged.  W hen the author of the
   module is prepared to move to the most recently published revision of
   an imported module, the module is republished wi th an updated
   "import" statement.  By republishing with the ne w revision, the
   authors explicitly indicate their acceptance of any changes in the
   imported module.
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   For submodules, the issue is related but simpler .  A module or
   submodule that includes submodules needs to spec ify the revision of
   the included submodules.  If a submodule changes , any module or
   submodule that includes it needs to be updated.

   For example, module "b" imports module "a".

     module a {
         revision 2008-01-01 { ... }
         grouping a {
             leaf eh { .... }
         }
     }

     module b {
         import a {
             prefix p;
             revision-date 2008-01-01;
         }

         container bee {
             uses p:a;
         }
     }

   When the author of "a" publishes a new revision,  the changes may not
   be acceptable to the author of "b".  If the new revision is
   acceptable, the author of "b" can republish with  an updated revision
   in the "import" statement.

5.1.2.  Module Hierarchies
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   YANG allows modeling of data in multiple hierarc hies, where data may
   have more than one top-level node.  Models that have multiple top-
   level nodes are sometimes convenient, and are su pported by YANG.

   NETCONF is capable of carrying any XML content a s the payload in the
   <config> and <data> elements.  The top-level nod es of YANG modules
   are encoded as child elements, in any order, wit hin these elements.
   This encapsulation guarantees that the correspon ding NETCONF messages
   are always well-formed XML documents.
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   For example:

     module my-config {
         namespace "http://example.com/schema/confi g";
         prefix "co";

         container system { ... }
         container routing { ... }
     }

   could be encoded in NETCONF as:

     <rpc message-id="101"
          xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:bas e:1.0"
          xmlns:nc="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf: base:1.0">
       <edit-config>
         <target>
           <running/>
         </target>
         <config>
           <system xmlns="http://example.com/schema /config">
             <!-- system data here -->
           </system>
           <routing xmlns="http://example.com/schem a/config">
             <!-- routing data here -->
           </routing>
         </config>
       </edit-config>
     </rpc>

5.2.  File Layout

   YANG modules and submodules are typically stored  in files, one module
   or submodule per file.  The name of the file SHO ULD be of the form:

     module-or-submodule-name ['@' revision-date] (  '.yang' / '.yin' )

   YANG compilers can find imported modules and inc luded submodules via
   this convention.  While the YANG language define s modules, tools may
   compile submodules independently for performance  and manageability
   reasons.  Errors and warnings that cannot be det ected during
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   submodule compilation may be delayed until the s ubmodules are linked
   into a cohesive module.
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5.3.  XML Namespaces

   All YANG definitions are specified within a modu le that is bound to a
   particular XML namespace [XML-NAMES], which is a  globally unique URI
   [RFC3986].  A NETCONF client or server uses the namespace during XML
   encoding of data.

   Namespaces for modules published in RFC streams [RFC4844] MUST be
   assigned by IANA, see Section 14.

   Namespaces for private modules are assigned by t he organization
   owning the module without a central registry.  N amespace URIs MUST be
   chosen so they cannot collide with standard or o ther enterprise
   namespaces, for example by using the enterprise or organization name
   in the namespace.

   The "namespace" statement is covered in Section 7.1.3.

5.3.1.  YANG XML Namespace

   YANG defines an XML namespace for NETCONF <edit- config> operations
   and <error-info> content.  The name of this name space is
   "urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:yang:1".

5.4.  Resolving Grouping, Type, and Identity Names

   Grouping, type, and identity names are resolved in the context in
   which they are defined, rather than the context in which they are
   used.  Users of groupings, typedefs, and identit ies are not required
   to import modules or include submodules to satis fy all references
   made by the original definition.  This behaves l ike static scoping in
   a conventional programming language.

   For example, if a module defines a grouping in w hich a type is
   referenced, when the grouping is used in a secon d module, the type is
   resolved in the context of the original module, not the second
   module.  There is no worry over conflicts if bot h modules define the
   type, since there is no ambiguity.

5.5.  Nested Typedefs and Groupings

   Typedefs and groupings may appear nested under m any YANG statements,
   allowing these to be lexically scoped by the hie rarchy under which
   they appear.  This allows types and groupings to  be defined near
   where they are used, rather than placing them at  the top level of the
   hierarchy.  The close proximity increases readab ility.
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   Scoping also allows types to be defined without concern for naming
   conflicts between types in different submodules.   Type names can be
   specified without adding leading strings designe d to prevent name
   collisions within large modules.

   Finally, scoping allows the module author to kee p types and groupings
   private to their module or submodule, preventing  their reuse.  Since
   only top-level types and groupings (i.e., those appearing as
   substatements to a module or submodule statement ) can be used outside
   the module or submodule, the developer has more control over what
   pieces of their module are presented to the outs ide world, supporting
   the need to hide internal information and mainta ining a boundary
   between what is shared with the outside world an d what is kept
   private.

   Scoped definitions MUST NOT shadow definitions a t a higher scope.  A
   type or grouping cannot be defined if a higher l evel in the schema
   hierarchy has a definition with a matching ident ifier.

   A reference to an unprefixed type or grouping, o r one which uses the
   prefix of the current module, is resolved by loc ating the closest
   matching "typedef" or "grouping" statement among  the immediate
   substatements of each ancestor statement.

5.6.  Conformance

   Conformance is a measure of how accurately a dev ice follows the
   model.  Generally speaking, devices are responsi ble for implementing
   the model faithfully, allowing applications to t reat devices which
   implement the model identically.  Deviations fro m the model can
   reduce the utility of the model and increase fra gility of
   applications that use it.

   YANG modelers have three mechanisms for conforma nce:

   o  the basic behavior of the model

   o  optional features that are part of the model

   o  deviations from the model

   We will consider each of these in sequence.
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5.6.1.  Basic Behavior

   The model defines a contract between the NETCONF  client and server,
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   which allows both parties to have faith the othe r knows the syntax
   and semantics behind the modeled data.  The stre ngth of YANG lies in
   the strength of this contract.

5.6.2.  Optional Features

   In many models, the modeler will allow sections of the model to be
   conditional.  The device controls whether these conditional portions
   of the model are supported or valid for that par ticular device.

   For example, a syslog data model may choose to i nclude the ability to
   save logs locally, but the modeler will realize that this is only
   possible if the device has local storage.  If th ere is no local
   storage, an application should not tell the devi ce to save logs.

   YANG supports this conditional mechanism using a  construct called
   "feature".  Features give the modeler a mechanis m for making portions
   of the module conditional in a manner that is co ntrolled by the
   device.  The model can express constructs that a re not universally
   present in all devices.  These features are incl uded in the model
   definition, allowing a consistent view and allow ing applications to
   learn which features are supported and tailor th eir behavior to the
   device.

   A module may declare any number of features, ide ntified by simple
   strings, and may make portions of the module opt ional based on those
   features.  If the device supports a feature, the n the corresponding
   portions of the module are valid for that device .  If the device
   doesn't support the feature, those parts of the module are not valid,
   and applications should behave accordingly.

   Features are defined using the "feature" stateme nt.  Definitions in
   the module that are conditional to the feature a re noted by the
   "if-feature" statement with the name of the feat ure as its argument.

   Further details are available in Section 7.18.1.

5.6.3.  Deviations

   In an ideal world, all devices would be required  to implement the
   model exactly as defined, and deviations from th e model would not be
   allowed.  But in the real world, devices are oft en not able or
   designed to implement the model as written.  For  YANG-based
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   automation to deal with these device deviations,  a mechanism must
   exist for devices to inform applications of the specifics of such
   deviations.

   For example, a BGP module may allow any number o f BGP peers, but a
   particular device may only support 16 BGP peers.   Any application
   configuring the 17th peer will receive an error.   While an error may
   suffice to let the application know it cannot ad d another peer, it
   would be far better if the application had prior  knowledge of this
   limitation and could prevent the user from start ing down the path
   that could not succeed.
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   Device deviations are declared using the "deviat ion" statement, which
   takes as its argument a string that identifies a  node in the schema
   tree.  The contents of the statement details the  manner in which the
   device implementation deviates from the contract  as defined in the
   module.

   Further details are available in Section 7.18.3.

5.6.4.  Announcing Conformance Information in the < hello> Message

   The namespace URI MUST be advertised as a capabi lity in the NETCONF
   <hello> message to indicate support for the YANG  module by a NETCONF
   server.  The capability URI advertised MUST be o f the form:

     capability-string   = namespace-uri [ paramete r-list ]
     parameter-list      = "?" parameter *( "&" par ameter )
     parameter           = revision-parameter /
                           module-parameter /
                           feature-parameter /
                           deviation-parameter
     revision-parameter  = "revision=" revision-dat e
     module-parameter    = "module=" module-name
     feature-parameter   = "features=" feature *( " ," feature )
     deviation-parameter = "deviations=" deviation *( "," deviation )

   Where "revision-date" is the revision of the mod ule (see
   Section 7.1.9) that the NETCONF server implement s, "module-name" is
   the name of module as it appears in the "module"  statement (see
   Section 7.1), "namespace-uri" is the namespace U RI for the module as
   it appears in the "namespace" statement (see Sec tion 7.1.3),
   "feature" is the name of an optional feature imp lemented by the
   device (see Section 7.18.1), and "deviation" is the name of a module
   defining device deviations (see Section 7.18.3).

   In the parameter list, each named parameter MUST  occur at most once.
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5.6.4.1.  Modules

   Servers indicate the names of supported modules via the <hello>
   message.  Module namespaces are encoded as the b ase URI in the
   capability string, and the module name is encode d as the "module"
   parameter to the base URI.

   A server MUST advertise all revisions of all mod ules it implements.

   For example, this <hello> message advertises one  module "syslog".

   <hello xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:bas e:1.0">
     <capability>
       http://example.com/syslog?module=syslog&amp; revision=2008-04-01
     </capability>
   </hello>

5.6.4.2.  Features

   Servers indicate the names of supported features  via the <hello>
   message.  In <hello> messages, the features are encoded in the
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   "features" parameter within the URI.  The value of this parameter is
   a comma-separated list of feature names that the  device supports for
   the specific module.

   For example, this <hello> message advertises one  module, informing
   the client that it supports the "local-storage" feature of module
   "syslog".
<hello xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1 .0">
  <capability>
    http://example.com/syslog?module=syslog&amp;fea tures=local-storage
  </capability>
</hello>

5.6.4.3.  Deviations

   Device deviations are announced via the "deviati ons" parameter.  The
   value of the "deviations" parameter is a comma-s eparated list of
   modules containing deviations from the capabilit y's module.

   For example, this <hello> message advertises two  modules, informing
   the client that it deviates from module "syslog"  according to the
   deviations listed in the module "my-devs".
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   <hello xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:bas e:1.0">
       <capability>
         http://example.com/syslog?module=syslog&am p;deviations=my-devs
       </capability>
       <capability>
         http://example.com/my-deviations?module=my -devs
       </capability>
     </hello>

5.7.  Data Store Modification

   Data models may allow the server to alter the co nfiguration data
   store in ways not explicitly directed via NETCON F protocol messages.
   For example, a data model may define leafs that are assigned system-
   generated values when the client does not provid e one.  A formal
   mechanism for specifying the circumstances where  these changes are
   allowed is out of scope for this specification.

6.  YANG Syntax

   The YANG syntax is similar to that of SMIng [RFC 3780] and programming
   languages like C and C++.  This C-like syntax wa s chosen specifically
   for its readability, since YANG values the time and effort of the
   readers of models above those of modules writers  and YANG tool-chain
   developers.  This section introduces the YANG sy ntax.

   YANG modules use the UTF-8 [RFC3629] character e ncoding.

6.1.  Lexical Tokenization
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   YANG modules are parsed as a series of tokens.  This section details
   the rules for recognizing tokens from an input s tream.  YANG
   tokenization rules are both simple and powerful.   The simplicity is
   driven by a need to keep the parsers easy to imp lement, while the
   power is driven by the fact that modelers need t o express their
   models in readable formats.

6.1.1.  Comments

   Comments are C++ style.  A single line comment s tarts with "//" and
   ends at the end of the line.  A block comment is  enclosed within "/*"
   and "*/".

6.1.2.  Tokens

   A token in YANG is either a keyword, a string, a  semicolon (";"), or
   braces ("{" or "}").  A string can be quoted or unquoted.  A keyword
   is either one of the YANG keywords defined in th is document, or a
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   prefix identifier, followed by ":", followed by a language extension
   keyword.  Keywords are case sensitive.  See Sect ion 6.2 for a formal
   definition of identifiers.

6.1.3.  Quoting

   If a string contains any space or tab characters , a semicolon (";"),
   braces ("{" or "}"), or comment sequences ("//",  "/*", or "*/"), then
   it MUST be enclosed within double or single quot es.

   If the double-quoted string contains a line brea k followed by space
   or tab characters that are used to indent the te xt according to the
   layout in the YANG file, this leading whitespace  is stripped from the
   string, up to and including the column of the do uble quote character,
   or to the first non-whitespace character, whiche ver occurs first.  In
   this process, a tab character is treated as 8 sp ace characters.

   If the double-quoted string contains space or ta b characters before a
   line break, this trailing whitespace is stripped  from the string.

   A single-quoted string (enclosed within ' ') pre serves each character
   within the quotes.  A single quote character can not occur in a
   single-quoted string, even when preceded by a ba ckslash.

   Within a double-quoted string (enclosed within "  "), a backslash
   character introduces a special character, which depends on the
   character that immediately follows the backslash :

    \n      new line
    \t      a tab character
    \"      a double quote
    \\      a single backslash

   If a quoted string is followed by a plus charact er ("+"), followed by
   another quoted string, the two strings are conca tenated into one
   string, allowing multiple concatenations to buil d one string.
   Whitespace trimming and substitution of backslas h-escaped characters
   in double-quoted strings is done before concaten ation.
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6.1.3.1.  Quoting Examples

   The following strings are equivalent:

     hello
     "hello"
     'hello'
     "hel" + "lo"
     'hel' + "lo"
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   The following examples show some special strings :

     "\""  - string containing a double quote
     '"'   - string containing a double quote
     "\n"  - string containing a new line character
     '\n'  - string containing a backslash followed
             by the character n

   The following examples show some illegal strings :

     ''''  - a single-quoted string cannot contain single quotes
     """   - a double quote must be escaped in a do uble-quoted string

   The following strings are equivalent:

         "first line
            second line"

     "first line\n" + "  second line"

6.2.  Identifiers

   Identifiers are used to identify different kinds  of YANG items by
   name.  Each identifier starts with an uppercase or lowercase ASCII
   letter or an underscore character, followed by z ero or more ASCII
   letters, digits, underscore characters, hyphens,  and dots.
   Implementations MUST support identifiers up to 6 4 characters in
   length.  Identifiers are case sensitive.  The id entifier syntax is
   formally defined by the rule "identifier" in Sec tion 12.  Identifiers
   can be specified as quoted or unquoted strings.

6.2.1.  Identifiers and Their Namespaces

   Each identifier is valid in a namespace that dep ends on the type of
   the YANG item being defined.  All identifiers de fined in a namespace
   MUST be unique.

   o  All module and submodule names share the same  global module
      identifier namespace.

   o  All extension names defined in a module and i ts submodules share
      the same extension identifier namespace.

   o  All feature names defined in a module and its  submodules share the
      same feature identifier namespace.

   o  All identity names defined in a module and it s submodules share
      the same identity identifier namespace.
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   o  All derived type names defined within a paren t node or at the top
      level of the module or its submodules share t he same type
      identifier namespace.  This namespace is scop ed to all descendant
      nodes of the parent node or module.  This mea ns that any
      descendent node may use that typedef, and it MUST NOT define a
      typedef with the same name.

   o  All grouping names defined within a parent no de or at the top
      level of the module or its submodules share t he same grouping
      identifier namespace.  This namespace is scop ed to all descendant
      nodes of the parent node or module.  This mea ns that any
      descendent node may use that grouping, and it  MUST NOT define a
      grouping with the same name.

   o  All leafs, leaf-lists, lists, containers, cho ices, rpcs,
      notifications, and anyxmls defined (directly or through a uses
      statement) within a parent node or at the top  level of the module
      or its submodules share the same identifier n amespace.  This
      namespace is scoped to the parent node or mod ule, unless the
      parent node is a case node.  In that case, th e namespace is scoped
      to the closest ancestor node that is not a ca se or choice node.

   o  All cases within a choice share the same case  identifier
      namespace.  This namespace is scoped to the p arent choice node.

   Forward references are allowed in YANG.

6.3.  Statements

   A YANG module contains a sequence of statements.   Each statement
   starts with a keyword, followed by zero or one a rgument, followed
   either by a semicolon (";") or a block of substa tements enclosed
   within braces ("{ }"):

     statement = keyword [argument] (";" / "{" *sta tement "}")

   The argument is a string, as defined in Section 6.1.2.

6.3.1.  Language Extensions

   A module can introduce YANG extensions by using the "extension"
   keyword (see Section 7.17).  The extensions can be imported by other
   modules with the "import" statement (see Section  7.1.5).  When an
   imported extension is used, the extension's keyw ord MUST be qualified
   using the prefix with which the extension's modu le was imported.  If
   an extension is used in the module where it is d efined, the
   extension's keyword MUST be qualified with the m odule's prefix.
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   Since submodules cannot include the parent modul e, any extensions in
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   the module that need to be exposed to submodules  MUST be defined in a
   submodule.  Submodules can then include this sub module to find the
   definition of the extension.

   If a YANG compiler does not support a particular  extension, which
   appears in a YANG module as an unknown-statement  (see Section 12),
   the entire unknown-statement MAY be ignored by t he compiler.

6.4.  XPath Evaluations

   YANG relies on XML Path Language (XPath) 1.0 [XP ATH] as a notation
   for specifying many inter-node references and de pendencies.  NETCONF
   clients and servers are not required to implemen t an XPath
   interpreter, but MUST ensure that the requiremen ts encoded in the
   data model are enforced.  The manner of enforcem ent is an
   implementation decision.  The XPath expressions MUST be syntactically
   correct, and all prefixes used MUST be present i n the XPath context
   (see Section 6.4.1).  An implementation may choo se to implement them
   by hand, rather than using the XPath expression directly.

   The data model used in the XPath expressions is the same as that used
   in XPath 1.0 [XPATH], with the same extension fo r root node children
   as used by XSLT 1.0 [XSLT] (Section 3.1).  Speci fically, it means
   that the root node may have any number of elemen t nodes as its
   children.

6.4.1.  XPath Context

   All YANG XPath expressions share the following X Path context
   definition:

   o  The set of namespace declarations is the set of all "import"
      statements' prefix and namespace pairs in the  module where the
      XPath expression is specified, and the "prefi x" statement's prefix
      for the "namespace" statement's URI.

   o  Names without a namespace prefix belong to th e same namespace as
      the identifier of the current node.  Inside a  grouping, that
      namespace is affected by where the grouping i s used (see
      Section 7.12).

   o  The function library is the core function lib rary defined in
      [XPATH], and a function "current()" that retu rns a node set with
      the initial context node.

   o  The set of variable bindings is empty.
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   The mechanism for handling unprefixed names is a dopted from XPath 2.0
   [XPATH2.0], and helps simplify XPath expressions  in YANG.  No
   ambiguity may ever arise because YANG node ident ifiers are always
   qualified names with a non-null namespace URI.

   The context node varies with the YANG XPath expr ession, and is
   specified where the YANG statement with the XPat h expression is
   defined.

6.5.  Schema Node Identifier
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   A schema node identifier is a string that identi fies a node in the
   schema tree.  It has two forms, "absolute" and " descendant", defined
   by the rules "absolute-schema-nodeid" and "desce ndant-schema-nodeid"
   in Section 12, respectively.  A schema node iden tifier consists of a
   path of identifiers, separated by slashes ("/").   In an absolute
   schema node identifier, the first identifier aft er the leading slash
   is any top-level schema node in the local module  or in all imported
   modules.

   References to identifiers defined in external mo dules MUST be
   qualified with appropriate prefixes, and referen ces to identifiers
   defined in the current module and its submodules  MAY use a prefix.

   For example, to identify the child node "b" of t op-level node "a",
   the string "/a/b" can be used.

7.  YANG Statements

   The following sections describe all of the YANG statements.

   Note that even a statement that does not have an y substatements
   defined in YANG can have vendor-specific extensi ons as substatements.
   For example, the "description" statement does no t have any
   substatements defined in YANG, but the following  is legal:

     description "some text" {
         acme:documentation-flag 5;
     }

7.1.  The module Statement

   The "module" statement defines the module's name , and groups all
   statements that belong to the module together.  The "module"
   statement's argument is the name of the module, followed by a block
   of substatements that hold detailed module infor mation.  The module
   name follows the rules for identifiers in Sectio n 6.2.
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   Names of modules published in RFC streams [RFC48 44] MUST be assigned
   by IANA, see Section 14.

   Private module names are assigned by the organiz ation owning the
   module without a central registry.  It is RECOMM ENDED to choose
   module names that will have a low probability of  colliding with
   standard or other enterprise modules and submodu les, e.g., by using
   the enterprise or organization name as a prefix for the module name.

   A module typically has the following layout:

     module <module-name> {

         // header information
         <yang-version statement>
         <namespace statement>
         <prefix statement>

         // linkage statements
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         <import statements>
         <include statements>

         // meta information
         <organization statement>
         <contact statement>
         <description statement>
         <reference statement>

         // revision history
         <revision statements>

         // module definitions
         <other statements>
     }
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7.1.1.  The module's Substatements

                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | substatement | section | cardina lity |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | anyxml       | 7.10    | 0..n        |
                 | augment      | 7.15    | 0..n        |
                 | choice       | 7.9     | 0..n        |
                 | contact      | 7.1.8   | 0..1        |
                 | container    | 7.5     | 0..n        |
                 | description  | 7.19.3  | 0..1        |
                 | deviation    | 7.18.3  | 0..n        |
                 | extension    | 7.17    | 0..n        |
                 | feature      | 7.18.1  | 0..n        |
                 | grouping     | 7.11    | 0..n        |
                 | identity     | 7.16    | 0..n        |
                 | import       | 7.1.5   | 0..n        |
                 | include      | 7.1.6   | 0..n        |
                 | leaf         | 7.6     | 0..n        |
                 | leaf-list    | 7.7     | 0..n        |
                 | list         | 7.8     | 0..n        |
                 | namespace    | 7.1.3   | 1           |
                 | notification | 7.14    | 0..n        |
                 | organization | 7.1.7   | 0..1        |
                 | prefix       | 7.1.4   | 1           |
                 | reference    | 7.19.4  | 0..1        |
                 | revision     | 7.1.9   | 0..n        |
                 | rpc          | 7.13    | 0..n        |
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                 | typedef      | 7.3     | 0..n        |
                 | uses         | 7.12    | 0..n        |
                 | yang-version | 7.1.2   | 0..1        |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+

7.1.2.  The yang-version Statement

   The optional "yang-version" statement specifies which version of the
   YANG language was used in developing the module.   The statement's
   argument is a string.  If present, it MUST conta in the value "1",
   which is the current YANG version and the defaul t value.

   Handling of the "yang-version" statement for ver sions other than "1"
   (the version defined here) is out of scope for t his specification.
   Any document that defines a higher version will need to define the
   backward compatibility of such a higher version.
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7.1.3.  The namespace Statement

   The "namespace" statement defines the XML namesp ace that all
   identifiers defined by the module are qualified by, with the
   exception of data node identifiers defined insid e a grouping (see
   Section 7.12 for details).  The argument to the "namespace" statement
   is the URI of the namespace.

   See also Section 5.3.

7.1.4.  The prefix Statement

   The "prefix" statement is used to define the pre fix associated with
   the module and its namespace.  The "prefix" stat ement's argument is
   the prefix string that is used as a prefix to ac cess a module.  The
   prefix string MAY be used to refer to definition s contained in the
   module, e.g., "if:ifName".  A prefix follows the  same rules as an
   identifier (see Section 6.2).

   When used inside the "module" statement, the "pr efix" statement
   defines the prefix to be used when this module i s imported.  To
   improve readability of the NETCONF XML, a NETCON F client or server
   that generates XML or XPath that use prefixes SH OULD use the prefix
   defined by the module, unless there is a conflic t.

   When used inside the "import" statement, the "pr efix" statement
   defines the prefix to be used when accessing def initions inside the
   imported module.  When a reference to an identif ier from the imported
   module is used, the prefix string for the import ed module is used in
   combination with a colon (":") and the identifie r, e.g., "if:
   ifIndex".  To improve readability of YANG module s, the prefix defined
   by a module SHOULD be used when the module is im ported, unless there
   is a conflict.  If there is a conflict, i.e., tw o different modules
   that both have defined the same prefix are impor ted, at least one of
   them MUST be imported with a different prefix.

   All prefixes, including the prefix for the modul e itself MUST be
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   unique within the module or submodule.

7.1.5.  The import Statement

   The "import" statement makes definitions from on e module available
   inside another module or submodule.  The argumen t is the name of the
   module to import, and the statement is followed by a block of
   substatements that holds detailed import informa tion.  When a module
   is imported, the importing module may:
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   o  use any grouping and typedef defined at the t op level in the
      imported module or its submodules.

   o  use any extension, feature, and identity defi ned in the imported
      module or its submodules.

   o  use any node in the imported module's schema tree in "must",
      "path", and "when" statements, or as the targ et node in "augment"
      and "deviation" statements.

   The mandatory "prefix" substatement assigns a pr efix for the imported
   module that is scoped to the importing module or  submodule.  Multiple
   "import" statements may be specified to import f rom different
   modules.

   When the optional "revision-date" substatement i s present, any
   typedef, grouping, extension, feature, and ident ity referenced by
   definitions in the local module are taken from t he specified revision
   of the imported module.  It is an error if the s pecified revision of
   the imported module does not exist.  If no "revi sion-date"
   substatement is present, it is undefined from wh ich revision of the
   module they are taken.

   Multiple revisions of the same module MUST NOT b e imported.

                        The import's Substatements

                 +---------------+---------+------- ------+
                 | substatement  | section | cardin ality |
                 +---------------+---------+------- ------+
                 | prefix        | 7.1.4   | 1           |
                 | revision-date | 7.1.5.1 | 0..1        |
                 +---------------+---------+------- ------+

7.1.5.1.  The import's revision-date Statement

   The import's "revision-date" statement is used t o specify the exact
   version of the module to import.  The "revision- date" statement MUST
   match the most recent "revision" statement in th e imported module.

7.1.6.  The include Statement

   The "include" statement is used to make content from a submodule
   available to that submodule's parent module, or to another submodule
   of that parent module.  The argument is an ident ifier that is the
   name of the submodule to include.  Modules are o nly allowed to
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   include submodules that belong to that module, a s defined by the
   "belongs-to" statement (see Section 7.2.2).  Sub modules are only
   allowed to include other submodules belonging to  the same module.

   When a module includes a submodule, it incorpora tes the contents of
   the submodule into the node hierarchy of the mod ule.  When a
   submodule includes another submodule, the target  submodule's
   definitions are made available to the current su bmodule.

   When the optional "revision-date" substatement i s present, the
   specified revision of the submodule is included in the module.  It is
   an error if the specified revision of the submod ule does not exist.
   If no "revision-date" substatement is present, i t is undefined which
   revision of the submodule is included.

   Multiple revisions of the same submodule MUST NO T be included.

                       The includes's Substatements

                 +---------------+---------+------- ------+
                 | substatement  | section | cardin ality |
                 +---------------+---------+------- ------+
                 | revision-date | 7.1.5.1 | 0..1        |
                 +---------------+---------+------- ------+

7.1.7.  The organization Statement

   The "organization" statement defines the party r esponsible for this
   module.  The argument is a string that is used t o specify a textual
   description of the organization(s) under whose a uspices this module
   was developed.

7.1.8.  The contact Statement

   The "contact" statement provides contact informa tion for the module.
   The argument is a string that is used to specify  contact information
   for the person or persons to whom technical quer ies concerning this
   module should be sent, such as their name, posta l address, telephone
   number, and electronic mail address.

7.1.9.  The revision Statement

   The "revision" statement specifies the editorial  revision history of
   the module, including the initial revision.  A s eries of revision
   statements detail the changes in the module's de finition.  The
   argument is a date string in the format "YYYY-MM -DD", followed by a
   block of substatements that holds detailed revis ion information.  A
   module SHOULD have at least one initial "revisio n" statement.  For
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   every published editorial change, a new one SHOU LD be added in front
   of the revisions sequence, so that all revisions  are in reverse
   chronological order.

7.1.9.1.  The revision's Substatement

                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | substatement | section | cardina lity |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | description  | 7.19.3  | 0..1        |
                 | reference    | 7.19.4  | 0..1        |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+

7.1.10.  Usage Example

     module acme-system {
         namespace "http://acme.example.com/system" ;
         prefix "acme";

         import ietf-yang-types {
             prefix "yang";
         }

         include acme-types;

         organization "ACME Inc.";
         contact
             "Joe L. User

              ACME, Inc.
              42 Anywhere Drive
              Nowhere, CA 95134
              USA

              Phone: +1 800 555 0100
              EMail: joe@acme.example.com";

         description
             "The module for entities implementing the ACME protocol.";

         revision "2007-06-09" {
             description "Initial revision.";
         }

         // definitions follow...
     }
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7.2.  The submodule Statement

   While the primary unit in YANG is a module, a YA NG module can itself
   be constructed out of several submodules.  Submo dules allow a module
   designer to split a complex model into several p ieces where all the
   submodules contribute to a single namespace, whi ch is defined by the
   module that includes the submodules.
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   The "submodule" statement defines the submodule' s name, and groups
   all statements that belong to the submodule toge ther.  The
   "submodule" statement's argument is the name of the submodule,
   followed by a block of substatements that hold d etailed submodule
   information.  The submodule name follows the rul es for identifiers in
   Section 6.2.

   Names of submodules published in RFC streams [RF C4844] MUST be
   assigned by IANA, see Section 14.

   Private submodule names are assigned by the orga nization owning the
   submodule without a central registry.  It is REC OMMENDED to choose
   submodule names that will have a low probability  of colliding with
   standard or other enterprise modules and submodu les, e.g., by using
   the enterprise or organization name as a prefix for the submodule
   name.
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   A submodule typically has the following layout:

     submodule <module-name> {

         <yang-version statement>

         // module identification
         <belongs-to statement>

         // linkage statements
         <import statements>
         <include statements>

         // meta information
         <organization statement>
         <contact statement>
         <description statement>
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         <reference statement>

         // revision history
         <revision statements>

         // module definitions
         <other statements>
     }
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7.2.1.  The submodule's Substatements

                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | substatement | section | cardina lity |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | anyxml       | 7.10    | 0..n        |
                 | augment      | 7.15    | 0..n        |
                 | belongs-to   | 7.2.2   | 1           |
                 | choice       | 7.9     | 0..n        |
                 | contact      | 7.1.8   | 0..1        |
                 | container    | 7.5     | 0..n        |
                 | description  | 7.19.3  | 0..1        |
                 | deviation    | 7.18.3  | 0..n        |
                 | extension    | 7.17    | 0..n        |
                 | feature      | 7.18.1  | 0..n        |
                 | grouping     | 7.11    | 0..n        |
                 | identity     | 7.16    | 0..n        |
                 | import       | 7.1.5   | 0..n        |
                 | include      | 7.1.6   | 0..n        |
                 | leaf         | 7.6     | 0..n        |
                 | leaf-list    | 7.7     | 0..n        |
                 | list         | 7.8     | 0..n        |
                 | notification | 7.14    | 0..n        |
                 | organization | 7.1.7   | 0..1        |
                 | reference    | 7.19.4  | 0..1        |
                 | revision     | 7.1.9   | 0..n        |
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                 | rpc          | 7.13    | 0..n        |
                 | typedef      | 7.3     | 0..n        |
                 | uses         | 7.12    | 0..n        |
                 | yang-version | 7.1.2   | 0..1        |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+

7.2.2.  The belongs-to Statement

   The "belongs-to" statement specifies the module to which the
   submodule belongs.  The argument is an identifie r that is the name of
   the module.

   A submodule MUST only be included by the module to which it belongs,
   or by another submodule that belongs to that mod ule.

   The mandatory "prefix" substatement assigns a pr efix for the module
   to which the submodule belongs.  All definitions  in the local
   submodule and any included submodules can be acc essed by using the
   prefix.
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                      The belongs-to's Substatement s

                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | substatement | section | cardina lity |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | prefix       | 7.1.4   | 1           |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+

7.2.3.  Usage Example

     submodule acme-types {

         belongs-to "acme-system" {
             prefix "acme";
         }

         import ietf-yang-types {
             prefix "yang";
         }

         organization "ACME Inc.";
         contact
             "Joe L. User

              ACME, Inc.
              42 Anywhere Drive
              Nowhere, CA 95134
              USA

              Phone: +1 800 555 0100
              EMail: joe@acme.example.com";

         description
             "This submodule defines common ACME ty pes.";
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         revision "2007-06-09" {
             description "Initial revision.";
         }

         // definitions follows...
     }

7.3.  The typedef Statement

   The "typedef" statement defines a new type that may be used locally
   in the module, in modules or submodules which in clude it, and by
   other modules that import from it, according to the rules in
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   Section 5.5.  The new type is called the "derive d type", and the type
   from which it was derived is called the "base ty pe".  All derived
   types can be traced back to a YANG built-in type .

   The "typedef" statement's argument is an identif ier that is the name
   of the type to be defined, and MUST be followed by a block of
   substatements that holds detailed typedef inform ation.

   The name of the type MUST NOT be one of the YANG  built-in types.  If
   the typedef is defined at the top level of a YAN G module or
   submodule, the name of the type to be defined MU ST be unique within
   the module.

7.3.1.  The typedef's Substatements

                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | substatement | section | cardina lity |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | default      | 7.3.4   | 0..1        |
                 | description  | 7.19.3  | 0..1        |
                 | reference    | 7.19.4  | 0..1        |
                 | status       | 7.19.2  | 0..1        |
                 | type         | 7.3.2   | 1           |
                 | units        | 7.3.3   | 0..1        |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+

7.3.2.  The typedef's type Statement

   The "type" statement, which MUST be present, def ines the base type
   from which this type is derived.  See Section 7. 4 for details.

7.3.3.  The units Statement

   The "units" statement, which is optional, takes as an argument a
   string that contains a textual definition of the  units associated
   with the type.

7.3.4.  The typedef's default Statement

   The "default" statement takes as an argument a s tring that contains a
   default value for the new type.

   The value of the "default" statement MUST be val id according to the
   type specified in the "type" statement.
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   If the base type has a default value, and the ne w derived type does
   not specify a new default value, the base type's  default value is
   also the default value of the new derived type.
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   If the type's default value is not valid accordi ng to the new
   restrictions specified in a derived type or leaf  definition, the
   derived type or leaf definition MUST specify a n ew default value
   compatible with the restrictions.

7.3.5.  Usage Example

     typedef listen-ipv4-address {
         type inet:ipv4-address;
         default "0.0.0.0";
     }

7.4.  The type Statement

   The "type" statement takes as an argument a stri ng that is the name
   of a YANG built-in type (see Section 9) or a der ived type (see
   Section 7.3), followed by an optional block of s ubstatements that are
   used to put further restrictions on the type.

   The restrictions that can be applied depend on t he type being
   restricted.  The restriction statements for all built-in types are
   described in the subsections of Section 9.

7.4.1.  The type's Substatements

               +------------------+---------+------ -------+
               | substatement     | section | cardi nality |
               +------------------+---------+------ -------+
               | bit              | 9.7.4   | 0..n        |
               | enum             | 9.6.4   | 0..n        |
               | length           | 9.4.4   | 0..1        |
               | path             | 9.9.2   | 0..1        |
               | pattern          | 9.4.6   | 0..n        |
               | range            | 9.2.4   | 0..1        |
               | require-instance | 9.13.2  | 0..1        |
               | type             | 7.4     | 0..n        |
               +------------------+---------+------ -------+

7.5.  The container Statement

   The "container" statement is used to define an i nterior data node in
   the schema tree.  It takes one argument, which i s an identifier,
   followed by a block of substatements that holds detailed container
   information.

   A container node does not have a value, but it h as a list of child
   nodes in the data tree.  The child nodes are def ined in the
   container's substatements.
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7.5.1.  Containers with Presence

   YANG supports two styles of containers, those th at exist only for
   organizing the hierarchy of data nodes, and thos e whose presence in
   the configuration has an explicit meaning.

   In the first style, the container has no meaning  of its own, existing
   only to contain child nodes.  This is the defaul t style.

   For example, the set of scrambling options for S ynchronous Optical
   Network (SONET) interfaces may be placed inside a "scrambling"
   container to enhance the organization of the con figuration hierarchy,
   and to keep these nodes together.  The "scrambli ng" node itself has
   no meaning, so removing the node when it becomes  empty relieves the
   user from performing this task.

   In the second style, the presence of the contain er itself is
   configuration data, representing a single bit of  configuration data.
   The container acts as both a configuration knob and a means of
   organizing related configuration.  These contain ers are explicitly
   created and deleted.

   YANG calls this style a "presence container" and  it is indicated
   using the "presence" statement, which takes as i ts argument a text
   string indicating what the presence of the node means.

   For example, an "ssh" container may turn on the ability to log into
   the device using ssh, but can also contain any s sh-related
   configuration knobs, such as connection rates or  retry limits.

   The "presence" statement (see Section 7.5.5) is used to give
   semantics to the existence of the container in t he data tree.
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7.5.2.  The container's Substatements

                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | substatement | section | cardina lity |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | anyxml       | 7.10    | 0..n        |
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                 | choice       | 7.9     | 0..n        |
                 | config       | 7.19.1  | 0..1        |
                 | container    | 7.5     | 0..n        |
                 | description  | 7.19.3  | 0..1        |
                 | grouping     | 7.11    | 0..n        |
                 | if-feature   | 7.18.2  | 0..n        |
                 | leaf         | 7.6     | 0..n        |
                 | leaf-list    | 7.7     | 0..n        |
                 | list         | 7.8     | 0..n        |
                 | must         | 7.5.3   | 0..n        |
                 | presence     | 7.5.5   | 0..1        |
                 | reference    | 7.19.4  | 0..1        |
                 | status       | 7.19.2  | 0..1        |
                 | typedef      | 7.3     | 0..n        |
                 | uses         | 7.12    | 0..n        |
                 | when         | 7.19.5  | 0..1        |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+

7.5.3.  The must Statement

   The "must" statement, which is optional, takes a s an argument a
   string that contains an XPath expression (see Se ction 6.4).  It is
   used to formally declare a constraint on valid d ata.  The constraint
   is enforced according to the rules in Section 8.

   When a datastore is validated, all "must" constr aints are
   conceptually evaluated once for each data node i n the data tree, and
   for all leafs with default values in use (see Se ction 7.6.1).  If a
   data node does not exist in the data tree, and i t does not have a
   default value, its "must" statements are not eva luated.

   All such constraints MUST evaluate to true for t he data to be valid.

   The XPath expression is conceptually evaluated i n the following
   context, in addition to the definition in Sectio n 6.4.1:

   o  The context node is the node in the data tree  for which the "must"
      statement is defined.

   o  The accessible tree is made up of all nodes i n the data tree, and
      all leafs with default values in use (see Sec tion 7.6.1).
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   The accessible tree depends on the context node:

   o  If the context node represents configuration,  the tree is the data
      in the NETCONF datastore where the context no de exists.  The XPath
      root node has all top-level configuration dat a nodes in all
      modules as children.

   o  If the context node represents state data, th e tree is all state
      data on the device, and the <running/> datast ore.  The XPath root
      node has all top-level data nodes in all modu les as children.

   o  If the context node represents notification c ontent, the tree is
      the notification XML instance document.  The XPath root node has
      the element representing the notification bei ng defined as the
      only child.
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   o  If the context node represents RPC input para meters, the tree is
      the RPC XML instance document.  The XPath roo t node has the
      element representing the RPC operation being defined as the only
      child.

   o  If the context node represents RPC output par ameters, the tree is
      the RPC reply instance document.  The XPath r oot node has the
      elements representing the RPC output paramete rs as children.

   The result of the XPath expression is converted to a boolean value
   using the standard XPath rules.

   Note that since all leaf values in the data tree  are conceptually
   stored in their canonical form (see Sections 7.6  and 7.7), any XPath
   comparisons are done on the canonical value.

   Also note that the XPath expression is conceptua lly evaluated.  This
   means that an implementation does not have to us e an XPath evaluator
   on the device.  How the evaluation is done in pr actice is an
   implementation decision.
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7.5.4.  The must's Substatements

                 +---------------+---------+------- ------+
                 | substatement  | section | cardin ality |
                 +---------------+---------+------- ------+
                 | description   | 7.19.3  | 0..1        |
                 | error-app-tag | 7.5.4.2 | 0..1        |
                 | error-message | 7.5.4.1 | 0..1        |
                 | reference     | 7.19.4  | 0..1        |
                 +---------------+---------+------- ------+

7.5.4.1.  The error-message Statement

   The "error-message" statement, which is optional , takes a string as
   an argument.  If the constraint evaluates to fal se, the string is
   passed as <error-message> in the <rpc-error>.

7.5.4.2.  The error-app-tag Statement

   The "error-app-tag" statement, which is optional , takes a string as
   an argument.  If the constraint evaluates to fal se, the string is
   passed as <error-app-tag> in the <rpc-error>.

7.5.4.3.  Usage Example of must and error-message
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     container interface {
         leaf ifType {
             type enumeration {
                 enum ethernet;
                 enum atm;
             }
         }
         leaf ifMTU {
             type uint32;
         }
         must "ifType != 'ethernet' or " +
              "(ifType = 'ethernet' and ifMTU = 150 0)" {
             error-message "An ethernet MTU must be  1500";
         }
         must "ifType != 'atm' or " +
              "(ifType = 'atm' and ifMTU <= 17966 a nd ifMTU >= 64)" {
             error-message "An atm MTU must be  64 .. 17966";
         }
     }
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7.5.5.  The presence Statement

   The "presence" statement assigns a meaning to th e presence of a
   container in the data tree.  It takes as an argu ment a string that
   contains a textual description of what the node' s presence means.

   If a container has the "presence" statement, the  container's
   existence in the data tree carries some meaning.   Otherwise, the
   container is used to give some structure to the data, and it carries
   no meaning by itself.

   See Section 7.5.1 for additional information.

7.5.6.  The container's Child Node Statements

   Within a container, the "container", "leaf", "li st", "leaf-list",
   "uses", "choice", and "anyxml" statements can be  used to define child
   nodes to the container.

7.5.7.  XML Mapping Rules

   A container node is encoded as an XML element.  The element's local
   name is the container's identifier, and its name space is the module's
   XML namespace (see Section 7.1.3).

   The container's child nodes are encoded as subel ements to the
   container element.  If the container defines RPC  input or output
   parameters, these subelements are encoded in the  same order as they
   are defined within the "container" statement.  O therwise, the
   subelements are encoded in any order.

   A NETCONF server that replies to a <get> or <get -config> request MAY
   choose not to send a container element if the co ntainer node does not
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   have the "presence" statement and no child nodes  exist.  Thus, a
   client that receives an <rpc-reply> for a <get> or <get-config>
   request, must be prepared to handle the case tha t a container node
   without a "presence" statement is not present in  the XML.

7.5.8.  NETCONF <edit-config> Operations

   Containers can be created, deleted, replaced, an d modified through
   <edit-config>, by using the "operation" attribut e (see [RFC4741],
   Section 7.2) in the container's XML element.

   If a container does not have a "presence" statem ent and the last
   child node is deleted, the NETCONF server MAY de lete the container.
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   When a NETCONF server processes an <edit-config>  request, the
   elements of procedure for the container node are :

      If the operation is "merge" or "replace", the  node is created if
      it does not exist.

      If the operation is "create", the node is cre ated if it does not
      exist.  If the node already exists, a "data-e xists" error is
      returned.

      If the operation is "delete", the node is del eted if it exists.
      If the node does not exist, a "data-missing" error is returned.

7.5.9.  Usage Example

   Given the following container definition:

     container system {
         description "Contains various system param eters";
         container services {
             description "Configure externally avai lable services";
             container "ssh" {
                 presence "Enables SSH";
                 description "SSH service specific configuration";
                 // more leafs, containers and stuf f here...
             }
         }
     }

   A corresponding XML instance example:

     <system>
       <services>
         <ssh/>
       </services>
     </system>

   Since the <ssh> element is present, ssh is enabl ed.

   To delete a container with an <edit-config>:
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     <rpc message-id="101"
          xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:bas e:1.0"
          xmlns:nc="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf: base:1.0">
       <edit-config>
         <target>
           <running/>
         </target>
         <config>
           <system xmlns="http://example.com/schema /config">
             <services>
               <ssh nc:operation="delete"/>
             </services>
           </system>
         </config>
       </edit-config>
     </rpc>

7.6.  The leaf Statement

   The "leaf" statement is used to define a leaf no de in the schema
   tree.  It takes one argument, which is an identi fier, followed by a
   block of substatements that holds detailed leaf information.

   A leaf node has a value, but no child nodes in t he data tree.
   Conceptually, the value in the data tree is alwa ys in the canonical
   form (see Section 9.1).

   A leaf node exists in zero or one instances in t he data tree.

   The "leaf" statement is used to define a scalar variable of a
   particular built-in or derived type.

7.6.1.  The leaf's default value

   The default value of a leaf is the value that th e server uses if the
   leaf does not exist in the data tree.  The usage  of the default value
   depends on the leaf's closest ancestor node in t he schema tree that
   is not a non-presence container:

   o  If no such ancestor exists in the schema tree , the default value
      MUST be used.

   o  Otherwise, if this ancestor is a case node, t he default value MUST
      be used if any node from the case exists in t he data tree, or if
      the case node is the choice's default case, a nd no nodes from any
      other case exist in the data tree.
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   o  Otherwise, the default value MUST be used if the ancestor node
      exists in the data tree.

   In these cases, the default value is said to be in use.

   When the default value is in use, the server MUS T operationally
   behave as if the leaf was present in the data tr ee with the default
   value as its value.

   If a leaf has a "default" statement, the leaf's default value is the
   value of the "default" statement.  Otherwise, if  the leaf's type has
   a default value, and the leaf is not mandatory, then the leaf's
   default value is the type's default value.  In a ll other cases, the
   leaf does not have a default value.

7.6.2.  The leaf's Substatements

                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | substatement | section | cardina lity |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | config       | 7.19.1  | 0..1        |
                 | default      | 7.6.4   | 0..1        |
                 | description  | 7.19.3  | 0..1        |
                 | if-feature   | 7.18.2  | 0..n        |
                 | mandatory    | 7.6.5   | 0..1        |
                 | must         | 7.5.3   | 0..n        |
                 | reference    | 7.19.4  | 0..1        |
                 | status       | 7.19.2  | 0..1        |
                 | type         | 7.6.3   | 1           |
                 | units        | 7.3.3   | 0..1        |
                 | when         | 7.19.5  | 0..1        |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+

7.6.3.  The leaf's type Statement

   The "type" statement, which MUST be present, tak es as an argument the
   name of an existing built-in or derived type.  T he optional
   substatements specify restrictions on this type.   See Section 7.4 for
   details.

7.6.4.  The leaf's default Statement

   The "default" statement, which is optional, take s as an argument a
   string that contains a default value for the lea f.

   The value of the "default" statement MUST be val id according to the
   type specified in the leaf's "type" statement.
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   The "default" statement MUST NOT be present on n odes where
   "mandatory" is true.

7.6.5.  The leaf's mandatory Statement
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   The "mandatory" statement, which is optional, ta kes as an argument
   the string "true" or "false", and puts a constra int on valid data.
   If not specified, the default is "false".

   If "mandatory" is "true", the behavior of the co nstraint depends on
   the type of the leaf's closest ancestor node in the schema tree that
   is not a non-presence container (see Section 7.5 .1):

   o  If no such ancestor exists in the schema tree , the leaf MUST
      exist.

   o  Otherwise, if this ancestor is a case node, t he leaf MUST exist if
      any node from the case exists in the data tre e.

   o  Otherwise, the leaf MUST exist if the ancesto r node exists in the
      data tree.

   This constraint is enforced according to the rul es in Section 8.

7.6.6.  XML Mapping Rules

   A leaf node is encoded as an XML element.  The e lement's local name
   is the leaf's identifier, and its namespace is t he module's XML
   namespace (see Section 7.1.3).

   The value of the leaf node is encoded to XML acc ording to the type,
   and sent as character data in the element.

   A NETCONF server that replies to a <get> or <get -config> request MAY
   choose not to send the leaf element if its value  is the default
   value.  Thus, a client that receives an <rpc-rep ly> for a <get> or
   <get-config> request, MUST be prepared to handle  the case that a leaf
   node with a default value is not present in the XML.  In this case,
   the value used by the server is known to be the default value.

   See Section 7.6.8 for an example.

7.6.7.  NETCONF <edit-config> Operations

   When a NETCONF server processes an <edit-config>  request, the
   elements of procedure for the leaf node are:
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      If the operation is "merge" or "replace", the  node is created if
      it does not exist, and its value is set to th e value found in the
      XML RPC data.

      If the operation is "create", the node is cre ated if it does not
      exist.  If the node already exists, a "data-e xists" error is
      returned.

      If the operation is "delete", the node is del eted if it exists.
      If the node does not exist, a "data-missing" error is returned.

7.6.8.  Usage Example
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   Given the following "leaf" statement, placed in the previously
   defined "ssh" container (see Section 7.5.9):

     leaf port {
         type inet:port-number;
         default 22;
         description "The port to which the SSH ser ver listens"
     }

   A corresponding XML instance example:

     <port>2022</port>

   To set the value of a leaf with an <edit-config> :

     <rpc message-id="101"
          xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:bas e:1.0"
          xmlns:nc="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf: base:1.0">
       <edit-config>
         <target>
           <running/>
         </target>
         <config>
           <system xmlns="http://example.com/schema /config">
             <services>
               <ssh>
                 <port>2022</port>
               </ssh>
             </services>
           </system>
         </config>
       </edit-config>
     </rpc>
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7.7.  The leaf-list Statement

   Where the "leaf" statement is used to define a s imple scalar variable
   of a particular type, the "leaf-list" statement is used to define an
   array of a particular type.  The "leaf-list" sta tement takes one
   argument, which is an identifier, followed by a block of
   substatements that holds detailed leaf-list info rmation.

   The values in a leaf-list MUST be unique.

   Conceptually, the values in the data tree are al ways in the canonical
   form (see Section 9.1).

   If the type referenced by the leaf-list has a de fault value, it has
   no effect in the leaf-list.

7.7.1.  Ordering

   YANG supports two styles for ordering the entrie s within lists and
   leaf-lists.  In many lists, the order of list en tries does not impact
   the implementation of the list's configuration, and the device is
   free to sort the list entries in any reasonable order.  The
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   "description" string for the list may suggest an  order to the device
   implementor.  YANG calls this style of list "sys tem ordered" and they
   are indicated with the statement "ordered-by sys tem".

   For example, a list of valid users would typical ly be sorted
   alphabetically, since the order in which the use rs appeared in the
   configuration would not impact the creation of t hose users' accounts.

   In the other style of lists, the order of list e ntries matters for
   the implementation of the list's configuration a nd the user is
   responsible for ordering the entries, while the device maintains that
   order.  YANG calls this style of list "user orde red" and they are
   indicated with the statement "ordered-by user".

   For example, the order in which firewall filters  entries are applied
   to incoming traffic may affect how that traffic is filtered.  The
   user would need to decide if the filter entry th at discards all TCP
   traffic should be applied before or after the fi lter entry that
   allows all traffic from trusted interfaces.  The  choice of order
   would be crucial.

   YANG provides a rich set of facilities within NE TCONF's <edit-config>
   operation that allows the order of list entries in user-ordered lists
   to be controlled.  List entries may be inserted or rearranged,
   positioned as the first or last entry in the lis t, or positioned
   before or after another specific entry.
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   The "ordered-by" statement is covered in Section  7.7.5.

7.7.2.  The leaf-list's Substatements

                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | substatement | section | cardina lity |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | config       | 7.19.1  | 0..1        |
                 | description  | 7.19.3  | 0..1        |
                 | if-feature   | 7.18.2  | 0..n        |
                 | max-elements | 7.7.4   | 0..1        |
                 | min-elements | 7.7.3   | 0..1        |
                 | must         | 7.5.3   | 0..n        |
                 | ordered-by   | 7.7.5   | 0..1        |
                 | reference    | 7.19.4  | 0..1        |
                 | status       | 7.19.2  | 0..1        |
                 | type         | 7.4     | 1           |
                 | units        | 7.3.3   | 0..1        |
                 | when         | 7.19.5  | 0..1        |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+

7.7.3.  The min-elements Statement

   The "min-elements" statement, which is optional,  takes as an argument
   a non-negative integer that puts a constraint on  valid list entries.
   A valid leaf-list or list MUST have at least min -elements entries.

   If no "min-elements" statement is present, it de faults to zero.

   The behavior of the constraint depends on the ty pe of the leaf-list's
   or list's closest ancestor node in the schema tr ee that is not a non-
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   presence container (see Section 7.5.1):

   o  If this ancestor is a case node, the constrai nt is enforced if any
      other node from the case exists.

   o  Otherwise, it is enforced if the ancestor nod e exists.

   The constraint is further enforced according to the rules in
   Section 8.

7.7.4.  The max-elements Statement

   The "max-elements" statement, which is optional,  takes as an argument
   a positive integer or the string "unbounded", wh ich puts a constraint
   on valid list entries.  A valid leaf-list or lis t always has at most
   max-elements entries.
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   If no "max-elements" statement is present, it de faults to
   "unbounded".

   The "max-elements" constraint is enforced accord ing to the rules in
   Section 8.

7.7.5.  The ordered-by Statement

   The "ordered-by" statement defines whether the o rder of entries
   within a list are determined by the user or the system.  The argument
   is one of the strings "system" or "user".  If no t present, order
   defaults to "system".

   This statement is ignored if the list represents  state data, RPC
   output parameters, or notification content.

   See Section 7.7.1 for additional information.

7.7.5.1.  ordered-by system

   The entries in the list are sorted according to an unspecified order.
   Thus, an implementation is free to sort the entr ies in the most
   appropriate order.  An implementation SHOULD use  the same order for
   the same data, regardless of how the data were c reated.  Using a
   deterministic order will make comparisons possib le using simple tools
   like "diff".

   This is the default order.

7.7.5.2.  ordered-by user

   The entries in the list are sorted according to an order defined by
   the user.  This order is controlled by using spe cial XML attributes
   in the <edit-config> request.  See Section 7.7.7  for details.

7.7.6.  XML Mapping Rules

   A leaf-list node is encoded as a series of XML e lements.  Each
   element's local name is the leaf-list's identifi er, and its namespace
   is the module's XML namespace (see Section 7.1.3 ).
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   The value of each leaf-list entry is encoded to XML according to the
   type, and sent as character data in the element.

   The XML elements representing leaf-list entries MUST appear in the
   order specified by the user if the leaf-list is "ordered-by user";
   otherwise, the order is implementation-dependent .  The XML elements
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   representing leaf-list entries MAY be interleave d with other sibling
   elements, unless the leaf-list defines RPC input  or output
   parameters.

   See Section 7.7.8 for an example.

7.7.7.  NETCONF <edit-config> Operations

   Leaf-list entries can be created and deleted, bu t not modified,
   through <edit-config>, by using the "operation" attribute in the
   leaf-list entry's XML element.

   In an "ordered-by user" leaf-list, the attribute s "insert" and
   "value" in the YANG XML namespace (Section 5.3.1 ) can be used to
   control where in the leaf-list the entry is inse rted.  These can be
   used during "create" operations to insert a new leaf-list entry, or
   during "merge" or "replace" operations to insert  a new leaf-list
   entry or move an existing one.

   The "insert" attribute can take the values "firs t", "last", "before",
   and "after".  If the value is "before" or "after ", the "value"
   attribute MUST also be used to specify an existi ng entry in the leaf-
   list.

   If no "insert" attribute is present in the "crea te" operation, it
   defaults to "last".

   If several entries in an "ordered-by user" leaf- list are modified in
   the same <edit-config> request, the entries are modified one at the
   time, in the order of the XML elements in the re quest.

   In a <copy-config>, or an <edit-config> with a " replace" operation
   that covers the entire leaf-list, the leaf-list order is the same as
   the order of the XML elements in the request.

   When a NETCONF server processes an <edit-config>  request, the
   elements of procedure for a leaf-list node are:

      If the operation is "merge" or "replace", the  leaf-list entry is
      created if it does not exist.

      If the operation is "create", the leaf-list e ntry is created if it
      does not exist.  If the leaf-list entry alrea dy exists, a
      "data-exists" error is returned.

      If the operation is "delete", the entry is de leted from the leaf-
      list if it exists.  If the leaf-list entry do es not exist, a
      "data-missing" error is returned.
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7.7.8.  Usage Example

     leaf-list allow-user  {
         type string;
         description "A list of user name patterns to allow";
     }

   A corresponding XML instance example:

     <allow-user>alice</allow-user>
     <allow-user>bob</allow-user>

   To create a new element in this list, using the default <edit-config>
   operation "merge":

     <rpc message-id="101"
          xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:bas e:1.0"
          xmlns:nc="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf: base:1.0">
       <edit-config>
         <target>
           <running/>
         </target>
         <config>
           <system xmlns="http://example.com/schema /config">
             <services>
               <ssh>
                 <allow-user>eric</allow-user>
               </ssh>
             </services>
           </system>
         </config>
       </edit-config>
     </rpc>

   Given the following ordered-by user leaf-list:

     leaf-list cipher  {
         type string;
         ordered-by user;
         description "A list of ciphers";
     }

   The following would be used to insert a new ciph er "blowfish-cbc"
   after "3des-cbc":
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     <rpc message-id="101"
          xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:bas e:1.0"
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          xmlns:nc="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf: base:1.0"
          xmlns:yang="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:yang:1 ">
       <edit-config>
         <target>
           <running/>
         </target>
         <config>
           <system xmlns="http://example.com/schema /config">
             <services>
               <ssh>
                 <cipher nc:operation="create"
                         yang:insert="after"
                         yang:value="3des-cbc">blow fish-cbc</cipher>
               </ssh>
             </services>
           </system>
         </config>
       </edit-config>
     </rpc>

7.8.  The list Statement

   The "list" statement is used to define an interi or data node in the
   schema tree.  A list node may exist in multiple instances in the data
   tree.  Each such instance is known as a list ent ry.  The "list"
   statement takes one argument, which is an identi fier, followed by a
   block of substatements that holds detailed list information.

   A list entry is uniquely identified by the value s of the list's keys,
   if defined.
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7.8.1.  The list's Substatements

                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | substatement | section | cardina lity |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | anyxml       | 7.10    | 0..n        |
                 | choice       | 7.9     | 0..n        |
                 | config       | 7.19.1  | 0..1        |
                 | container    | 7.5     | 0..n        |
                 | description  | 7.19.3  | 0..1        |
                 | grouping     | 7.11    | 0..n        |
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                 | if-feature   | 7.18.2  | 0..n        |
                 | key          | 7.8.2   | 0..1        |
                 | leaf         | 7.6     | 0..n        |
                 | leaf-list    | 7.7     | 0..n        |
                 | list         | 7.8     | 0..n        |
                 | max-elements | 7.7.4   | 0..1        |
                 | min-elements | 7.7.3   | 0..1        |
                 | must         | 7.5.3   | 0..n        |
                 | ordered-by   | 7.7.5   | 0..1        |
                 | reference    | 7.19.4  | 0..1        |
                 | status       | 7.19.2  | 0..1        |
                 | typedef      | 7.3     | 0..n        |
                 | unique       | 7.8.3   | 0..n        |
                 | uses         | 7.12    | 0..n        |
                 | when         | 7.19.5  | 0..1        |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+

7.8.2.  The list's key Statement

   The "key" statement, which MUST be present if th e list represents
   configuration, and MAY be present otherwise, tak es as an argument a
   string that specifies a space-separated list of leaf identifiers of
   this list.  A leaf identifier MUST NOT appear mo re than once in the
   key.  Each such leaf identifier MUST refer to a child leaf of the
   list.  The leafs can be defined directly in subs tatements to the
   list, or in groupings used in the list.

   The combined values of all the leafs specified i n the key are used to
   uniquely identify a list entry.  All key leafs M UST be given values
   when a list entry is created.  Thus, any default  values in the key
   leafs or their types are ignored.  It also impli es that any mandatory
   statement in the key leafs are ignored.

   A leaf that is part of the key can be of any bui lt-in or derived
   type, except it MUST NOT be the built-in type "e mpty".
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   All key leafs in a list MUST have the same value  for their "config"
   as the list itself.

   The key string syntax is formally defined by the  rule "key-arg" in
   Section 12.

7.8.3.  The list's unique Statement

   The "unique" statement is used to put constraint s on valid list
   entries.  It takes as an argument a string that contains a space-
   separated list of schema node identifiers, which  MUST be given in the
   descendant form (see the rule "descendant-schema -nodeid" in
   Section 12).  Each such schema node identifier M UST refer to a leaf.

   If one of the referenced leafs represents config uration data, then
   all of the referenced leafs MUST represent confi guration data.

   The "unique" constraint specifies that the combi ned values of all the
   leaf instances specified in the argument string,  including leafs with
   default values, MUST be unique within all list e ntry instances in
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   which all referenced leafs exist.  The constrain t is enforced
   according to the rules in Section 8.

   The unique string syntax is formally defined by the rule "unique-arg"
   in Section 12.

7.8.3.1.  Usage Example

   With the following list:

     list server {
         key "name";
         unique "ip port";
         leaf name {
             type string;
         }
         leaf ip {
             type inet:ip-address;
         }
         leaf port {
             type inet:port-number;
         }
     }
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   The following configuration is not valid:

     <server>
       <name>smtp</name>
       <ip>192.0.2.1</ip>
       <port>25</port>
     </server>

     <server>
       <name>http</name>
       <ip>192.0.2.1</ip>
       <port>25</port>
     </server>

   The following configuration is valid, since the "http" and "ftp" list
   entries do not have a value for all referenced l eafs, and are thus
   not taken into account when the "unique" constra int is enforced:

     <server>
       <name>smtp</name>
       <ip>192.0.2.1</ip>
       <port>25</port>
     </server>

     <server>
       <name>http</name>
       <ip>192.0.2.1</ip>
     </server>
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     <server>
       <name>ftp</name>
       <ip>192.0.2.1</ip>
     </server>

7.8.4.  The list's Child Node Statements

   Within a list, the "container", "leaf", "list", "leaf-list", "uses",
   "choice", and "anyxml" statements can be used to  define child nodes
   to the list.

7.8.5.  XML Mapping Rules

   A list is encoded as a series of XML elements, o ne for each entry in
   the list.  Each element's local name is the list 's identifier, and
   its namespace is the module's XML namespace (see  Section 7.1.3).
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   The list's key nodes are encoded as subelements to the list's
   identifier element, in the same order as they ar e defined within the
   "key" statement.

   The rest of the list's child nodes are encoded a s subelements to the
   list element, after the keys.  If the list defin es RPC input or
   output parameters, the subelements are encoded i n the same order as
   they are defined within the "list" statement.  O therwise, the
   subelements are encoded in any order.

   The XML elements representing list entries MUST appear in the order
   specified by the user if the list is "ordered-by  user", otherwise the
   order is implementation-dependent.  The XML elem ents representing
   list entries MAY be interleaved with other sibli ng elements, unless
   the list defines RPC input or output parameters.

7.8.6.  NETCONF <edit-config> Operations

   List entries can be created, deleted, replaced, and modified through
   <edit-config>, by using the "operation" attribut e in the list's XML
   element.  In each case, the values of all keys a re used to uniquely
   identify a list entry.  If all keys are not spec ified for a list
   entry, a "missing-element" error is returned.

   In an "ordered-by user" list, the attributes "in sert" and "key" in
   the YANG XML namespace (Section 5.3.1) can be us ed to control where
   in the list the entry is inserted.  These can be  used during "create"
   operations to insert a new list entry, or during  "merge" or "replace"
   operations to insert a new list entry or move an  existing one.

   The "insert" attribute can take the values "firs t", "last", "before",
   and "after".  If the value is "before" or "after ", the "key"
   attribute MUST also be used, to specify an exist ing element in the
   list.  The value of the "key" attribute is the k ey predicates of the
   full instance identifier (see Section 9.13) for the list entry.

   If no "insert" attribute is present in the "crea te" operation, it
   defaults to "last".
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   If several entries in an "ordered-by user" list are modified in the
   same <edit-config> request, the entries are modi fied one at the time,
   in the order of the XML elements in the request.

   In a <copy-config>, or an <edit-config> with a " replace" operation
   that covers the entire list, the list entry orde r is the same as the
   order of the XML elements in the request.
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   When a NETCONF server processes an <edit-config>  request, the
   elements of procedure for a list node are:

      If the operation is "merge" or "replace", the  list entry is
      created if it does not exist.  If the list en try already exists
      and the "insert" and "key" attributes are pre sent, the list entry
      is moved according to the values of the "inse rt" and "key"
      attributes.  If the list entry exists and the  "insert" and "key"
      attributes are not present, the list entry is  not moved.

      If the operation is "create", the list entry is created if it does
      not exist.  If the list entry already exists,  a "data-exists"
      error is returned.

      If the operation is "delete", the entry is de leted from the list
      if it exists.  If the list entry does not exi st, a "data-missing"
      error is returned.

7.8.7.  Usage Example

   Given the following list:

     list user {
         key "name";
         config true;
         description "This is a list of users in th e system.";

         leaf name {
             type string;
         }
         leaf type {
             type string;
         }
         leaf full-name {
             type string;
         }
     }

   A corresponding XML instance example:

     <user>
       <name>fred</name>
       <type>admin</type>
       <full-name>Fred Flintstone</full-name>
     </user>
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   To create a new user "barney":

     <rpc message-id="101"
          xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:bas e:1.0"
          xmlns:nc="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf: base:1.0">
       <edit-config>
         <target>
           <running/>
         </target>
         <config>
           <system xmlns="http://example.com/schema /config">
             <user nc:operation="create">
               <name>barney</name>
               <type>admin</type>
               <full-name>Barney Rubble</full-name>
             </user>
           </system>
         </config>
       </edit-config>
     </rpc>

   To change the type of "fred" to "superuser":

     <rpc message-id="101"
          xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:bas e:1.0"
          xmlns:nc="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf: base:1.0">
       <edit-config>
         <target>
           <running/>
         </target>
         <config>
           <system xmlns="http://example.com/schema /config">
             <user>
               <name>fred</name>
               <type>superuser</type>
             </user>
           </system>
         </config>
       </edit-config>
     </rpc>
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   Given the following ordered-by user list:

     list user {
         description "This is a list of users in th e system.";
         ordered-by user;
         config true;

         key "name";

         leaf name {
             type string;
         }
         leaf type {
             type string;
         }
         leaf full-name {
             type string;
         }
     }

   The following would be used to insert a new user  "barney" after the
   user "fred":

     <rpc message-id="101"
          xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:bas e:1.0"
          xmlns:nc="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf: base:1.0"
          xmlns:yang="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:yang:1 ">
       <edit-config>
         <target>
           <running/>
         </target>
         <config>
           <system xmlns="http://example.com/schema /config"
                xmlns:ex="http://example.com/schema /config">
             <user nc:operation="create"
                   yang:insert="after"
                   yang:key="[ex:name='fred']">
               <name>barney</name>
               <type>admin</type>
               <full-name>Barney Rubble</full-name>
             </user>
           </system>
         </config>
       </edit-config>
     </rpc>
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   The following would be used to move the user "ba rney" before the user
   "fred":

     <rpc message-id="101"
          xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:bas e:1.0"
          xmlns:nc="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf: base:1.0"
          xmlns:yang="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:yang:1 ">
       <edit-config>
         <target>
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           <running/>
         </target>
         <config>
           <system xmlns="http://example.com/schema /config"
                xmlns:ex="http://example.com/schema /config">
             <user nc:operation="merge"
                   yang:insert="before"
                   yang:key="[ex:name='fred']">
               <name>barney</name>
             </user>
           </system>
         </config>
       </edit-config>
     </rpc>

7.9.  The choice Statement

   The "choice" statement defines a set of alternat ives, only one of
   which may exist at any one time.  The argument i s an identifier,
   followed by a block of substatements that holds detailed choice
   information.  The identifier is used to identify  the choice node in
   the schema tree.  A choice node does not exist i n the data tree.

   A choice consists of a number of branches, defin ed with the "case"
   substatement.  Each branch contains a number of child nodes.  The
   nodes from at most one of the choice's branches exist at the same
   time.

   See Section 8.3.2 for additional information.
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7.9.1.  The choice's Substatements

                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | substatement | section | cardina lity |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | anyxml       | 7.10    | 0..n        |
                 | case         | 7.9.2   | 0..n        |
                 | config       | 7.19.1  | 0..1        |
                 | container    | 7.5     | 0..n        |
                 | default      | 7.9.3   | 0..1        |
                 | description  | 7.19.3  | 0..1        |
                 | if-feature   | 7.18.2  | 0..n        |
                 | leaf         | 7.6     | 0..n        |
                 | leaf-list    | 7.7     | 0..n        |
                 | list         | 7.8     | 0..n        |
                 | mandatory    | 7.9.4   | 0..1        |
                 | reference    | 7.19.4  | 0..1        |
                 | status       | 7.19.2  | 0..1        |
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                 | when         | 7.19.5  | 0..1        |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+

7.9.2.  The choice's case Statement

   The "case" statement is used to define branches of the choice.  It
   takes as an argument an identifier, followed by a block of
   substatements that holds detailed case informati on.

   The identifier is used to identify the case node  in the schema tree.
   A case node does not exist in the data tree.

   Within a "case" statement, the "anyxml", "choice ", "container",
   "leaf", "list", "leaf-list", and "uses" statemen ts can be used to
   define child nodes to the case node.  The identi fiers of all these
   child nodes MUST be unique within all cases in a  choice.  For
   example, the following is illegal:

     choice interface-type {     // This example is  illegal YANG
         case a {
             leaf ethernet { ... }
         }
         case b {
             container ethernet { ...}
         }
     }
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   As a shorthand, the "case" statement can be omit ted if the branch
   contains a single "anyxml", "container", "leaf",  "list", or
   "leaf-list" statement.  In this case, the identi fier of the case node
   is the same as the identifier in the branch stat ement.  The following
   example:

     choice interface-type {
         container ethernet { ... }
     }

   is equivalent to:

     choice interface-type {
         case ethernet {
             container ethernet { ... }
         }
     }

   The case identifier MUST be unique within a choi ce.

7.9.2.1.  The case's Substatements

                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | substatement | section | cardina lity |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | anyxml       | 7.10    | 0..n        |
                 | choice       | 7.9     | 0..n        |
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                 | container    | 7.5     | 0..n        |
                 | description  | 7.19.3  | 0..1        |
                 | if-feature   | 7.18.2  | 0..n        |
                 | leaf         | 7.6     | 0..n        |
                 | leaf-list    | 7.7     | 0..n        |
                 | list         | 7.8     | 0..n        |
                 | reference    | 7.19.4  | 0..1        |
                 | status       | 7.19.2  | 0..1        |
                 | uses         | 7.12    | 0..n        |
                 | when         | 7.19.5  | 0..1        |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+

7.9.3.  The choice's default Statement

   The "default" statement indicates if a case shou ld be considered as
   the default if no child nodes from any of the ch oice's cases exist.
   The argument is the identifier of the "case" sta tement.  If the
   "default" statement is missing, there is no defa ult case.

   The "default" statement MUST NOT be present on c hoices where
   "mandatory" is true.
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   The default case is only important when consider ing the default
   values of nodes under the cases.  The default va lues for nodes under
   the default case are used if none of the nodes u nder any of the cases
   are present.

   There MUST NOT be any mandatory nodes (Section 3 .1) directly under
   the default case.

   Default values for child nodes under a case are only used if one of
   the nodes under that case is present, or if that  case is the default
   case.  If none of the nodes under a case are pre sent and the case is
   not the default case, the default values of the cases' child nodes
   are ignored.

   In this example, the choice defaults to "interva l", and the default
   value will be used if none of "daily", "time-of- day", or "manual" are
   present.  If "daily" is present, the default val ue for "time-of-day"
   will be used.

     container transfer {
         choice how {
             default interval;
             case interval {
                 leaf interval {
                     type uint16;
                     default 30;
                     units minutes;
                 }
             }
             case daily {
                 leaf daily {
                     type empty;
                 }
                 leaf time-of-day {
                     type string;
                     units 24-hour-clock;
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                     default 1am;
                 }
             }
             case manual {
                 leaf manual {
                     type empty;
                 }
             }
         }
     }
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7.9.4.  The choice's mandatory Statement

   The "mandatory" statement, which is optional, ta kes as an argument
   the string "true" or "false", and puts a constra int on valid data.
   If "mandatory" is "true", at least one node from  exactly one of the
   choice's case branches MUST exist.

   If not specified, the default is "false".

   The behavior of the constraint depends on the ty pe of the choice's
   closest ancestor node in the schema tree which i s not a non-presence
   container (see Section 7.5.1):

   o  If this ancestor is a case node, the constrai nt is enforced if any
      other node from the case exists.

   o  Otherwise, it is enforced if the ancestor nod e exists.

   The constraint is further enforced according to the rules in
   Section 8.

7.9.5.  XML Mapping Rules

   The choice and case nodes are not visible in XML .

   The child nodes of the selected "case" statement  MUST be encoded in
   the same order as they are defined in the "case"  statement if they
   are part of an RPC input or output parameter def inition.  Otherwise,
   the subelements are encoded in any order.

7.9.6.  NETCONF <edit-config> Operations

   Since only one of the choice's cases can be vali d at any time, the
   creation of a node from one case implicitly dele tes all nodes from
   all other cases.  If an <edit-config> operation creates a node from a
   case, the NETCONF server will delete any existin g nodes that are
   defined in other cases inside the choice.

7.9.7.  Usage Example

   Given the following choice:
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     container protocol {
         choice name {
             case a {
                 leaf udp {
                     type empty;
                 }
             }
             case b {
                 leaf tcp {
                    type empty;
                 }
             }
         }
     }

   A corresponding XML instance example:

     <protocol>
       <tcp/>
     </protocol>

   To change the protocol from tcp to udp:

     <rpc message-id="101"
          xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:bas e:1.0"
          xmlns:nc="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf: base:1.0">
       <edit-config>
         <target>
           <running/>
         </target>
         <config>
           <system xmlns="http://example.com/schema /config">
             <protocol>
               <udp nc:operation="create"/>
             </protocol>
           </system>
         </config>
       </edit-config>
     </rpc>

7.10.  The anyxml Statement

   The "anyxml" statement defines an interior node in the schema tree.
   It takes one argument, which is an identifier, f ollowed by a block of
   substatements that holds detailed anyxml informa tion.
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   The "anyxml" statement is used to represent an u nknown chunk of XML.
   No restrictions are placed on the XML.  This can  be useful, for
   example, in RPC replies.  An example is the <fil ter> parameter in the
   <get-config> operation.

   An anyxml node cannot be augmented (see Section 7.15).

   Since the use of anyxml limits the manipulation of the content, it is
   RECOMMENDED that the "anyxml" statement not be u sed to represent
   configuration data.

   An anyxml node exists in zero or one instances i n the data tree.

7.10.1.  The anyxml's Substatements

                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | substatement | section | cardina lity |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | config       | 7.19.1  | 0..1        |
                 | description  | 7.19.3  | 0..1        |
                 | if-feature   | 7.18.2  | 0..n        |
                 | mandatory    | 7.6.5   | 0..1        |
                 | must         | 7.5.3   | 0..n        |
                 | reference    | 7.19.4  | 0..1        |
                 | status       | 7.19.2  | 0..1        |
                 | when         | 7.19.5  | 0..1        |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+

7.10.2.  XML Mapping Rules

   An anyxml node is encoded as an XML element.  Th e element's local
   name is the anyxml's identifier, and its namespa ce is the module's
   XML namespace (see Section 7.1.3).  The value of  the anyxml node is
   encoded as XML content of this element.

   Note that any prefixes used in the encoding are local to each
   instance encoding.  This means that the same XML  may be encoded
   differently by different implementations.

7.10.3.  NETCONF <edit-config> Operations

   An anyxml node is treated as an opaque chunk of data.  This data can
   be modified in its entirety only.

   Any "operation" attributes present on subelement s of an anyxml node
   are ignored by the NETCONF server.
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   When a NETCONF server processes an <edit-config>  request, the
   elements of procedure for the anyxml node are:

      If the operation is "merge" or "replace", the  node is created if
      it does not exist, and its value is set to th e XML content of the
      anyxml node found in the XML RPC data.
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      If the operation is "create", the node is cre ated if it does not
      exist, and its value is set to the XML conten t of the anyxml node
      found in the XML RPC data.  If the node alrea dy exists, a
      "data-exists" error is returned.

      If the operation is "delete", the node is del eted if it exists.
      If the node does not exist, a "data-missing" error is returned.

7.10.4.  Usage Example

   Given the following "anyxml" statement:

     anyxml data;

   The following are two valid encodings of the sam e anyxml value:

     <data xmlns:if="http://example.com/ns/interfac e">
       <if:interface>
         <if:ifIndex>1</if:ifIndex>
       </if:interface>
     </data>

     <data>
       <interface xmlns="http://example.com/ns/inte rface">
         <ifIndex>1</ifIndex>
       </interface>
     </data>

7.11.  The grouping Statement

   The "grouping" statement is used to define a reu sable block of nodes,
   which may be used locally in the module, in modu les that include it,
   and by other modules that import from it, accord ing to the rules in
   Section 5.5.  It takes one argument, which is an  identifier, followed
   by a block of substatements that holds detailed grouping information.

   The "grouping" statement is not a data definitio n statement and, as
   such, does not define any nodes in the schema tr ee.

   A grouping is like a "structure" or a "record" i n conventional
   programming languages.
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   Once a grouping is defined, it can be referenced  in a "uses"
   statement (see Section 7.12).  A grouping MUST N OT reference itself,
   neither directly nor indirectly through a chain of other groupings.

   If the grouping is defined at the top level of a  YANG module or
   submodule, the grouping's identifier MUST be uni que within the
   module.

   A grouping is more than just a mechanism for tex tual substitution,
   but defines a collection of nodes.  Identifiers appearing inside the
   grouping are resolved relative to the scope in w hich the grouping is
   defined, not where it is used.  Prefix mappings,  type names, grouping
   names, and extension usage are evaluated in the hierarchy where the
   "grouping" statement appears.  For extensions, t his means that
   extensions are applied to the grouping node, not  the uses node.
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7.11.1.  The grouping's Substatements

                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | substatement | section | cardina lity |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | anyxml       | 7.10    | 0..n        |
                 | choice       | 7.9     | 0..n        |
                 | container    | 7.5     | 0..n        |
                 | description  | 7.19.3  | 0..1        |
                 | grouping     | 7.11    | 0..n        |
                 | leaf         | 7.6     | 0..n        |
                 | leaf-list    | 7.7     | 0..n        |
                 | list         | 7.8     | 0..n        |
                 | reference    | 7.19.4  | 0..1        |
                 | status       | 7.19.2  | 0..1        |
                 | typedef      | 7.3     | 0..n        |
                 | uses         | 7.12    | 0..n        |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
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7.11.2.  Usage Example

     import ietf-inet-types {
         prefix "inet";
     }

     grouping endpoint {
         description "A reusable endpoint group.";
         leaf ip {
             type inet:ip-address;
         }
         leaf port {
             type inet:port-number;
         }
     }

7.12.  The uses Statement

   The "uses" statement is used to reference a "gro uping" definition.
   It takes one argument, which is the name of the grouping.

   The effect of a "uses" reference to a grouping i s that the nodes
   defined by the grouping are copied into the curr ent schema tree, and
   then updated according to the "refine" and "augm ent" statements.
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   The identifiers defined in the grouping are not bound to a namespace
   until the contents of the grouping are added to the schema tree via a
   "uses" statement that does not appear inside a " grouping" statement,
   at which point they are bound to the namespace o f the current module.
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7.12.1.  The uses's Substatements

                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | substatement | section | cardina lity |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | augment      | 7.15    | 0..1        |
                 | description  | 7.19.3  | 0..1        |
                 | if-feature   | 7.18.2  | 0..n        |
                 | refine       | 7.12.2  | 0..1        |
                 | reference    | 7.19.4  | 0..1        |
                 | status       | 7.19.2  | 0..1        |
                 | when         | 7.19.5  | 0..1        |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+

7.12.2.  The refine Statement

   Some of the properties of each node in the group ing can be refined
   with the "refine" statement.  The argument is a string that
   identifies a node in the grouping.  This node is  called the refine's
   target node.  If a node in the grouping is not p resent as a target
   node of a "refine" statement, it is not refined,  and thus used
   exactly as it was defined in the grouping.

   The argument string is a descendant schema node identifier (see
   Section 6.5).

   The following refinements can be done:

   o  A leaf or choice node may get a default value , or a new default
      value if it already had one.

   o  Any node may get a specialized "description" string.

   o  Any node may get a specialized "reference" st ring.
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   o  Any node may get a different "config" stateme nt.

   o  A leaf, anyxml, or choice node may get a diff erent "mandatory"
      statement.

   o  A container node may get a "presence" stateme nt.

   o  A leaf, leaf-list, list, container, or anyxml  node may get
      additional "must" expressions.

   o  A leaf-list or list node may get a different "min-elements" or
      "max-elements" statement.
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7.12.3.  XML Mapping Rules

   Each node in the grouping is encoded as if it wa s defined inline,
   even if it is imported from another module with another XML
   namespace.

7.12.4.  Usage Example

   To use the "endpoint" grouping defined in Sectio n 7.11.2 in a
   definition of an HTTP server in some other modul e, we can do:

     import acme-system {
         prefix "acme";
     }

     container http-server {
         leaf name {
             type string;
         }
         uses acme:endpoint;
     }

   A corresponding XML instance example:

     <http-server>
       <name>extern-web</name>
       <ip>192.0.2.1</ip>
       <port>80</port>
     </http-server>

   If port 80 should be the default for the HTTP se rver, default can be
   added:

     container http-server {
         leaf name {
             type string;
         }
         uses acme:endpoint {
             refine port {
                 default 80;
             }
         }
     }
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   If we want to define a list of servers, and each  server has the ip
   and port as keys, we can do:
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     list server {
         key "ip port";
         leaf name {
             type string;
         }
         uses acme:endpoint;
     }

   The following is an error:

     container http-server {
         uses acme:endpoint;
         leaf ip {          // illegal - same ident ifier "ip" used twice
             type string;
         }
     }

7.13.  The rpc Statement

   The "rpc" statement is used to define a NETCONF RPC operation.  It
   takes one argument, which is an identifier, foll owed by a block of
   substatements that holds detailed rpc informatio n.  This argument is
   the name of the RPC, and is used as the element name directly under
   the <rpc> element, as designated by the substitu tion group
   "rpcOperation" in [RFC4741].

   The "rpc" statement defines an rpc node in the s chema tree.  Under
   the rpc node, a schema node with the name "input ", and a schema node
   with the name "output" are also defined.  The no des "input" and
   "output" are defined in the module's namespace.
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7.13.1.  The rpc's Substatements

                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | substatement | section | cardina lity |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | description  | 7.19.3  | 0..1        |
                 | grouping     | 7.11    | 0..n        |
                 | if-feature   | 7.18.2  | 0..n        |
                 | input        | 7.13.2  | 0..1        |
                 | output       | 7.13.3  | 0..1        |
                 | reference    | 7.19.4  | 0..1        |
                 | status       | 7.19.2  | 0..1        |
                 | typedef      | 7.3     | 0..n        |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+

7.13.2.  The input Statement

   The "input" statement, which is optional, is use d to define input
   parameters to the RPC operation.  It does not ta ke an argument.  The
   substatements to "input" define nodes under the RPC's input node.

   If a leaf in the input tree has a "mandatory" st atement with the
   value "true", the leaf MUST be present in a NETC ONF RPC invocation.
   Otherwise, the server MUST return a "missing-ele ment" error.

   If a leaf in the input tree has a default value,  the NETCONF server
   MUST use this value in the same cases as describ ed in Section 7.6.1.
   In these cases, the server MUST operationally be have as if the leaf
   was present in the NETCONF RPC invocation with t he default value as
   its value.

   If a "config" statement is present for any node in the input tree,
   the "config" statement is ignored.

   If any node has a "when" statement that would ev aluate to false, then
   this node MUST NOT be present in the input tree.
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7.13.2.1.  The input's Substatements

                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | substatement | section | cardina lity |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
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                 | anyxml       | 7.10    | 0..n        |
                 | choice       | 7.9     | 0..n        |
                 | container    | 7.5     | 0..n        |
                 | grouping     | 7.11    | 0..n        |
                 | leaf         | 7.6     | 0..n        |
                 | leaf-list    | 7.7     | 0..n        |
                 | list         | 7.8     | 0..n        |
                 | typedef      | 7.3     | 0..n        |
                 | uses         | 7.12    | 0..n        |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+

7.13.3.  The output Statement

   The "output" statement, which is optional, is us ed to define output
   parameters to the RPC operation.  It does not ta ke an argument.  The
   substatements to "output" define nodes under the  RPC's output node.

   If a leaf in the output tree has a "mandatory" s tatement with the
   value "true", the leaf MUST be present in a NETC ONF RPC reply.

   If a leaf in the output tree has a default value , the NETCONF client
   MUST use this value in the same cases as describ ed in Section 7.6.1.
   In these cases, the client MUST operationally be have as if the leaf
   was present in the NETCONF RPC reply with the de fault value as its
   value.

   If a "config" statement is present for any node in the output tree,
   the "config" statement is ignored.

   If any node has a "when" statement that would ev aluate to false, then
   this node MUST NOT be present in the output tree .
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7.13.3.1.  The output's Substatements

                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | substatement | section | cardina lity |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | anyxml       | 7.10    | 0..n        |
                 | choice       | 7.9     | 0..n        |
                 | container    | 7.5     | 0..n        |
                 | grouping     | 7.11    | 0..n        |
                 | leaf         | 7.6     | 0..n        |
                 | leaf-list    | 7.7     | 0..n        |
                 | list         | 7.8     | 0..n        |
                 | typedef      | 7.3     | 0..n        |
                 | uses         | 7.12    | 0..n        |
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                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+

7.13.4.  XML Mapping Rules

   An rpc node is encoded as a child XML element to  the <rpc> element
   defined in [RFC4741].  The element's local name is the rpc's
   identifier, and its namespace is the module's XM L namespace (see
   Section 7.1.3).

   Input parameters are encoded as child XML elemen ts to the rpc node's
   XML element, in the same order as they are defin ed within the "input"
   statement.

   If the RPC operation invocation succeeded, and n o output parameters
   are returned, the <rpc-reply> contains a single <ok/> element defined
   in [RFC4741].  If output parameters are returned , they are encoded as
   child elements to the <rpc-reply> element define d in [RFC4741], in
   the same order as they are defined within the "o utput" statement.
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7.13.5.  Usage Example

   The following example defines an RPC operation:

     module rock {
         namespace "http://example.net/rock";
         prefix "rock";

         rpc rock-the-house {
             input {
                 leaf zip-code {
                     type string;
                 }
             }
         }
     }

   A corresponding XML instance example of the comp lete rpc and rpc-
   reply:

     <rpc message-id="101"
          xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:bas e:1.0">
       <rock-the-house xmlns="http://example.net/ro ck">
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         <zip-code>27606-0100</zip-code>
       </rock-the-house>
     </rpc>

     <rpc-reply message-id="101"
                xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netco nf:base:1.0">
       <ok/>
     </rpc-reply>

7.14.  The notification Statement

   The "notification" statement is used to define a  NETCONF
   notification.  It takes one argument, which is a n identifier,
   followed by a block of substatements that holds detailed notification
   information.  The "notification" statement defin es a notification
   node in the schema tree.

   If a leaf in the notification tree has a "mandat ory" statement with
   the value "true", the leaf MUST be present in a NETCONF notification.

   If a leaf in the notification tree has a default  value, the NETCONF
   client MUST use this value in the same cases as described in
   Section 7.6.1.  In these cases, the client MUST operationally behave
   as if the leaf was present in the NETCONF notifi cation with the
   default value as its value.
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   If a "config" statement is present for any node in the notification
   tree, the "config" statement is ignored.

7.14.1.  The notification's Substatements

                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | substatement | section | cardina lity |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | anyxml       | 7.10    | 0..n        |
                 | choice       | 7.9     | 0..n        |
                 | container    | 7.5     | 0..n        |
                 | description  | 7.19.3  | 0..1        |
                 | grouping     | 7.11    | 0..n        |
                 | if-feature   | 7.18.2  | 0..n        |
                 | leaf         | 7.6     | 0..n        |
                 | leaf-list    | 7.7     | 0..n        |
                 | list         | 7.8     | 0..n        |
                 | reference    | 7.19.4  | 0..1        |
                 | status       | 7.19.2  | 0..1        |
                 | typedef      | 7.3     | 0..n        |
                 | uses         | 7.12    | 0..n        |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+

7.14.2.  XML Mapping Rules

   A notification node is encoded as a child XML el ement to the
   <notification> element defined in NETCONF Event Notifications
   [RFC5277].  The element's local name is the noti fication's
   identifier, and its namespace is the module's XM L namespace (see
   Section 7.1.3).
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7.14.3.  Usage Example

   The following example defines a notification:

     module event {

         namespace "http://example.com/event";
         prefix "ev";

         notification event {
             leaf event-class {
                 type string;
             }
             anyxml reporting-entity;
             leaf severity {
                 type string;
             }
         }
     }

   A corresponding XML instance example of the comp lete notification:

     <notification
       xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:notifi cation:1.0">
       <eventTime>2008-07-08T00:01:00Z</eventTime>
       <event xmlns="http://example.com/event">
         <event-class>fault</event-class>
         <reporting-entity>
           <card>Ethernet0</card>
         </reporting-entity>
         <severity>major</severity>
       </event>
     </notification>

7.15.  The augment Statement

   The "augment" statement allows a module or submo dule to add to the
   schema tree defined in an external module, or th e current module and
   its submodules, and to add to the nodes from a g rouping in a "uses"
   statement.  The argument is a string that identi fies a node in the
   schema tree.  This node is called the augment's target node.  The
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   target node MUST be either a container, list, ch oice, case, input,
   output, or notification node.  It is augmented w ith the nodes defined
   in the substatements that follow the "augment" s tatement.

   The argument string is a schema node identifier (see Section 6.5).
   If the "augment" statement is on the top level i n a module or
   submodule, the absolute form (defined by the rul e
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   "absolute-schema-nodeid" in Section 12) of a sch ema node identifier
   MUST be used.  If the "augment" statement is a s ubstatement to the
   "uses" statement, the descendant form (defined b y the rule
   "descendant-schema-nodeid" in Section 12) MUST b e used.

   If the target node is a container, list, case, i nput, output, or
   notification node, the "container", "leaf", "lis t", "leaf-list",
   "uses", and "choice" statements can be used with in the "augment"
   statement.

   If the target node is a choice node, the "case" statement, or a case
   shorthand statement (see Section 7.9.2) can be u sed within the
   "augment" statement.

   If the target node is in another module, then no des added by the
   augmentation MUST NOT be mandatory nodes (see Se ction 3.1).

   The "augment" statement MUST NOT add multiple no des with the same
   name from the same module to the target node.

7.15.1.  The augment's Substatements

                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | substatement | section | cardina lity |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | anyxml       | 7.10    | 0..n        |
                 | case         | 7.9.2   | 0..n        |
                 | choice       | 7.9     | 0..n        |
                 | container    | 7.5     | 0..n        |
                 | description  | 7.19.3  | 0..1        |
                 | if-feature   | 7.18.2  | 0..n        |
                 | leaf         | 7.6     | 0..n        |
                 | leaf-list    | 7.7     | 0..n        |
                 | list         | 7.8     | 0..n        |
                 | reference    | 7.19.4  | 0..1        |
                 | status       | 7.19.2  | 0..1        |
                 | uses         | 7.12    | 0..n        |
                 | when         | 7.19.5  | 0..1        |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+

7.15.2.  XML Mapping Rules

   All data nodes defined in the "augment" statemen t are defined as XML
   elements in the XML namespace of the module wher e the "augment" is
   specified.

   When a node is augmented, the augmenting child n odes are encoded as
   subelements to the augmented node, in any order.
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7.15.3.  Usage Example

   In namespace http://example.com/schema/interface s, we have:

     container interfaces {
         list ifEntry {
             key "ifIndex";

             leaf ifIndex {
                 type uint32;
             }
             leaf ifDescr {
                 type string;
             }
             leaf ifType {
                 type iana:IfType;
             }
             leaf ifMtu {
                 type int32;
             }
         }
     }

   Then, in namespace http://example.com/schema/ds0 , we have:

     import interface-module {
         prefix "if";
     }
     augment "/if:interfaces/if:ifEntry" {
         when "if:ifType='ds0'";
         leaf ds0ChannelNumber {
             type ChannelNumber;
         }
     }
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   A corresponding XML instance example:

     <interfaces xmlns="http://example.com/schema/i nterfaces"
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                 xmlns:ds0="http://example.com/sche ma/ds0">
       <ifEntry>
         <ifIndex>1</ifIndex>
         <ifDescr>Flintstone Inc Ethernet A562</ifD escr>
         <ifType>ethernetCsmacd</ifType>
         <ifMtu>1500</ifMtu>
       </ifEntry>
       <ifEntry>
         <ifIndex>2</ifIndex>
         <ifDescr>Flintstone Inc DS0</ifDescr>
         <ifType>ds0</ifType>
         <ds0:ds0ChannelNumber>1</ds0:ds0ChannelNum ber>
       </ifEntry>
     </interfaces>

   As another example, suppose we have the choice d efined in
   Section 7.9.7.  The following construct can be u sed to extend the
   protocol definition:

     augment /ex:system/ex:protocol/ex:name {
         case c {
             leaf smtp {
                 type empty;
             }
         }
     }

   A corresponding XML instance example:

     <ex:system>
       <ex:protocol>
         <ex:tcp/>
       </ex:protocol>
     </ex:system>

   or

     <ex:system>
       <ex:protocol>
         <other:smtp/>
       </ex:protocol>
     </ex:system>
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7.16.  The identity Statement

   The "identity" statement is used to define a new  globally unique,
   abstract, and untyped identity.  Its only purpos e is to denote its
   name, semantics, and existence.  An identity can  either be defined
   from scratch or derived from a base identity.  T he identity's
   argument is an identifier that is the name of th e identity.  It is
   followed by a block of substatements that holds detailed identity
   information.

   The built-in datatype "identityref" (see Section  9.10) can be used to
   reference identities within a data model.
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7.16.1.  The identity's Substatements

                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | substatement | section | cardina lity |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | base         | 7.16.2  | 0..1        |
                 | description  | 7.19.3  | 0..1        |
                 | reference    | 7.19.4  | 0..1        |
                 | status       | 7.19.2  | 0..1        |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+

7.16.2.  The base Statement

   The "base" statement, which is optional, takes a s an argument a
   string that is the name of an existing identity,  from which the new
   identity is derived.  If no "base" statement is present, the identity
   is defined from scratch.

   If a prefix is present on the base name, it refe rs to an identity
   defined in the module that was imported with tha t prefix, or the
   local module if the prefix matches the local mod ule's prefix.
   Otherwise, an identity with the matching name MU ST be defined in the
   current module or an included submodule.

   Since submodules cannot include the parent modul e, any identities in
   the module that need to be exposed to submodules  MUST be defined in a
   submodule.  Submodules can then include this sub module to find the
   definition of the identity.

   An identity MUST NOT reference itself, neither d irectly nor
   indirectly through a chain of other identities.
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7.16.3.  Usage Example

     module crypto-base {
         namespace "http://example.com/crypto-base" ;
         prefix "crypto";

         identity crypto-alg {
             description
                "Base identity from which all crypt o algorithms
                 are derived.";
         }
     }

     module des {
         namespace "http://example.com/des";
         prefix "des";

         import "crypto-base" {
             prefix "crypto";
         }
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         identity des {
             base "crypto:crypto-alg";
             description "DES crypto algorithm";
         }

         identity des3 {
             base "crypto:crypto-alg";
             description "Triple DES crypto algorit hm";
         }
     }

7.17.  The extension Statement

   The "extension" statement allows the definition of new statements
   within the YANG language.  This new statement de finition can be
   imported and used by other modules.

   The statement's argument is an identifier that i s the new keyword for
   the extension and must be followed by a block of  substatements that
   holds detailed extension information.  The purpo se of the "extension"
   statement is to define a keyword, so that it can  be imported and used
   by other modules.

   The extension can be used like a normal YANG sta tement, with the
   statement name followed by an argument if one is  defined by the
   extension, and an optional block of substatement s.  The statement's
   name is created by combining the prefix of the m odule in which the
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   extension was defined, a colon (":"), and the ex tension's keyword,
   with no interleaving whitespace.  The substateme nts of an extension
   are defined by the extension, using some mechani sm outside the scope
   of this specification.  Syntactically, the subst atements MUST be YANG
   statements, or also defined using "extension" st atements.  YANG
   statements in extensions MUST follow the syntact ical rules in
   Section 12.

7.17.1.  The extension's Substatements

                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | substatement | section | cardina lity |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | argument     | 7.17.2  | 0..1        |
                 | description  | 7.19.3  | 0..1        |
                 | reference    | 7.19.4  | 0..1        |
                 | status       | 7.19.2  | 0..1        |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+

7.17.2.  The argument Statement

   The "argument" statement, which is optional, tak es as an argument a
   string that is the name of the argument to the k eyword.  If no
   argument statement is present, the keyword expec ts no argument when
   it is used.

   The argument's name is used in the YIN mapping, where it is used as
   an XML attribute or element name, depending on t he argument's "yin-
   element" statement.
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7.17.2.1.  The argument's Substatements

                 +--------------+----------+------- ------+
                 | substatement | section  | cardin ality |
                 +--------------+----------+------- ------+
                 | yin-element  | 7.17.2.2 | 0..1        |
                 +--------------+----------+------- ------+

7.17.2.2.  The yin-element Statement

   The "yin-element" statement, which is optional, takes as an argument
   the string "true" or "false".  This statement in dicates if the
   argument is mapped to an XML element in YIN or t o an XML attribute
   (see Section 11).

   If no "yin-element" statement is present, it def aults to "false".
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7.17.3.  Usage Example

   To define an extension:

     module my-extensions {
       ...

       extension c-define {
         description
           "Takes as argument a name string.
           Makes the code generator use the given n ame in the
           #define.";
         argument "name";
       }
     }

   To use the extension:

     module my-interfaces {
       ...
       import my-extensions {
         prefix "myext";
       }
       ...

       container interfaces {
         ...
         myext:c-define "MY_INTERFACES";
       }
     }

7.18.  Conformance-Related Statements

   This section defines statements related to confo rmance, as described
   in Section 5.6.

7.18.1.  The feature Statement

   The "feature" statement is used to define a mech anism by which
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   portions of the schema are marked as conditional .  A feature name is
   defined that can later be referenced using the " if-feature" statement
   (see Section 7.18.2).  Schema nodes tagged with a feature are ignored
   by the device unless the device supports the giv en feature.  This
   allows portions of the YANG module to be conditi onal based on
   conditions on the device.  The model can represe nt the abilities of
   the device within the model, giving a richer mod el that allows for
   differing device abilities and roles.
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   The argument to the "feature" statement is the n ame of the new
   feature, and follows the rules for identifiers i n Section 6.2.  This
   name is used by the "if-feature" statement to ti e the schema nodes to
   the feature.

   In this example, a feature called "local-storage " represents the
   ability for a device to store syslog messages on  local storage of
   some sort.  This feature is used to make the "lo cal-storage-limit"
   leaf conditional on the presence of some sort of  local storage.  If
   the device does not report that it supports this  feature, the
   "local-storage-limit" node is not supported.

     module syslog {
         ...
         feature local-storage {
             description
                 "This feature means the device sup ports local
                  storage (memory, flash or disk) t hat can be used to
                  store syslog messages.";
         }

         container syslog {
             leaf local-storage-limit {
                 if-feature local-storage;
                 type uint64;
                 units "kilobyte";
                 config false;
                 description
                     "The amount of local storage t hat can be
                      used to hold syslog messages. ";
             }
         }
     }

   The "if-feature" statement can be used in many p laces within the YANG
   syntax.  Definitions tagged with "if-feature" ar e ignored when the
   device does not support that feature.

   A feature MUST NOT reference itself, neither dir ectly nor indirectly
   through a chain of other features.

   In order for a device to implement a feature tha t is dependent on any
   other features (i.e., the feature has one or mor e "if-feature" sub-
   statements), the device MUST also implement all the dependant
   features.
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7.18.1.1.  The feature's Substatements

                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | substatement | section | cardina lity |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | description  | 7.19.3  | 0..1        |
                 | if-feature   | 7.18.2  | 0..n        |
                 | status       | 7.19.2  | 0..1        |
                 | reference    | 7.19.4  | 0..1        |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+

7.18.2.  The if-feature Statement

   The "if-feature" statement makes its parent stat ement conditional.
   The argument is the name of a feature, as define d by a "feature"
   statement.  The parent statement is implemented by servers that
   support this feature.  If a prefix is present on  the feature name, it
   refers to a feature defined in the module that w as imported with that
   prefix, or the local module if the prefix matche s the local module's
   prefix.  Otherwise, a feature with the matching name MUST be defined
   in the current module or an included submodule.

   Since submodules cannot include the parent modul e, any features in
   the module that need to be exposed to submodules  MUST be defined in a
   submodule.  Submodules can then include this sub module to find the
   definition of the feature.

7.18.3.  The deviation Statement

   The "deviation" statement defines a hierarchy of  a module that the
   device does not implement faithfully.  The argum ent is a string that
   identifies the node in the schema tree where a d eviation from the
   module occurs.  This node is called the deviatio n's target node.  The
   contents of the "deviation" statement give detai ls about the
   deviation.

   The argument string is an absolute schema node i dentifier (see
   Section 6.5).

   Deviations define the way a device or class of d evices deviate from a
   standard.  This means that deviations MUST never  be part of a
   published standard, since they are the mechanism  for learning how
   implementations vary from the standards.
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   Device deviations are strongly discouraged and M UST only be used as a
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   last resort.  Telling the application how a devi ce fails to follow a
   standard is no substitute for implementing the s tandard correctly.  A
   device that deviates from a module is not fully compliant with the
   module.

   However, in some cases, a particular device may not have the hardware
   or software ability to support parts of a standa rd module.  When this
   occurs, the device makes a choice either to trea t attempts to
   configure unsupported parts of the module as an error that is
   reported back to the unsuspecting application or  ignore those
   incoming requests.  Neither choice is acceptable .

   Instead, YANG allows devices to document portion s of a base module
   that are not supported or supported but with dif ferent syntax, by
   using the "deviation" statement.

7.18.3.1.  The deviation's Substatements

                 +--------------+----------+------- ------+
                 | substatement | section  | cardin ality |
                 +--------------+----------+------- ------+
                 | description  | 7.19.3   | 0..1        |
                 | deviate      | 7.18.3.2 | 1..n        |
                 | reference    | 7.19.4   | 0..1        |
                 +--------------+----------+------- ------+

7.18.3.2.  The deviate Statement

   The "deviate" statement defines how the device's  implementation of
   the target node deviates from its original defin ition.  The argument
   is one of the strings "not-supported", "add", "r eplace", or "delete".

   The argument "not-supported" indicates that the target node is not
   implemented by this device.

   The argument "add" adds properties to the target  node.  The
   properties to add are identified by substatement s to the "deviate"
   statement.  If a property can only appear once, the property MUST NOT
   exist in the target node.

   The argument "replace" replaces properties of th e target node.  The
   properties to replace are identified by substate ments to the
   "deviate" statement.  The properties to replace MUST exist in the
   target node.
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   The argument "delete" deletes properties from th e target node.  The
   properties to delete are identified by substatem ents to the "delete"
   statement.  The substatement's keyword MUST matc h a corresponding
   keyword in the target node, and the argument's s tring MUST be equal
   to the corresponding keyword's argument string i n the target node.

                       The deviates's Substatements

                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | substatement | section | cardina lity |
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                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | config       | 7.19.1  | 0..1        |
                 | default      | 7.6.4   | 0..1        |
                 | mandatory    | 7.6.5   | 0..1        |
                 | max-elements | 7.7.4   | 0..1        |
                 | min-elements | 7.7.3   | 0..1        |
                 | must         | 7.5.3   | 0..n        |
                 | type         | 7.4     | 0..1        |
                 | unique       | 7.8.3   | 0..n        |
                 | units        | 7.3.3   | 0..1        |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+

7.18.3.3.  Usage Example

   In this example, the device is informing client applications that it
   does not support the "daytime" service in the st yle of RFC 867.

     deviation /base:system/base:daytime {
         deviate not-supported;
     }

   The following example sets a device-specific def ault value to a leaf
   that does not have a default value defined:

     deviation /base:system/base:user/base:type {
         deviate add {
             default "admin"; // new users are 'adm in' by default
         }
     }

   In this example, the device limits the number of  name servers to 3:

     deviation /base:system/base:name-server {
         deviate replace {
             max-elements 3;
         }
     }
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   If the original definition is:

     container system {
         must "daytime or time";
         ...
     }

   a device might remove this must constraint by do ing:

     deviation "/base:system" {
         deviate delete {
             must "daytime or time";
         }
     }

7.19.  Common Statements

   This section defines substatements common to sev eral other
   statements.
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7.19.1.  The config Statement

   The "config" statement takes as an argument the string "true" or
   "false".  If "config" is "true", the definition represents
   configuration.  Data nodes representing configur ation will be part of
   the reply to a <get-config> request, and can be sent in a
   <copy-config> or <edit-config> request.

   If "config" is "false", the definition represent s state data.  Data
   nodes representing state data will be part of th e reply to a <get>,
   but not to a <get-config> request, and cannot be  sent in a
   <copy-config> or <edit-config> request.

   If "config" is not specified, the default is the  same as the parent
   schema node's "config" value.  If the parent nod e is a "case" node,
   the value is the same as the "case" node's paren t "choice" node.

   If the top node does not specify a "config" stat ement, the default is
   "true".

   If a node has "config" set to "false", no node u nderneath it can have
   "config" set to "true".

7.19.2.  The status Statement

   The "status" statement takes as an argument one of the strings
   "current", "deprecated", or "obsolete".
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   o  "current" means that the definition is curren t and valid.

   o  "deprecated" indicates an obsolete definition , but it permits new/
      continued implementation in order to foster i nteroperability with
      older/existing implementations.

   o  "obsolete" means the definition is obsolete a nd SHOULD NOT be
      implemented and/or can be removed from implem entations.

   If no status is specified, the default is "curre nt".

   If a definition is "current", it MUST NOT refere nce a "deprecated" or
   "obsolete" definition within the same module.

   If a definition is "deprecated", it MUST NOT ref erence an "obsolete"
   definition within the same module.

   For example, the following is illegal:

     typedef my-type {
       status deprecated;
       type int32;
     }

     leaf my-leaf {
       status current;
       type my-type; // illegal, since my-type is d eprecated
     }
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7.19.3.  The description Statement

   The "description" statement takes as an argument  a string that
   contains a human-readable textual description of  this definition.
   The text is provided in a language (or languages ) chosen by the
   module developer; for the sake of interoperabili ty, it is RECOMMENDED
   to choose a language that is widely understood a mong the community of
   network administrators who will use the module.

7.19.4.  The reference Statement

   The "reference" statement takes as an argument a  string that is used
   to specify a textual cross-reference to an exter nal document, either
   another module that defines related management i nformation, or a
   document that provides additional information re levant to this
   definition.
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   For example, a typedef for a "uri" data type cou ld look like:

     typedef uri {
       type string;
       reference
         "RFC 3986: Uniform Resource Identifier (UR I): Generic Syntax";
       ...
     }

7.19.5.  The when Statement

   The "when" statement makes its parent data defin ition statement
   conditional.  The node defined by the parent dat a definition
   statement is only valid when the condition speci fied by the "when"
   statement is satisfied.  The statement's argumen t is an XPath
   expression (see Section 6.4), which is used to f ormally specify this
   condition.  If the XPath expression conceptually  evaluates to "true"
   for a particular instance, then the node defined  by the parent data
   definition statement is valid; otherwise, it is not.

   See Section 8.3.2 for additional information.

   The XPath expression is conceptually evaluated i n the following
   context, in addition to the definition in Sectio n 6.4.1:

   o  If the "when" statement is a child of an "aug ment" statement, then
      the context node is the augment's target node  in the data tree, if
      the target node is a data node.  Otherwise, t he context node is
      the closest ancestor node to the target node that is also a data
      node.

   o  If the "when" statement is a child of a "uses ", "choice", or
      "case" statement, then the context node is th e closest ancestor
      node to the "uses", "choice", or "case" node that is also a data
      node.

   o  If the "when" statement is a child of any oth er data definition
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      statement, the context node is the data defin ition's node in the
      data tree.

   o  The accessible tree is made up of all nodes i n the data tree, and
      all leafs with default values in use (see Sec tion 7.6.1).
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   The accessible tree depends on the context node:

   o  If the context node represents configuration,  the tree is the data
      in the NETCONF datastore where the context no de exists.  The XPath
      root node has all top-level configuration dat a nodes in all
      modules as children.

   o  If the context node represents state data, th e tree is all state
      data on the device, and the <running/> datast ore.  The XPath root
      node has all top-level data nodes in all modu les as children.

   o  If the context node represents notification c ontent, the tree is
      the notification XML instance document.  The XPath root node has
      the element representing the notification bei ng defined as the
      only child.

   o  If the context node represents RPC input para meters, the tree is
      the RPC XML instance document.  The XPath roo t node has the
      element representing the RPC operation being defined as the only
      child.

   o  If the context node represents RPC output par ameters, the tree is
      the RPC reply instance document.  The XPath r oot node has the
      elements representing the RPC output paramete rs as children.

   The result of the XPath expression is converted to a boolean value
   using the standard XPath rules.

   Note that the XPath expression is conceptually e valuated.  This means
   that an implementation does not have to use an X Path evaluator on the
   device.  The "when" statement can very well be i mplemented with
   specially written code.

8.  Constraints

8.1.  Constraints on Data

   Several YANG statements define constraints on va lid data.  These
   constraints are enforced in different ways, depe nding on what type of
   data the statement defines.

   o  If the constraint is defined on configuration  data, it MUST be
      true in a valid configuration data tree.

   o  If the constraint is defined on state data, i t MUST be true in a
      reply to a <get> operation without a filter.
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   o  If the constraint is defined on notification content, it MUST be
      true in any notification instance.

   o  If the constraint is defined on RPC input par ameters, it MUST be
      true in an invocation of the RPC operation.

   o  If the constraint is defined on RPC output pa rameters, it MUST be
      true in the RPC reply.

8.2.  Hierarchy of Constraints

   Conditions on parent nodes affect constraints on  child nodes as a
   natural consequence of the hierarchy of nodes. " must", "mandatory",
   "min-elements", and "max-elements" constraints a re not enforced if
   the parent node has a "when" or "if-feature" pro perty that is not
   satisfied on the current device.

   In this example, the "mandatory" constraint on t he "longitude" leaf
   are not enforced on devices that lack the "has-g ps" feature:

       container location {
           if-feature has-gps;
           leaf longitude {
               mandatory true;
               ...
           }
       }

8.3.  Constraint Enforcement Model

   For configuration data, there are three windows when constraints MUST
   be enforced:

   o  during parsing of RPC payloads

   o  during processing of NETCONF operations

   o  during validation

   Each of these scenarios is considered in the fol lowing sections.

8.3.1.  Payload Parsing

   When content arrives in RPC payloads, it MUST be  well-formed XML,
   following the hierarchy and content rules define d by the set of
   models the device implements.
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   o  If a leaf data value does not match the type constraints for the
      leaf, including those defined in the type's " range", "length", and
      "pattern" properties, the server MUST reply w ith an
      "invalid-value" error-tag in the rpc-error, a nd with the error-
      app-tag and error-message associated with the  constraint, if any
      exist.

   o  If all keys of a list entry are not present, the server MUST reply
      with a "missing-element" error-tag in the rpc -error.

   o  If data for more than one case branch of a ch oice is present, the
      server MUST reply with a "bad-element" in the  rpc-error.

   o  If data for a node tagged with "if-feature" i s present, and the
      feature is not supported by the device, the s erver MUST reply with
      an "unknown-element" error-tag in the rpc-err or.

   o  If data for a node tagged with "when" is pres ent, and the "when"
      condition evaluates to "false", the server MU ST reply with an
      "unknown-element" error-tag in the rpc-error.

   o  For insert handling, if the value for the att ributes "before" and
      "after" are not valid for the type of the app ropriate key leafs,
      the server MUST reply with a "bad-attribute" error-tag in the rpc-
      error.

   o  If the attributes "before" and "after" appear s in any element that
      is not a list whose "ordered-by" property is "user", the server
      MUST reply with an "unknown-attribute" error- tag in the rpc-error.

8.3.2.  NETCONF <edit-config> Processing

   After the incoming data is parsed, the NETCONF s erver performs the
   <edit-config> operation by applying the data to the configuration
   datastore.  During this processing, the followin g errors MUST be
   detected:

   o  Delete requests for non-existent data.

   o  Create requests for existent data.

   o  Insert requests with "before" or "after" para meters that do not
      exist.
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   During <edit-config> processing:

   o  If the NETCONF operation creates data nodes u nder a "choice", any
      existing nodes from other "case" branches are  deleted by the
      server.

   o  If the NETCONF operation modifies a data node  such that any node's
      "when" expression becomes false, then the nod e with the "when"
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      expression is deleted by the server.

8.3.3.  Validation

   When datastore processing is complete, the final  contents MUST obey
   all validation constraints.  This validation pro cessing is performed
   at differing times according to the datastore.  If the datastore is
   <running/> or <startup/>, these constraints MUST  be enforced at the
   end of the <edit-config> or <copy-config> operat ion.  If the
   datastore is <candidate/>, the constraint enforc ement is delayed
   until a <commit> or <validate> operation.

   o  Any "must" constraints MUST evaluate to "true ".

   o  Any referential integrity constraints defined  via the "path"
      statement MUST be satisfied.

   o  Any "unique" constraints on lists MUST be sat isfied.

   o  The "min-elements" and "max-elements" constra ints are enforced for
      lists and leaf-lists.

9.  Built-In Types

   YANG has a set of built-in types, similar to tho se of many
   programming languages, but with some differences  due to special
   requirements from the management information mod el.

   Additional types may be defined, derived from th ose built-in types or
   from other derived types.  Derived types may use  subtyping to
   formally restrict the set of possible values.

   The different built-in types and their derived t ypes allow different
   kinds of subtyping, namely length and regular ex pression restrictions
   of strings (Sections 9.4.4 and 9.4.6) and range restrictions of
   numeric types (Section 9.2.4).

   The lexical representation of a value of a certa in type is used in
   the NETCONF messages and when specifying default  values and numerical
   ranges in YANG modules.
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9.1.  Canonical Representation

   For most types, there is a single canonical repr esentation of the
   type's values.  Some types allow multiple lexica l representations of
   the same value, for example, the positive intege r "17" can be
   represented as "+17" or "17".  Implementations M UST support all
   lexical representations specified in this docume nt.

   When a NETCONF server sends data, it MUST be in the canonical form.

   Some types have a lexical representation that de pends on the XML
   context in which they occur.  These types do not  have a canonical
   form.

9.2.  The Integer Built-In Types

   The integer built-in types are int8, int16, int3 2, int64, uint8,
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   uint16, uint32, and uint64.  They represent sign ed and unsigned
   integers of different sizes:

   int8  represents integer values between -128 and  127, inclusively.

   int16  represents integer values between -32768 and 32767,
      inclusively.

   int32  represents integer values between -214748 3648 and 2147483647,
      inclusively.

   int64  represents integer values between -922337 2036854775808 and
      9223372036854775807, inclusively.

   uint8  represents integer values between 0 and 2 55, inclusively.

   uint16  represents integer values between 0 and 65535, inclusively.

   uint32  represents integer values between 0 and 4294967295,
      inclusively.

   uint64  represents integer values between 0 and 18446744073709551615,
      inclusively.
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9.2.1.  Lexical Representation

   An integer value is lexically represented as an optional sign ("+" or
   "-"), followed by a sequence of decimal digits.  If no sign is
   specified, "+" is assumed.

   For convenience, when specifying a default value  for an integer in a
   YANG module, an alternative lexical representati on can be used, which
   represents the value in a hexadecimal or octal n otation.  The
   hexadecimal notation consists of an optional sig n ("+" or "-"), the
   characters "0x" followed a number of hexadecimal  digits, where
   letters may be uppercase or lowercase.  The octa l notation consists
   of an optional sign ("+" or "-"), the character "0" followed a number
   of octal digits.

   Note that if a default value in a YANG module ha s a leading zero
   ("0"), it is interpreted as an octal number.  In  the XML instance
   documents, an integer is always interpreted as a  decimal number, and
   leading zeros are allowed.

   Examples:

     // legal values
     +4711                       // legal positive value
     4711                        // legal positive value
     -123                        // legal negative value
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     0xf00f                      // legal positive hexadecimal value
     -0xf                        // legal negative hexadecimal value
     052                         // legal positive octal value

     // illegal values
     - 1                         // illegal interme diate space
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9.2.2.  Canonical Form

   The canonical form of a positive integer does no t include the sign
   "+".  Leading zeros are prohibited.  The value z ero is represented as
   "0".

9.2.3.  Restrictions

   All integer types can be restricted with the "ra nge" statement
   (Section 9.2.4).

9.2.4.  The range Statement

   The "range" statement, which is an optional subs tatement to the
   "type" statement, takes as an argument a range e xpression string.  It
   is used to restrict integer and decimal built-in  types, or types
   derived from those.

   A range consists of an explicit value, or a lowe r-inclusive bound,
   two consecutive dots "..", and an upper-inclusiv e bound.  Multiple
   values or ranges can be given, separated by "|".   If multiple values
   or ranges are given, they all MUST be disjoint a nd MUST be in
   ascending order.  If a range restriction is appl ied to an already
   range-restricted type, the new restriction MUST be equal or more
   limiting, that is raising the lower bounds, redu cing the upper
   bounds, removing explicit values or ranges, or s plitting ranges into
   multiple ranges with intermediate gaps.  Each ex plicit value and
   range boundary value given in the range expressi on MUST match the
   type being restricted, or be one of the special values "min" or
   "max". "min" and "max" mean the minimum and maxi mum value accepted
   for the type being restricted, respectively.

   The range expression syntax is formally defined by the rule
   "range-arg" in Section 12.
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9.2.4.1.  The range's Substatements

                 +---------------+---------+------- ------+
                 | substatement  | section | cardin ality |
                 +---------------+---------+------- ------+
                 | description   | 7.19.3  | 0..1        |
                 | error-app-tag | 7.5.4.2 | 0..1        |
                 | error-message | 7.5.4.1 | 0..1        |
                 | reference     | 7.19.4  | 0..1        |
                 +---------------+---------+------- ------+
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9.2.5.  Usage Example

     typedef my-base-int32-type {
         type int32 {
             range "1..4 | 10..20";
         }
     }

     typedef my-type1 {
         type my-base-int32-type {
             // legal range restriction
             range "11..max"; // 11..20
         }
     }

     typedef my-type2 {
         type my-base-int32-type {
             // illegal range restriction
             range "11..100";
         }
     }

9.3.  The decimal64 Built-In Type

   The decimal64 type represents a subset of the re al numbers, which can
   be represented by decimal numerals.  The value s pace of decimal64 is
   the set of numbers that can be obtained by multi plying a 64-bit
   signed integer by a negative power of ten, i.e.,  expressible as
   "i x 10^-n" where i is an integer64 and n is an integer between 1 and
   18, inclusively.

9.3.1.  Lexical Representation

   A decimal64 value is lexically represented as an  optional sign ("+"
   or "-"), followed by a sequence of decimal digit s, optionally
   followed by a period ('.') as a decimal indicato r and a sequence of
   decimal digits.  If no sign is specified, "+" is  assumed.

9.3.2.  Canonical Form

   The canonical form of a positive decimal64 does not include the sign
   "+".  The decimal point is required.  Leading an d trailing zeros are
   prohibited, subject to the rule that there MUST be at least one digit
   before and after the decimal point.  The value z ero is represented as
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   "0.0".
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9.3.3.  Restrictions

   A decimal64 type can be restricted with the "ran ge" statement
   (Section 9.2.4).

9.3.4.  The fraction-digits Statement

   The "fraction-digits" statement, which is a subs tatement to the
   "type" statement, MUST be present if the type is  "decimal64".  It
   takes as an argument an integer between 1 and 18 , inclusively.  It
   controls the size of the minimum difference betw een values of a
   decimal64 type, by restricting the value space t o numbers that are
   expressible as "i x 10^-n" where n is the fracti on-digits argument.

   The following table lists the minimum and maximu m value for each
   fraction-digit value:

     +----------------+-----------------------+---- ------------------+
     | fraction-digit | min                   | max                   |
     +----------------+-----------------------+---- ------------------+
     | 1              | -922337203685477580.8 | 922 337203685477580.7 |
     | 2              | -92233720368547758.08 | 922 33720368547758.07 |
     | 3              | -9223372036854775.808 | 922 3372036854775.807 |
     | 4              | -922337203685477.5808 | 922 337203685477.5807 |
     | 5              | -92233720368547.75808 | 922 33720368547.75807 |
     | 6              | -9223372036854.775808 | 922 3372036854.775807 |
     | 7              | -922337203685.4775808 | 922 337203685.4775807 |
     | 8              | -92233720368.54775808 | 922 33720368.54775807 |
     | 9              | -9223372036.854775808 | 922 3372036.854775807 |
     | 10             | -922337203.6854775808 | 922 337203.6854775807 |
     | 11             | -92233720.36854775808 | 922 33720.36854775807 |
     | 12             | -9223372.036854775808 | 922 3372.036854775807 |
     | 13             | -922337.2036854775808 | 922 337.2036854775807 |
     | 14             | -92233.72036854775808 | 922 33.72036854775807 |
     | 15             | -9223.372036854775808 | 922 3.372036854775807 |
     | 16             | -922.3372036854775808 | 922 .3372036854775807 |
     | 17             | -92.23372036854775808 | 92. 23372036854775807 |
     | 18             | -9.223372036854775808 | 9.2 23372036854775807 |
     +----------------+-----------------------+---- ------------------+
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9.3.5.  Usage Example

     typedef my-decimal {
         type decimal64 {
             fraction-digits 2;
             range "1 .. 3.14 | 10 | 20..max";
         }
     }

9.4.  The string Built-In Type

   The string built-in type represents human-readab le strings in YANG.
   Legal characters are tab, carriage return, line feed, and the legal
   characters of Unicode and ISO/IEC 10646 [ISO.106 46]:

     ;; any Unicode character, excluding the surrog ate blocks,
     ;; FFFE, and FFFF.
     string = *char
     char = %x9 / %xA / %xD / %x20-D7FF / %xE000-FF FD /
            %x10000-10FFFF

9.4.1.  Lexical Representation

   A string value is lexically represented as chara cter data in the XML
   instance documents.

9.4.2.  Canonical Form

   The canonical form is the same as the lexical re presentation.  No
   Unicode normalization is performed of string val ues.

9.4.3.  Restrictions

   A string can be restricted with the "length" (Se ction 9.4.4) and
   "pattern" (Section 9.4.6) statements.

9.4.4.  The length Statement

   The "length" statement, which is an optional sub statement to the
   "type" statement, takes as an argument a length expression string.
   It is used to restrict the built-in type "string ", or types derived
   from "string".

   A "length" statement restricts the number of Uni code characters in
   the string.
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   A length range consists of an explicit value, or  a lower bound, two
   consecutive dots "..", and an upper bound.  Mult iple values or ranges
   can be given, separated by "|".  Length-restrict ing values MUST NOT
   be negative.  If multiple values or ranges are g iven, they all MUST
   be disjoint and MUST be in ascending order.  If a length restriction
   is applied to an already length-restricted type,  the new restriction
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   MUST be equal or more limiting, that is, raising  the lower bounds,
   reducing the upper bounds, removing explicit len gth values or ranges,
   or splitting ranges into multiple ranges with in termediate gaps.  A
   length value is a non-negative integer, or one o f the special values
   "min" or "max". "min" and "max" mean the minimum  and maximum length
   accepted for the type being restricted, respecti vely.  An
   implementation is not required to support a leng th value larger than
   18446744073709551615.

   The length expression syntax is formally defined  by the rule
   "length-arg" in Section 12.

9.4.4.1.  The length's Substatements

                 +---------------+---------+------- ------+
                 | substatement  | section | cardin ality |
                 +---------------+---------+------- ------+
                 | description   | 7.19.3  | 0..1        |
                 | error-app-tag | 7.5.4.2 | 0..1        |
                 | error-message | 7.5.4.1 | 0..1        |
                 | reference     | 7.19.4  | 0..1        |
                 +---------------+---------+------- ------+

9.4.5.  Usage Example

     typedef my-base-str-type {
         type string {
             length "1..255";
         }
     }

     type my-base-str-type {
         // legal length refinement
         length "11 | 42..max"; // 11 | 42..255
     }

     type my-base-str-type {
         // illegal length refinement
         length "1..999";
     }
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9.4.6.  The pattern Statement

   The "pattern" statement, which is an optional su bstatement to the
   "type" statement, takes as an argument a regular  expression string,
   as defined in [XSD-TYPES].  It is used to restri ct the built-in type
   "string", or types derived from "string", to val ues that match the
   pattern.

   If the type has multiple "pattern" statements, t he expressions are
   ANDed together, i.e., all such expressions have to match.

   If a pattern restriction is applied to an alread y pattern-restricted
   type, values must match all patterns in the base  type, in addition to
   the new patterns.
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9.4.6.1.  The pattern's Substatements

                 +---------------+---------+------- ------+
                 | substatement  | section | cardin ality |
                 +---------------+---------+------- ------+
                 | description   | 7.19.3  | 0..1        |
                 | error-app-tag | 7.5.4.2 | 0..1        |
                 | error-message | 7.5.4.1 | 0..1        |
                 | reference     | 7.19.4  | 0..1        |
                 +---------------+---------+------- ------+

9.4.7.  Usage Example

   With the following type:

     type string {
         length "0..4";
         pattern "[0-9a-fA-F]*";
     }

   the following strings match:

     AB          // legal
     9A00        // legal

   and the following strings do not match:

     00ABAB      // illegal, too long
     xx00        // illegal, bad characters
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9.5.  The boolean Built-In Type

   The boolean built-in type represents a boolean v alue.

9.5.1.  Lexical Representation

   The lexical representation of a boolean value is  a string with a
   value of "true" or "false".  These values MUST b e in lowercase.

9.5.2.  Canonical Form

   The canonical form is the same as the lexical re presentation.

9.5.3.  Restrictions

   A boolean cannot be restricted.

9.6.  The enumeration Built-In Type

   The enumeration built-in type represents values from a set of
   assigned names.

9.6.1.  Lexical Representation
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   The lexical representation of an enumeration val ue is the assigned
   name string.

9.6.2.  Canonical Form

   The canonical form is the assigned name string.

9.6.3.  Restrictions

   An enumeration cannot be restricted.

9.6.4.  The enum Statement

   The "enum" statement, which is a substatement to  the "type"
   statement, MUST be present if the type is "enume ration".  It is
   repeatedly used to specify each assigned name of  an enumeration type.
   It takes as an argument a string which is the as signed name.  The
   string MUST NOT be empty and MUST NOT have any l eading or trailing
   whitespace characters.  The use of Unicode contr ol codes SHOULD be
   avoided.

   The statement is optionally followed by a block of substatements that
   holds detailed enum information.
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   All assigned names in an enumeration MUST be uni que.

9.6.4.1.  The enum's Substatements

                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | substatement | section | cardina lity |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | description  | 7.19.3  | 0..1        |
                 | reference    | 7.19.4  | 0..1        |
                 | status       | 7.19.2  | 0..1        |
                 | value        | 9.6.4.2 | 0..1        |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+

9.6.4.2.  The value Statement

   The "value" statement, which is optional, is use d to associate an
   integer value with the assigned name for the enu m.  This integer
   value MUST be in the range -2147483648 to 214748 3647, and it MUST be
   unique within the enumeration type.  The value i s unused by YANG and
   the XML encoding, but is carried as a convenienc e to implementors.

   If a value is not specified, then one will be au tomatically assigned.
   If the "enum" substatement is the first one defi ned, the assigned
   value is zero (0); otherwise, the assigned value  is one greater than
   the current highest enum value.

   If the current highest value is equal to 2147483 647, then an enum
   value MUST be specified for "enum" substatements  following the one
   with the current highest value.

9.6.5.  Usage Example

     leaf myenum {
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         type enumeration {
             enum zero;
             enum one;
             enum seven {
                 value 7;
             }
         }
     }

   The lexical representation of the leaf "myenum" with value "seven"
   is:

     <myenum>seven</myenum>
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9.7.  The bits Built-In Type

   The bits built-in type represents a bit set.  Th at is, a bits value
   is a set of flags identified by small integer po sition numbers
   starting at 0.  Each bit number has an assigned name.

9.7.1.  Restrictions

   A bits type cannot be restricted.

9.7.2.  Lexical Representation

   The lexical representation of the bits type is a  space-separated list
   of the individual bit values that are set.  An e mpty string thus
   represents a value where no bits are set.

9.7.3.  Canonical Form

   In the canonical form, the bit values are separa ted by a single space
   character and they appear ordered by their posit ion (see
   Section 9.7.4.2).

9.7.4.  The bit Statement

   The "bit" statement, which is a substatement to the "type" statement,
   MUST be present if the type is "bits".  It is re peatedly used to
   specify each assigned named bit of a bits type.  It takes as an
   argument a string that is the assigned name of t he bit.  It is
   followed by a block of substatements that holds detailed bit
   information.  The assigned name follows the same  syntax rules as an
   identifier (see Section 6.2).

   All assigned names in a bits type MUST be unique .

9.7.4.1.  The bit's Substatements

                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | substatement | section | cardina lity |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
                 | description  | 7.19.3  | 0..1        |
                 | reference    | 7.19.4  | 0..1        |
                 | status       | 7.19.2  | 0..1        |
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                 | position     | 9.7.4.2 | 0..1        |
                 +--------------+---------+-------- -----+
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9.7.4.2.  The position Statement

   The "position" statement, which is optional, tak es as an argument a
   non-negative integer value that specifies the bi t's position within a
   hypothetical bit field.  The position value MUST  be in the range 0 to
   4294967295, and it MUST be unique within the bit s type.  The value is
   unused by YANG and the NETCONF messages, but is carried as a
   convenience to implementors.

   If a bit position is not specified, then one wil l be automatically
   assigned.  If the "bit" substatement is the firs t one defined, the
   assigned value is zero (0); otherwise, the assig ned value is one
   greater than the current highest bit position.

   If the current highest bit position value is equ al to 4294967295,
   then a position value MUST be specified for "bit " substatements
   following the one with the current highest posit ion value.

9.7.5.  Usage Example

   Given the following leaf:

     leaf mybits {
         type bits {
             bit disable-nagle {
                 position 0;
             }
             bit auto-sense-speed {
                 position 1;
             }
             bit 10-Mb-only {
                 position 2;
             }
         }
         default "auto-sense-speed";
     }

   The lexical representation of this leaf with bit  values disable-nagle
   and 10-Mb-only set would be:

     <mybits>disable-nagle 10-Mb-only</mybits>

9.8.  The binary Built-In Type

   The binary built-in type represents any binary d ata, i.e., a sequence
   of octets.
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9.8.1.  Restrictions

   A binary can be restricted with the "length" (Se ction 9.4.4)
   statement.  The length of a binary value is the number of octets it
   contains.

9.8.2.  Lexical Representation

   Binary values are encoded with the base64 encodi ng scheme (see
   [RFC4648], Section 4).

9.8.3.  Canonical Form

   The canonical form of a binary value follows the  rules in [RFC4648].

9.9.  The leafref Built-In Type

   The leafref type is used to reference a particul ar leaf instance in
   the data tree.  The "path" substatement (Section  9.9.2) selects a set
   of leaf instances, and the leafref value space i s the set of values
   of these leaf instances.

   If the leaf with the leafref type represents con figuration data, the
   leaf it refers to MUST also represent configurat ion.  Such a leaf
   puts a constraint on valid data.  All leafref no des MUST reference
   existing leaf instances or leafs with default va lues in use (see
   Section 7.6.1) for the data to be valid.  This c onstraint is enforced
   according to the rules in Section 8.

   There MUST NOT be any circular chains of leafref s.

   If the leaf that the leafref refers to is condit ional based on one or
   more features (see Section 7.18.2), then the lea f with the leafref
   type MUST also be conditional based on at least the same set of
   features.

9.9.1.  Restrictions

   A leafref cannot be restricted.

9.9.2.  The path Statement

   The "path" statement, which is a substatement to  the "type"
   statement, MUST be present if the type is "leafr ef".  It takes as an
   argument a string that MUST refer to a leaf or l eaf-list node.
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   The syntax for a path argument is a subset of th e XPath abbreviated
   syntax.  Predicates are used only for constraini ng the values for the
   key nodes for list entries.  Each predicate cons ists of exactly one
   equality test per key, and multiple adjacent pre dicates MAY be
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   present if a list has multiple keys.  The syntax  is formally defined
   by the rule "path-arg" in Section 12.

   The predicates are only used when more than one key reference is
   needed to uniquely identify a leaf instance.  Th is occurs if a list
   has multiple keys, or a reference to a leaf othe r than the key in a
   list is needed.  In these cases, multiple leafre fs are typically
   specified, and predicates are used to tie them t ogether.

   The "path" expression evaluates to a node set co nsisting of zero,
   one, or more nodes.  If the leaf with the leafre f type represents
   configuration data, this node set MUST be non-em pty.

   The "path" XPath expression is conceptually eval uated in the
   following context, in addition to the definition  in Section 6.4.1:

   o  The context node is the node in the data tree  for which the "path"
      statement is defined.

   The accessible tree depends on the context node:

   o  If the context node represents configuration data, the tree is the
      data in the NETCONF datastore where the conte xt node exists.  The
      XPath root node has all top-level configurati on data nodes in all
      modules as children.

   o  Otherwise, the tree is all state data on the device, and the
      <running/> datastore.  The XPath root node ha s all top-level data
      nodes in all modules as children.

9.9.3.  Lexical Representation

   A leafref value is encoded the same way as the l eaf it references.

9.9.4.  Canonical Form

   The canonical form of a leafref is the same as t he canonical form of
   the leaf it references.
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9.9.5.  Usage Example

   With the following list:

     list interface {
         key "name";
         leaf name {
             type string;
         }
         leaf admin-status {
             type admin-status;
         }
         list address {
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             key "ip";
             leaf ip {
                 type yang:ip-address;
             }
         }
     }

   The following leafref refers to an existing inte rface:

     leaf mgmt-interface {
         type leafref {
             path "../interface/name";
         }
     }

   An example of a corresponding XML snippet:

     <interface>
       <name>eth0</name>
     </interface>
     <interface>
       <name>lo</name>
     </interface>

     <mgmt-interface>eth0</mgmt-interface>
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   The following leafrefs refer to an existing addr ess of an interface:

     container default-address {
         leaf ifname {
             type leafref {
                 path "../../interface/name";
             }
         }
         leaf address {
             type leafref {
                 path "../../interface[name = curre nt()/../ifname]"
                    + "/address/ip";
             }
         }
     }

   An example of a corresponding XML snippet:

     <interface>
       <name>eth0</name>
       <admin-status>up</admin-status>
       <address>
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         <ip>192.0.2.1</ip>
       </address>
       <address>
         <ip>192.0.2.2</ip>
       </address>
     </interface>
     <interface>
       <name>lo</name>
       <admin-status>up</admin-status>
       <address>
         <ip>127.0.0.1</ip>
       </address>
     </interface>

     <default-address>
       <ifname>eth0</ifname>
       <address>192.0.2.2</address>
     </default-address>
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   The following list uses a leafref for one of its  keys.  This is
   similar to a foreign key in a relational databas e.

     list packet-filter {
         key "if-name filter-id";
         leaf if-name {
             type leafref {
                 path "/interface/name";
             }
         }
         leaf filter-id {
             type uint32;
         }
         ...
     }

   An example of a corresponding XML snippet:

     <interface>
       <name>eth0</name>
       <admin-status>up</admin-status>
       <address>
         <ip>192.0.2.1</ip>
       </address>
       <address>
         <ip>192.0.2.2</ip>
       </address>
     </interface>

     <packet-filter>
       <if-name>eth0</if-name>
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       <filter-id>1</filter-id>
       ...
     </packet-filter>
     <packet-filter>
       <if-name>eth0</if-name>
       <filter-id>2</filter-id>
       ...
     </packet-filter>
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   The following notification defines two leafrefs to refer to an
   existing admin-status:

     notification link-failure {
         leaf if-name {
             type leafref {
                 path "/interface/name";
             }
         }
         leaf admin-status {
             type leafref {
                 path
                   "/interface[name = current()/../ if-name]"
                 + "/admin-status";
             }
         }
     }

   An example of a corresponding XML notification:

     <notification
       xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:notifi cation:1.0">
       <eventTime>2008-04-01T00:01:00Z</eventTime>
       <link-failure xmlns="http://acme.example.com /system">
         <if-name>eth0</if-name>
         <admin-status>up</admin-status>
       </link-failure>
     </notification>

9.10.  The identityref Built-In Type

   The identityref type is used to reference an exi sting identity (see
   Section 7.16).

9.10.1.  Restrictions

   An identityref cannot be restricted.

9.10.2.  The identityref's base Statement
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   The "base" statement, which is a substatement to  the "type"
   statement, MUST be present if the type is "ident ityref".  The
   argument is the name of an identity, as defined by an "identity"
   statement.  If a prefix is present on the identi ty name, it refers to
   an identity defined in the module that was impor ted with that prefix.
   Otherwise, an identity with the matching name MU ST be defined in the
   current module or an included submodule.
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   Valid values for an identityref are any identiti es derived from the
   identityref's base identity.  On a particular se rver, the valid
   values are further restricted to the set of iden tities defined in the
   modules supported by the server.

9.10.3.  Lexical Representation

   An identityref is encoded as the referred identi ty's qualified name
   as defined in [XML-NAMES].  If the prefix is not  present, the
   namespace of the identityref is the default name space in effect on
   the element that contains the identityref value.

   When an identityref is given a default value usi ng the "default"
   statement, the identity name in the default valu e MAY have a prefix.
   If a prefix is present on the identity name, it refers to an identity
   defined in the module that was imported with tha t prefix.  Otherwise,
   an identity with the matching name MUST be defin ed in the current
   module or an included submodule.

9.10.4.  Canonical Form

   Since the lexical form depends on the XML contex t in which the value
   occurs, this type does not have a canonical form .

9.10.5.  Usage Example

   With the identity definitions in Section 7.16.3 and the following
   module:

     module my-crypto {

         namespace "http://example.com/my-crypto";
         prefix mc;

         import "crypto-base" {
             prefix "crypto";
         }

         identity aes {
             base "crypto:crypto-alg";
         }

         leaf crypto {
             type identityref {
                 base "crypto:crypto-alg";
             }
         }
     }
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   the leaf "crypto" will be encoded as follows, if  the value is the
   "des3" identity defined in the "des" module:

     <crypto xmlns:des="http://example.com/des">des :des3</crypto>

   Any prefixes used in the encoding are local to e ach instance
   encoding.  This means that the same identityref may be encoded
   differently by different implementations.  For e xample, the following
   example encodes the same leaf as above:

     <crypto xmlns:x="http://example.com/des">x:des 3</crypto>

   If the "crypto" leaf's value instead is "aes" de fined in the
   "my-crypto" module, it can be encoded as:

     <crypto xmlns:mc="http://example.com/my-crypto ">mc:aes</crypto>

   or, using the default namespace:

     <crypto>aes</crypto>

9.11.  The empty Built-In Type

   The empty built-in type represents a leaf that d oes not have any
   value, it conveys information by its presence or  absence.

   An empty type cannot have a default value.

9.11.1.  Restrictions

   An empty type cannot be restricted.

9.11.2.  Lexical Representation

   Not applicable.

9.11.3.  Canonical Form

   Not applicable.

9.11.4.  Usage Example

   The following leaf

     leaf enable-qos {
         type empty;
     }
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   will be encoded as
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     <enable-qos/>

   if it exists.

9.12.  The union Built-In Type

   The union built-in type represents a value that corresponds to one of
   its member types.

   When the type is "union", the "type" statement ( Section 7.4) MUST be
   present.  It is used to repeatedly specify each member type of the
   union.  It takes as an argument a string that is  the name of a member
   type.

   A member type can be of any built-in or derived type, except it MUST
   NOT be one of the built-in types "empty" or "lea fref".

   When a string representing a union data type is validated, the string
   is validated against each member type, in the or der they are
   specified in the "type" statement, until a match  is found.

   Any default value or "units" property defined in  the member types is
   not inherited by the union type.

   Example:

     type union {
         type int32;
         type enumeration {
             enum "unbounded";
         }
     }

9.12.1.  Restrictions

   A union cannot be restricted.  However, each mem ber type can be
   restricted, based on the rules defined in Sectio n 9.

9.12.2.  Lexical Representation

   The lexical representation of a union is a value  that corresponds to
   the representation of any one of the member type s.
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9.12.3.  Canonical Form

   The canonical form of a union value is the same as the canonical form
   of the member type of the value.

9.13.  The instance-identifier Built-In Type

   The instance-identifier built-in type is used to  uniquely identify a
   particular instance node in the data tree.

   The syntax for an instance-identifier is a subse t of the XPath
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   abbreviated syntax, formally defined by the rule
   "instance-identifier" in Section 12.  It is used  to uniquely identify
   a node in the data tree.  Predicates are used on ly for specifying the
   values for the key nodes for list entries, a val ue of a leaf-list
   entry, or a positional index for a list without keys.  For
   identifying list entries with keys, each predica te consists of one
   equality test per key, and each key MUST have a corresponding
   predicate.

   If the leaf with the instance-identifier type re presents
   configuration data, and the "require-instance" p roperty
   (Section 9.13.2) is "true", the node it refers t o MUST also represent
   configuration.  Such a leaf puts a constraint on  valid data.  All
   such leaf nodes MUST reference existing nodes or  leaf nodes with
   their default value in use (see Section 7.6.1) f or the data to be
   valid.  This constraint is enforced according to  the rules in
   Section 8.

   The "instance-identifier" XPath expression is co nceptually evaluated
   in the following context, in addition to the def inition in
   Section 6.4.1:

   o  The context node is the root node in the acce ssible tree.

   The accessible tree depends on the leaf with the  instance-identifier
   type:

   o  If this leaf represents configuration data, t he tree is the data
      in the NETCONF datastore where the leaf exist s.  The XPath root
      node has all top-level configuration data nod es in all modules as
      children.

   o  Otherwise, the tree is all state data on the device, and the
      <running/> datastore.  The XPath root node ha s all top-level data
      nodes in all modules as children.
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9.13.1.  Restrictions

   An instance-identifier can be restricted with th e "require-instance"
   statement (Section 9.13.2).

9.13.2.  The require-instance Statement

   The "require-instance" statement, which is a sub statement to the
   "type" statement, MAY be present if the type is
   "instance-identifier".  It takes as an argument the string "true" or
   "false".  If this statement is not present, it d efaults to "true".

   If "require-instance" is "true", it means that t he instance being
   referred MUST exist for the data to be valid.  T his constraint is
   enforced according to the rules in Section 8.

   If "require-instance" is "false", it means that the instance being
   referred MAY exist in valid data.

9.13.3.  Lexical Representation
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   An instance-identifier value is lexically repres ented as a string.
   All node names in an instance-identifier value M UST be qualified with
   explicit namespace prefixes, and these prefixes MUST be declared in
   the XML namespace scope in the instance-identifi er's XML element.

   Any prefixes used in the encoding are local to e ach instance
   encoding.  This means that the same instance-ide ntifier may be
   encoded differently by different implementations .

9.13.4.  Canonical Form

   Since the lexical form depends on the XML contex t in which the value
   occurs, this type does not have a canonical form .

9.13.5.  Usage Example

   The following are examples of instance identifie rs:

     /* instance-identifier for a container */
     /ex:system/ex:services/ex:ssh

     /* instance-identifier for a leaf */
     /ex:system/ex:services/ex:ssh/ex:port

     /* instance-identifier for a list entry */
     /ex:system/ex:user[ex:name='fred']
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     /* instance-identifier for a leaf in a list en try */
     /ex:system/ex:user[ex:name='fred']/ex:type

     /* instance-identifier for a list entry with t wo keys */
     /ex:system/ex:server[ex:ip='192.0.2.1'][ex:por t='80']

     /* instance-identifier for a leaf-list entry * /
     /ex:system/ex:services/ex:ssh/ex:cipher[.='blo wfish-cbc']

     /* instance-identifier for a list entry withou t keys */
     /ex:stats/ex:port[3]

10.  Updating a Module

   As experience is gained with a module, it may be  desirable to revise
   that module.  However, changes are not allowed i f they have any
   potential to cause interoperability problems bet ween a client using
   an original specification and a server using an updated
   specification.

   For any published change, a new "revision" state ment (Section 7.1.9)
   MUST be included in front of the existing "revis ion" statements.  If
   there are no existing "revision" statements, the n one MUST be added
   to identify the new revision.  Furthermore, any necessary changes
   MUST be applied to any meta-data statements, inc luding the
   "organization" and "contact" statements (Section s 7.1.7, 7.1.8).

   Note that definitions contained in a module are available to be
   imported by any other module, and are referenced  in "import"
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   statements via the module name.  Thus, a module name MUST NOT be
   changed.  Furthermore, the "namespace" statement  MUST NOT be changed,
   since all XML elements are qualified by the name space.

   Obsolete definitions MUST NOT be removed from mo dules since their
   identifiers may still be referenced by other mod ules.

   A definition may be revised in any of the follow ing ways:

   o  An "enumeration" type may have new enums adde d, provided the old
      enums's values do not change.

   o  A "bits" type may have new bits added, provid ed the old bit
      positions do not change.

   o  A "range", "length", or "pattern" statement m ay expand the allowed
      value space.
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   o  A "default" statement may be added to a leaf that does not have a
      default value (either directly or indirectly through its type).

   o  A "units" statement may be added.

   o  A "reference" statement may be added or updat ed.

   o  A "must" statement may be removed or its cons traint relaxed.

   o  A "mandatory" statement may be removed or cha nged from "true" to
      "false".

   o  A "min-elements" statement may be removed, or  changed to require
      fewer elements.

   o  A "max-elements" statement may be removed, or  changed to allow
      more elements.

   o  A "description" statement may be added or cla rified without
      changing the semantics of the definition.

   o  New typedefs, groupings, rpcs, notifications,  extensions,
      features, and identities may be added.

   o  New data definition statements may be added i f they do not add
      mandatory nodes (Section 3.1) to existing nod es or at the top
      level in a module or submodule, or if they ar e conditionally
      dependent on a new feature (i.e., have an "if -feature" statement
      that refers to a new feature).

   o  A new "case" statement may be added.

   o  A node that represented state data may be cha nged to represent
      configuration, provided it is not mandatory ( Section 3.1).

   o  An "if-feature" statement may be removed, pro vided its node is not
      mandatory (Section 3.1).
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   o  A "status" statement may be added, or changed  from "current" to
      "deprecated" or "obsolete", or from "deprecat ed" to "obsolete".

   o  A "type" statement may be replaced with anoth er "type" statement
      that does not change the syntax or semantics of the type.  For
      example, an inline type definition may be rep laced with a typedef,
      but an int8 type cannot be replaced by an int 16, since the syntax
      would change.
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   o  Any set of data definition nodes may be repla ced with another set
      of syntactically and semantically equivalent nodes.  For example,
      a set of leafs may be replaced by a uses of a  grouping with the
      same leafs.

   o  A module may be split into a set of submodule s, or a submodule may
      be removed, provided the definitions in the m odule do not change
      in any other way than allowed here.

   o  The "prefix" statement may be changed, provid ed all local uses of
      the prefix also are changed.

   Otherwise, if the semantics of any previous defi nition are changed
   (i.e., if a non-editorial change is made to any definition other than
   those specifically allowed above), then this MUS T be achieved by a
   new definition with a new identifier.

   In statements that have any data definition stat ements as
   substatements, those data definition substatemen ts MUST NOT be
   reordered.

11.  YIN

   A YANG module can be translated into an alternat ive XML-based syntax
   called YIN.  The translated module is called a Y IN module.  This
   section describes symmetric mapping rules betwee n the two formats.

   The YANG and YIN formats contain equivalent info rmation using
   different notations.  The YIN notation enables d evelopers to
   represent YANG data models in XML and therefore use the rich set of
   XML-based tools for data filtering and validatio n, automated
   generation of code and documentation, and other tasks.  Tools like
   XSLT or XML validators can be utilized.

   The mapping between YANG and YIN does not modify  the information
   content of the model.  Comments and whitespace a re not preserved.

11.1.  Formal YIN Definition

   There is a one-to-one correspondence between YAN G keywords and YIN
   elements.  The local name of a YIN element is id entical to the
   corresponding YANG keyword.  This means, in part icular, that the
   document element (root) of a YIN document is alw ays <module> or
   <submodule>.

   YIN elements corresponding to the YANG keywords belong to the
   namespace whose associated URI is
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   "urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:yang:yin:1".
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   YIN elements corresponding to extension keywords  belong to the
   namespace of the YANG module where the extension  keyword is declared
   via the "extension" statement.

   The names of all YIN elements MUST be properly q ualified with their
   namespaces specified above using the standard me chanisms of
   [XML-NAMES], i.e., "xmlns" and "xmlns:xxx" attri butes.

   The argument of a YANG statement is represented in YIN either as an
   XML attribute or a subelement of the keyword ele ment.  Table 1
   defines the mapping for the set of YANG keywords .  For extensions,
   the argument mapping is specified within the "ex tension" statement
   (see Section 7.17).  The following rules hold fo r arguments:

   o  If the argument is represented as an attribut e, this attribute has
      no namespace.

   o  If the argument is represented as an element,  it is qualified by
      the same namespace as its parent keyword elem ent.

   o  If the argument is represented as an element,  it MUST be the first
      child of the keyword element.

   Substatements of a YANG statement are represente d as (additional)
   children of the keyword element and their relati ve order MUST be the
   same as the order of substatements in YANG.

   Comments in YANG MAY be mapped to XML comments.
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               Mapping of arguments of the YANG sta tements.

            +------------------+---------------+--- ----------+
            | keyword          | argument name | yi n-element |
            +------------------+---------------+--- ----------+
            | anyxml           | name          | fa lse       |
            | argument         | name          | fa lse       |
            | augment          | target-node   | fa lse       |
            | base             | name          | fa lse       |
            | belongs-to       | module        | fa lse       |
            | bit              | name          | fa lse       |
            | case             | name          | fa lse       |
            | choice           | name          | fa lse       |
            | config           | value         | fa lse       |
            | contact          | text          | tr ue        |
            | container        | name          | fa lse       |
            | default          | value         | fa lse       |
            | description      | text          | tr ue        |
            | deviate          | value         | fa lse       |
            | deviation        | target-node   | fa lse       |
            | enum             | name          | fa lse       |
            | error-app-tag    | value         | fa lse       |
            | error-message    | value         | tr ue        |
            | extension        | name          | fa lse       |
            | feature          | name          | fa lse       |
            | fraction-digits  | value         | fa lse       |
            | grouping         | name          | fa lse       |
            | identity         | name          | fa lse       |
            | if-feature       | name          | fa lse       |
            | import           | module        | fa lse       |
            | include          | module        | fa lse       |
            | input            | <no argument> | n/ a         |
            | key              | value         | fa lse       |
            | leaf             | name          | fa lse       |
            | leaf-list        | name          | fa lse       |
            | length           | value         | fa lse       |
            | list             | name          | fa lse       |
            | mandatory        | value         | fa lse       |
            | max-elements     | value         | fa lse       |
            | min-elements     | value         | fa lse       |
            | module           | name          | fa lse       |
            | must             | condition     | fa lse       |
            | namespace        | uri           | fa lse       |
            | notification     | name          | fa lse       |
            | ordered-by       | value         | fa lse       |
            | organization     | text          | tr ue        |
            | output           | <no argument> | n/ a         |
            | path             | value         | fa lse       |
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            | pattern          | value         | fa lse       |
            | position         | value         | fa lse       |
            | prefix           | value         | fa lse       |
            | presence         | value         | fa lse       |
            | range            | value         | fa lse       |
            | reference        | text          | tr ue        |
            | refine           | target-node   | fa lse       |
            | require-instance | value         | fa lse       |
            | revision         | date          | fa lse       |
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            | revision-date    | date          | fa lse       |
            | rpc              | name          | fa lse       |
            | status           | value         | fa lse       |
            | submodule        | name          | fa lse       |
            | type             | name          | fa lse       |
            | typedef          | name          | fa lse       |
            | unique           | tag           | fa lse       |
            | units            | name          | fa lse       |
            | uses             | name          | fa lse       |
            | value            | value         | fa lse       |
            | when             | condition     | fa lse       |
            | yang-version     | value         | fa lse       |
            | yin-element      | value         | fa lse       |
            +------------------+---------------+--- ----------+

                                  Table 1
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11.1.1.  Usage Example

   The following YANG module:

     module acme-foo {
         namespace "http://acme.example.com/foo";
         prefix "acfoo";

         import my-extensions {
             prefix "myext";
         }

         list interface {
             key "name";
             leaf name {
                 type string;
             }
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             leaf mtu {
                 type uint32;
                 description "The MTU of the interf ace.";
                 myext:c-define "MY_MTU";
             }
         }
     }

   where the extension "c-define" is defined in Sec tion 7.17.3, is
   translated into the following YIN:
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     <module name="acme-foo"
             xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:yang:yin :1"
             xmlns:acfoo="http://acme.example.com/f oo"
             xmlns:myext="http://example.com/my-ext ensions">

       <namespace uri="http://acme.example.com/foo" />
       <prefix value="acfoo"/>

       <import module="my-extensions">
         <prefix value="myext"/>
       </import>

       <list name="interface">
         <key value="name"/>
         <leaf name="name">
           <type name="string"/>
         </leaf>
         <leaf name="mtu">
           <type name="uint32"/>
           <description>
             <text>The MTU of the interface.</text>
           </description>
           <myext:c-define name="MY_MTU"/>
         </leaf>
       </list>
     </module>
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12.  YANG ABNF Grammar

   In YANG, almost all statements are unordered.  T he ABNF grammar
   [RFC5234] defines the canonical order.  To impro ve module
   readability, it is RECOMMENDED that clauses be e ntered in this order.

   Within the ABNF grammar, unordered statements ar e marked with
   comments.

   This grammar assumes that the scanner replaces Y ANG comments with a
   single space character.

   <CODE BEGINS> file "yang.abnf"

   module-stmt         = optsep module-keyword sep identifier-arg-str
                         optsep
                         "{" stmtsep
                             module-header-stmts
                             linkage-stmts
                             meta-stmts
                             revision-stmts
                             body-stmts
                         "}" optsep

   submodule-stmt      = optsep submodule-keyword s ep identifier-arg-str
                         optsep
                         "{" stmtsep
                             submodule-header-stmts
                             linkage-stmts
                             meta-stmts
                             revision-stmts
                             body-stmts
                         "}" optsep

   module-header-stmts = ;; these stmts can appear in any order
                         [yang-version-stmt stmtsep ]
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                          namespace-stmt stmtsep
                          prefix-stmt stmtsep

   submodule-header-stmts =
                         ;; these stmts can appear in any order
                         [yang-version-stmt stmtsep ]
                          belongs-to-stmt stmtsep
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   meta-stmts          = ;; these stmts can appear in any order
                         [organization-stmt stmtsep ]
                         [contact-stmt stmtsep]
                         [description-stmt stmtsep]
                         [reference-stmt stmtsep]

   linkage-stmts       = ;; these stmts can appear in any order
                         *(import-stmt stmtsep)
                         *(include-stmt stmtsep)

   revision-stmts      = *(revision-stmt stmtsep)

   body-stmts          = *((extension-stmt /
                            feature-stmt /
                            identity-stmt /
                            typedef-stmt /
                            grouping-stmt /
                            data-def-stmt /
                            augment-stmt /
                            rpc-stmt /
                            notification-stmt /
                            deviation-stmt) stmtsep )

   data-def-stmt       = container-stmt /
                         leaf-stmt /
                         leaf-list-stmt /
                         list-stmt /
                         choice-stmt /
                         anyxml-stmt /
                         uses-stmt

   yang-version-stmt   = yang-version-keyword sep y ang-version-arg-str
                         optsep stmtend

   yang-version-arg-str = < a string that matches t he rule
                           yang-version-arg >

   yang-version-arg    = "1"

   import-stmt         = import-keyword sep identif ier-arg-str optsep
                         "{" stmtsep
                             prefix-stmt stmtsep
                             [revision-date-stmt st mtsep]
                         "}"
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   include-stmt        = include-keyword sep identi fier-arg-str optsep
                         (";" /
                          "{" stmtsep
                              [revision-date-stmt s tmtsep]
                          "}")

   namespace-stmt      = namespace-keyword sep uri- str optsep stmtend

   uri-str             = < a string that matches th e rule
                           URI in RFC 3986 >

   prefix-stmt         = prefix-keyword sep prefix- arg-str
                         optsep stmtend

   belongs-to-stmt     = belongs-to-keyword sep ide ntifier-arg-str
                         optsep
                         "{" stmtsep
                             prefix-stmt stmtsep
                         "}"

   organization-stmt   = organization-keyword sep s tring
                         optsep stmtend

   contact-stmt        = contact-keyword sep string  optsep stmtend

   description-stmt    = description-keyword sep st ring optsep
                         stmtend

   reference-stmt      = reference-keyword sep stri ng optsep stmtend

   units-stmt          = units-keyword sep string o ptsep stmtend

   revision-stmt       = revision-keyword sep revis ion-date optsep
                         (";" /
                          "{" stmtsep
                              [description-stmt stm tsep]
                              [reference-stmt stmts ep]
                          "}")

   revision-date       =  date-arg-str

   revision-date-stmt = revision-date-keyword sep r evision-date stmtend
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   extension-stmt      = extension-keyword sep iden tifier-arg-str optsep
                         (";" /
                          "{" stmtsep
                              ;; these stmts can ap pear in any order
                              [argument-stmt stmtse p]
                              [status-stmt stmtsep]
                              [description-stmt stm tsep]
                              [reference-stmt stmts ep]
                          "}")

   argument-stmt       = argument-keyword sep ident ifier-arg-str optsep
                         (";" /
                          "{" stmtsep
                              [yin-element-stmt stm tsep]
                          "}")

   yin-element-stmt    = yin-element-keyword sep yi n-element-arg-str
                         stmtend

   yin-element-arg-str = < a string that matches th e rule
                           yin-element-arg >

   yin-element-arg     = true-keyword / false-keywo rd

   identity-stmt       = identity-keyword sep ident ifier-arg-str optsep
                         (";" /
                          "{" stmtsep
                              ;; these stmts can ap pear in any order
                              [base-stmt stmtsep]
                              [status-stmt stmtsep]
                              [description-stmt stm tsep]
                              [reference-stmt stmts ep]
                          "}")

   base-stmt           = base-keyword sep identifie r-ref-arg-str
                         optsep stmtend

   feature-stmt        = feature-keyword sep identi fier-arg-str optsep
                         (";" /
                          "{" stmtsep
                              ;; these stmts can ap pear in any order
                              *(if-feature-stmt stm tsep)
                              [status-stmt stmtsep]
                              [description-stmt stm tsep]
                              [reference-stmt stmts ep]
                          "}")
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   if-feature-stmt     = if-feature-keyword sep ide ntifier-ref-arg-str
                         optsep stmtend

   typedef-stmt        = typedef-keyword sep identi fier-arg-str optsep
                         "{" stmtsep
                             ;; these stmts can app ear in any order
                             type-stmt stmtsep
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                             [units-stmt stmtsep]
                             [default-stmt stmtsep]
                             [status-stmt stmtsep]
                             [description-stmt stmt sep]
                             [reference-stmt stmtse p]
                          "}"

   type-stmt           = type-keyword sep identifie r-ref-arg-str optsep
                         (";" /
                          "{" stmtsep
                              type-body-stmts
                          "}")

   type-body-stmts     = numerical-restrictions /
                         decimal64-specification /
                         string-restrictions /
                         enum-specification /
                         leafref-specification /
                         identityref-specification /
                         instance-identifier-specif ication /
                         bits-specification /
                         union-specification

   numerical-restrictions = range-stmt stmtsep

   range-stmt          = range-keyword sep range-ar g-str optsep
                         (";" /
                          "{" stmtsep
                              ;; these stmts can ap pear in any order
                              [error-message-stmt s tmtsep]
                              [error-app-tag-stmt s tmtsep]
                              [description-stmt stm tsep]
                              [reference-stmt stmts ep]
                           "}")

   decimal64-specification = fraction-digits-stmt

   fraction-digits-stmt = fraction-digits-keyword s ep
                          fraction-digits-arg-str s tmtend
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   fraction-digits-arg-str = < a string that matche s the rule
                              fraction-digits-arg >

   fraction-digits-arg = ("1" ["0" / "1" / "2" / "3 " / "4" /
                               "5" / "6" / "7" / "8 "])
                         / "2" / "3" / "4" / "5" / "6" / "7" / "8" / "9"

   string-restrictions = ;; these stmts can appear in any order
                         [length-stmt stmtsep]
                         *(pattern-stmt stmtsep)

   length-stmt         = length-keyword sep length- arg-str optsep
                         (";" /
                          "{" stmtsep
                              ;; these stmts can ap pear in any order
                              [error-message-stmt s tmtsep]
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                              [error-app-tag-stmt s tmtsep]
                              [description-stmt stm tsep]
                              [reference-stmt stmts ep]
                           "}")

   pattern-stmt        = pattern-keyword sep string  optsep
                         (";" /
                          "{" stmtsep
                              ;; these stmts can ap pear in any order
                              [error-message-stmt s tmtsep]
                              [error-app-tag-stmt s tmtsep]
                              [description-stmt stm tsep]
                              [reference-stmt stmts ep]
                           "}")

   default-stmt        = default-keyword sep string  stmtend

   enum-specification  = 1*(enum-stmt stmtsep)

   enum-stmt           = enum-keyword sep string op tsep
                         (";" /
                          "{" stmtsep
                              ;; these stmts can ap pear in any order
                              [value-stmt stmtsep]
                              [status-stmt stmtsep]
                              [description-stmt stm tsep]
                              [reference-stmt stmts ep]
                           "}")
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   leafref-specification =
                         ;; these stmts can appear in any order
                         path-stmt stmtsep
                         [require-instance-stmt stm tsep]

   path-stmt           = path-keyword sep path-arg- str stmtend

   require-instance-stmt = require-instance-keyword  sep
                            require-instance-arg-st r stmtend

   require-instance-arg-str = < a string that match es the rule
                              require-instance-arg >

   require-instance-arg = true-keyword / false-keyw ord

   instance-identifier-specification =
                         [require-instance-stmt stm tsep]

   identityref-specification =
                         base-stmt stmtsep

   union-specification = 1*(type-stmt stmtsep)

   bits-specification  = 1*(bit-stmt stmtsep)
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   bit-stmt            = bit-keyword sep identifier -arg-str optsep
                         (";" /
                          "{" stmtsep
                              ;; these stmts can ap pear in any order
                              [position-stmt stmtse p]
                              [status-stmt stmtsep]
                              [description-stmt stm tsep]
                              [reference-stmt stmts ep]
                            "}"
                          "}")

   position-stmt       = position-keyword sep
                         position-value-arg-str stm tend

   position-value-arg-str = < a string that matches  the rule
                              position-value-arg >

   position-value-arg  = non-negative-integer-value

   status-stmt         = status-keyword sep status- arg-str stmtend
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   status-arg-str      = < a string that matches th e rule
                           status-arg >

   status-arg          = current-keyword /
                         obsolete-keyword /
                         deprecated-keyword

   config-stmt         = config-keyword sep
                         config-arg-str stmtend

   config-arg-str      = < a string that matches th e rule
                           config-arg >

   config-arg          = true-keyword / false-keywo rd

   mandatory-stmt      = mandatory-keyword sep
                         mandatory-arg-str stmtend

   mandatory-arg-str   = < a string that matches th e rule
                           mandatory-arg >

   mandatory-arg       = true-keyword / false-keywo rd

   presence-stmt       = presence-keyword sep strin g stmtend

   ordered-by-stmt     = ordered-by-keyword sep
                         ordered-by-arg-str stmtend

   ordered-by-arg-str  = < a string that matches th e rule
                           ordered-by-arg >

   ordered-by-arg      = user-keyword / system-keyw ord

   must-stmt           = must-keyword sep string op tsep
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                         (";" /
                          "{" stmtsep
                              ;; these stmts can ap pear in any order
                              [error-message-stmt s tmtsep]
                              [error-app-tag-stmt s tmtsep]
                              [description-stmt stm tsep]
                              [reference-stmt stmts ep]
                           "}")

   error-message-stmt  = error-message-keyword sep string stmtend

   error-app-tag-stmt  = error-app-tag-keyword sep string stmtend
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   min-elements-stmt   = min-elements-keyword sep
                         min-value-arg-str stmtend

   min-value-arg-str   = < a string that matches th e rule
                           min-value-arg >

   min-value-arg       = non-negative-integer-value

   max-elements-stmt   = max-elements-keyword sep
                         max-value-arg-str stmtend

   max-value-arg-str   = < a string that matches th e rule
                           max-value-arg >

   max-value-arg       = unbounded-keyword /
                         positive-integer-value

   value-stmt          = value-keyword sep integer- value stmtend

   grouping-stmt       = grouping-keyword sep ident ifier-arg-str optsep
                         (";" /
                          "{" stmtsep
                              ;; these stmts can ap pear in any order
                              [status-stmt stmtsep]
                              [description-stmt stm tsep]
                              [reference-stmt stmts ep]
                              *((typedef-stmt /
                                 grouping-stmt) stm tsep)
                              *(data-def-stmt stmts ep)
                          "}")

   container-stmt      = container-keyword sep iden tifier-arg-str optsep
                         (";" /
                          "{" stmtsep
                              ;; these stmts can ap pear in any order
                              [when-stmt stmtsep]
                              *(if-feature-stmt stm tsep)
                              *(must-stmt stmtsep)
                              [presence-stmt stmtse p]
                              [config-stmt stmtsep]
                              [status-stmt stmtsep]
                              [description-stmt stm tsep]
                              [reference-stmt stmts ep]
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                              *((typedef-stmt /
                                 grouping-stmt) stm tsep)
                              *(data-def-stmt stmts ep)
                          "}")
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   leaf-stmt           = leaf-keyword sep identifie r-arg-str optsep
                         "{" stmtsep
                             ;; these stmts can app ear in any order
                             [when-stmt stmtsep]
                             *(if-feature-stmt stmt sep)
                             type-stmt stmtsep
                             [units-stmt stmtsep]
                             *(must-stmt stmtsep)
                             [default-stmt stmtsep]
                             [config-stmt stmtsep]
                             [mandatory-stmt stmtse p]
                             [status-stmt stmtsep]
                             [description-stmt stmt sep]
                             [reference-stmt stmtse p]
                          "}"

   leaf-list-stmt      = leaf-list-keyword sep iden tifier-arg-str optsep
                         "{" stmtsep
                             ;; these stmts can app ear in any order
                             [when-stmt stmtsep]
                             *(if-feature-stmt stmt sep)
                             type-stmt stmtsep
                             [units-stmt stmtsep]
                             *(must-stmt stmtsep)
                             [config-stmt stmtsep]
                             [min-elements-stmt stm tsep]
                             [max-elements-stmt stm tsep]
                             [ordered-by-stmt stmts ep]
                             [status-stmt stmtsep]
                             [description-stmt stmt sep]
                             [reference-stmt stmtse p]
                          "}"

   list-stmt           = list-keyword sep identifie r-arg-str optsep
                         "{" stmtsep
                             ;; these stmts can app ear in any order
                             [when-stmt stmtsep]
                             *(if-feature-stmt stmt sep)
                             *(must-stmt stmtsep)
                             [key-stmt stmtsep]
                             *(unique-stmt stmtsep)
                             [config-stmt stmtsep]
                             [min-elements-stmt stm tsep]
                             [max-elements-stmt stm tsep]
                             [ordered-by-stmt stmts ep]
                             [status-stmt stmtsep]
                             [description-stmt stmt sep]
                             [reference-stmt stmtse p]
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                             *((typedef-stmt /
                                grouping-stmt) stmt sep)
                             1*(data-def-stmt stmts ep)
                          "}"

   key-stmt            = key-keyword sep key-arg-st r stmtend

   key-arg-str         = < a string that matches th e rule
                           key-arg >

   key-arg             = node-identifier *(sep node -identifier)

   unique-stmt         = unique-keyword sep unique- arg-str stmtend

   unique-arg-str      = < a string that matches th e rule
                           unique-arg >

   unique-arg          = descendant-schema-nodeid
                         *(sep descendant-schema-no deid)

   choice-stmt         = choice-keyword sep identif ier-arg-str optsep
                         (";" /
                          "{" stmtsep
                              ;; these stmts can ap pear in any order
                              [when-stmt stmtsep]
                              *(if-feature-stmt stm tsep)
                              [default-stmt stmtsep ]
                              [config-stmt stmtsep]
                              [mandatory-stmt stmts ep]
                              [status-stmt stmtsep]
                              [description-stmt stm tsep]
                              [reference-stmt stmts ep]
                              *((short-case-stmt / case-stmt) stmtsep)
                          "}")

   short-case-stmt     = container-stmt /
                         leaf-stmt /
                         leaf-list-stmt /
                         list-stmt /
                         anyxml-stmt

   case-stmt           = case-keyword sep identifie r-arg-str optsep
                         (";" /
                          "{" stmtsep
                              ;; these stmts can ap pear in any order
                              [when-stmt stmtsep]
                              *(if-feature-stmt stm tsep)
                              [status-stmt stmtsep]
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                              [description-stmt stm tsep]
                              [reference-stmt stmts ep]
                              *(data-def-stmt stmts ep)
                          "}")
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   anyxml-stmt         = anyxml-keyword sep identif ier-arg-str optsep
                         (";" /
                          "{" stmtsep
                              ;; these stmts can ap pear in any order
                              [when-stmt stmtsep]
                              *(if-feature-stmt stm tsep)
                              *(must-stmt stmtsep)
                              [config-stmt stmtsep]
                              [mandatory-stmt stmts ep]
                              [status-stmt stmtsep]
                              [description-stmt stm tsep]
                              [reference-stmt stmts ep]
                           "}")

   uses-stmt           = uses-keyword sep identifie r-ref-arg-str optsep
                         (";" /
                          "{" stmtsep
                              ;; these stmts can ap pear in any order
                              [when-stmt stmtsep]
                              *(if-feature-stmt stm tsep)
                              [status-stmt stmtsep]
                              [description-stmt stm tsep]
                              [reference-stmt stmts ep]
                              *(refine-stmt stmtsep )
                              *(uses-augment-stmt s tmtsep)
                          "}")

   refine-stmt         = refine-keyword sep refine- arg-str optsep
                         (";" /
                          "{" stmtsep
                              (refine-container-stm ts /
                               refine-leaf-stmts /
                               refine-leaf-list-stm ts /
                               refine-list-stmts /
                               refine-choice-stmts /
                               refine-case-stmts /
                               refine-anyxml-stmts)
                          "}")

   refine-arg-str      = < a string that matches th e rule
                           refine-arg >

   refine-arg          = descendant-schema-nodeid
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   refine-container-stmts =
                         ;; these stmts can appear in any order
                         *(must-stmt stmtsep)
                         [presence-stmt stmtsep]
                         [config-stmt stmtsep]
                         [description-stmt stmtsep]
                         [reference-stmt stmtsep]

   refine-leaf-stmts   = ;; these stmts can appear in any order
                         *(must-stmt stmtsep)
                         [default-stmt stmtsep]
                         [config-stmt stmtsep]
                         [mandatory-stmt stmtsep]
                         [description-stmt stmtsep]
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                         [reference-stmt stmtsep]

   refine-leaf-list-stmts =
                         ;; these stmts can appear in any order
                         *(must-stmt stmtsep)
                         [config-stmt stmtsep]
                         [min-elements-stmt stmtsep ]
                         [max-elements-stmt stmtsep ]
                         [description-stmt stmtsep]
                         [reference-stmt stmtsep]

   refine-list-stmts   = ;; these stmts can appear in any order
                         *(must-stmt stmtsep)
                         [config-stmt stmtsep]
                         [min-elements-stmt stmtsep ]
                         [max-elements-stmt stmtsep ]
                         [description-stmt stmtsep]
                         [reference-stmt stmtsep]

   refine-choice-stmts = ;; these stmts can appear in any order
                         [default-stmt stmtsep]
                         [config-stmt stmtsep]
                         [mandatory-stmt stmtsep]
                         [description-stmt stmtsep]
                         [reference-stmt stmtsep]

   refine-case-stmts   = ;; these stmts can appear in any order
                         [description-stmt stmtsep]
                         [reference-stmt stmtsep]

   refine-anyxml-stmts = ;; these stmts can appear in any order
                         *(must-stmt stmtsep)
                         [config-stmt stmtsep]
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                         [mandatory-stmt stmtsep]
                         [description-stmt stmtsep]
                         [reference-stmt stmtsep]

   uses-augment-stmt   = augment-keyword sep uses-a ugment-arg-str optsep
                         "{" stmtsep
                             ;; these stmts can app ear in any order
                             [when-stmt stmtsep]
                             *(if-feature-stmt stmt sep)
                             [status-stmt stmtsep]
                             [description-stmt stmt sep]
                             [reference-stmt stmtse p]
                             1*((data-def-stmt stmt sep) /
                                (case-stmt stmtsep) )
                          "}"

   uses-augment-arg-str = < a string that matches t he rule
                            uses-augment-arg >

   uses-augment-arg    = descendant-schema-nodeid

   augment-stmt        = augment-keyword sep augmen t-arg-str optsep
                         "{" stmtsep
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                             ;; these stmts can app ear in any order
                             [when-stmt stmtsep]
                             *(if-feature-stmt stmt sep)
                             [status-stmt stmtsep]
                             [description-stmt stmt sep]
                             [reference-stmt stmtse p]
                             1*((data-def-stmt stmt sep) /
                                (case-stmt stmtsep) )
                          "}"

   augment-arg-str     = < a string that matches th e rule
                           augment-arg >

   augment-arg         = absolute-schema-nodeid

   unknown-statement   = prefix ":" identifier [sep  string] optsep
                         (";" / "{" *unknown-statem ent2 "}")

   unknown-statement2   = [prefix ":"] identifier [ sep string] optsep
                         (";" / "{" *unknown-statem ent2 "}")

   when-stmt           = when-keyword sep string op tsep
                         (";" /
                          "{" stmtsep
                              ;; these stmts can ap pear in any order
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                              [description-stmt stm tsep]
                              [reference-stmt stmts ep]
                           "}")

   rpc-stmt            = rpc-keyword sep identifier -arg-str optsep
                         (";" /
                          "{" stmtsep
                              ;; these stmts can ap pear in any order
                              *(if-feature-stmt stm tsep)
                              [status-stmt stmtsep]
                              [description-stmt stm tsep]
                              [reference-stmt stmts ep]
                              *((typedef-stmt /
                                 grouping-stmt) stm tsep)
                              [input-stmt stmtsep]
                              [output-stmt stmtsep]
                          "}")

   input-stmt          = input-keyword optsep
                         "{" stmtsep
                             ;; these stmts can app ear in any order
                             *((typedef-stmt /
                                grouping-stmt) stmt sep)
                             1*(data-def-stmt stmts ep)
                         "}"

   output-stmt         = output-keyword optsep
                         "{" stmtsep
                             ;; these stmts can app ear in any order
                             *((typedef-stmt /
                                grouping-stmt) stmt sep)
                             1*(data-def-stmt stmts ep)
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                         "}"

   notification-stmt   = notification-keyword sep
                         identifier-arg-str optsep
                         (";" /
                          "{" stmtsep
                              ;; these stmts can ap pear in any order
                              *(if-feature-stmt stm tsep)
                              [status-stmt stmtsep]
                              [description-stmt stm tsep]
                              [reference-stmt stmts ep]
                              *((typedef-stmt /
                                 grouping-stmt) stm tsep)
                              *(data-def-stmt stmts ep)
                          "}")
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   deviation-stmt      = deviation-keyword sep
                         deviation-arg-str optsep
                         "{" stmtsep
                             ;; these stmts can app ear in any order
                             [description-stmt stmt sep]
                             [reference-stmt stmtse p]
                             (deviate-not-supported -stmt /
                               1*(deviate-add-stmt /
                                  deviate-replace-s tmt /
                                  deviate-delete-st mt))
                         "}"

   deviation-arg-str   = < a string that matches th e rule
                           deviation-arg >

   deviation-arg       = absolute-schema-nodeid

   deviate-not-supported-stmt =
                         deviate-keyword sep
                         not-supported-keyword opts ep
                         (";" /
                          "{" stmtsep
                          "}")

   deviate-add-stmt    = deviate-keyword sep add-ke yword optsep
                         (";" /
                          "{" stmtsep
                              [units-stmt stmtsep]
                              *(must-stmt stmtsep)
                              *(unique-stmt stmtsep )
                              [default-stmt stmtsep ]
                              [config-stmt stmtsep]
                              [mandatory-stmt stmts ep]
                              [min-elements-stmt st mtsep]
                              [max-elements-stmt st mtsep]
                          "}")

   deviate-delete-stmt = deviate-keyword sep delete -keyword optsep
                         (";" /
                          "{" stmtsep
                              [units-stmt stmtsep]
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                              *(must-stmt stmtsep)
                              *(unique-stmt stmtsep )
                              [default-stmt stmtsep ]
                          "}")
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   deviate-replace-stmt = deviate-keyword sep repla ce-keyword optsep
                         (";" /
                          "{" stmtsep
                              [type-stmt stmtsep]
                              [units-stmt stmtsep]
                              [default-stmt stmtsep ]
                              [config-stmt stmtsep]
                              [mandatory-stmt stmts ep]
                              [min-elements-stmt st mtsep]
                              [max-elements-stmt st mtsep]
                          "}")

   ;; Ranges

   range-arg-str       = < a string that matches th e rule
                           range-arg >

   range-arg           = range-part *(optsep "|" op tsep range-part)

   range-part          = range-boundary
                         [optsep ".." optsep range- boundary]

   range-boundary      = min-keyword / max-keyword /
                         integer-value / decimal-va lue

   ;; Lengths

   length-arg-str      = < a string that matches th e rule
                           length-arg >

   length-arg          = length-part *(optsep "|" o ptsep length-part)

   length-part         = length-boundary
                         [optsep ".." optsep length -boundary]

   length-boundary     = min-keyword / max-keyword /
                         non-negative-integer-value

   ;; Date

   date-arg-str        = < a string that matches th e rule
                           date-arg >

   date-arg            = 4DIGIT "-" 2DIGIT "-" 2DIG IT
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   ;; Schema Node Identifiers

   schema-nodeid       = absolute-schema-nodeid /
                         descendant-schema-nodeid

   absolute-schema-nodeid = 1*("/" node-identifier)

   descendant-schema-nodeid =
                         node-identifier
                         absolute-schema-nodeid

   node-identifier     = [prefix ":"] identifier

   ;; Instance Identifiers

   instance-identifier = 1*("/" (node-identifier *p redicate))

   predicate           = "[" *WSP (predicate-expr /  pos) *WSP "]"

   predicate-expr      = (node-identifier / ".") *W SP "=" *WSP
                         ((DQUOTE string DQUOTE) /
                          (SQUOTE string SQUOTE))

   pos                 = non-negative-integer-value

   ;; leafref path

   path-arg-str        = < a string that matches th e rule
                           path-arg >

   path-arg            = absolute-path / relative-p ath

   absolute-path       = 1*("/" (node-identifier *p ath-predicate))

   relative-path       = 1*(".." "/") descendant-pa th

   descendant-path     = node-identifier
                         [*path-predicate absolute- path]

   path-predicate      = "[" *WSP path-equality-exp r *WSP "]"

   path-equality-expr  = node-identifier *WSP "=" * WSP path-key-expr

   path-key-expr       = current-function-invocatio n *WSP "/" *WSP
                         rel-path-keyexpr
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   rel-path-keyexpr    = 1*(".." *WSP "/" *WSP)
                         *(node-identifier *WSP "/"  *WSP)
                         node-identifier
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   ;;; Keywords, using abnfgen's syntax for case-se nsitive strings

   ;; statement keywords
   anyxml-keyword      = 'anyxml'
   argument-keyword    = 'argument'
   augment-keyword     = 'augment'
   base-keyword        = 'base'
   belongs-to-keyword  = 'belongs-to'
   bit-keyword         = 'bit'
   case-keyword        = 'case'
   choice-keyword      = 'choice'
   config-keyword      = 'config'
   contact-keyword     = 'contact'
   container-keyword   = 'container'
   default-keyword     = 'default'
   description-keyword = 'description'
   enum-keyword        = 'enum'
   error-app-tag-keyword = 'error-app-tag'
   error-message-keyword = 'error-message'
   extension-keyword   = 'extension'
   deviation-keyword   = 'deviation'
   deviate-keyword     = 'deviate'
   feature-keyword     = 'feature'
   fraction-digits-keyword = 'fraction-digits'
   grouping-keyword    = 'grouping'
   identity-keyword    = 'identity'
   if-feature-keyword  = 'if-feature'
   import-keyword      = 'import'
   include-keyword     = 'include'
   input-keyword       = 'input'
   key-keyword         = 'key'
   leaf-keyword        = 'leaf'
   leaf-list-keyword   = 'leaf-list'
   length-keyword      = 'length'
   list-keyword        = 'list'
   mandatory-keyword   = 'mandatory'
   max-elements-keyword = 'max-elements'
   min-elements-keyword = 'min-elements'
   module-keyword      = 'module'
   must-keyword        = 'must'
   namespace-keyword   = 'namespace'
   notification-keyword= 'notification'
   ordered-by-keyword  = 'ordered-by'
   organization-keyword= 'organization'
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   output-keyword      = 'output'
   path-keyword        = 'path'
   pattern-keyword     = 'pattern'
   position-keyword    = 'position'
   prefix-keyword      = 'prefix'
   presence-keyword    = 'presence'
   range-keyword       = 'range'
   reference-keyword   = 'reference'
   refine-keyword      = 'refine'
   require-instance-keyword = 'require-instance'
   revision-keyword    = 'revision'
   revision-date-keyword = 'revision-date'
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   rpc-keyword         = 'rpc'
   status-keyword      = 'status'
   submodule-keyword   = 'submodule'
   type-keyword        = 'type'
   typedef-keyword     = 'typedef'
   unique-keyword      = 'unique'
   units-keyword       = 'units'
   uses-keyword        = 'uses'
   value-keyword       = 'value'
   when-keyword        = 'when'
   yang-version-keyword= 'yang-version'
   yin-element-keyword = 'yin-element'

   ;; other keywords

   add-keyword         = 'add'
   current-keyword     = 'current'
   delete-keyword      = 'delete'
   deprecated-keyword  = 'deprecated'
   false-keyword       = 'false'
   max-keyword         = 'max'
   min-keyword         = 'min'
   not-supported-keyword = 'not-supported'
   obsolete-keyword    = 'obsolete'
   replace-keyword     = 'replace'
   system-keyword      = 'system'
   true-keyword        = 'true'
   unbounded-keyword   = 'unbounded'
   user-keyword        = 'user'
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   current-function-invocation = current-keyword *W SP "(" *WSP ")"

   ;; Basic Rules

   prefix-arg-str      = < a string that matches th e rule
                           prefix-arg >

   prefix-arg          = prefix

   prefix              = identifier

   identifier-arg-str  = < a string that matches th e rule
                           identifier-arg >

   identifier-arg      = identifier

   ;; An identifier MUST NOT start with (('X'|'x') ('M'|'m') ('L'|'l'))
   identifier          = (ALPHA / "_")
                         *(ALPHA / DIGIT / "_" / "- " / ".")

   identifier-ref-arg-str = < a string that matches  the rule
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                           identifier-ref-arg >

   identifier-ref-arg  = [prefix ":"] identifier

   string              = < an unquoted string as re turned by
                           the scanner >

   integer-value       = ("-" non-negative-integer- value)  /
                          non-negative-integer-valu e

   non-negative-integer-value = "0" / positive-inte ger-value

   positive-integer-value = (non-zero-digit *DIGIT)

   zero-integer-value  = 1*DIGIT

   stmtend             = ";" / "{" *unknown-stateme nt "}"

   sep                 = 1*(WSP / line-break)
                         ; unconditional separator

   optsep              = *(WSP / line-break)

   stmtsep             = *(WSP / line-break / unkno wn-statement)

   line-break          = CRLF / LF
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   non-zero-digit      = %x31-39

   decimal-value       = integer-value ("." zero-in teger-value)

   SQUOTE              = %x27
                         ; ' (Single Quote)

   ;;
   ;; RFC 5234 core rules.
   ;;

   ALPHA               = %x41-5A / %x61-7A
                         ; A-Z / a-z

   CR                  = %x0D
                         ; carriage return

   CRLF                = CR LF
                         ; Internet standard new li ne

   DIGIT               = %x30-39
                         ; 0-9

   DQUOTE              = %x22
                         ; " (Double Quote)

   HEXDIG              = DIGIT /
                         %x61 / %x62 / %x63 / %x64 / %x65 / %x66
                         ; only lower-case a..f
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   HTAB                = %x09
                         ; horizontal tab

   LF                  = %x0A
                         ; linefeed

   SP                  = %x20
                         ; space

   VCHAR               = %x21-7E
                         ; visible (printing) chara cters

   WSP                 = SP / HTAB
                         ; whitespace

   <CODE ENDS>
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13.  Error Responses for YANG Related Errors

   A number of NETCONF error responses are defined for error cases
   related to the data-model handling.  If the rele vant YANG statement
   has an "error-app-tag" substatement, that overri des the default value
   specified below.

13.1.  Error Message for Data That Violates a uniqu e Statement

   If a NETCONF operation would result in configura tion data where a
   unique constraint is invalidated, the following error is returned:

     error-tag:      operation-failed
     error-app-tag:  data-not-unique
     error-info:     <non-unique>: Contains an inst ance identifier that
                     points to a leaf that invalida tes the unique
                     constraint. This element is pr esent once for each
                     non-unique leaf.

                     The <non-unique> element is in  the YANG
                     namespace ("urn:ietf:params:xm l:ns:yang:1").

13.2.  Error Message for Data That Violates a max-e lements Statement

   If a NETCONF operation would result in configura tion data where a
   list or a leaf-list would have too many entries the following error
   is returned:

     error-tag:      operation-failed
     error-app-tag:  too-many-elements

   This error is returned once, with the error-path  identifying the list
   node, even if there are more than one extra chil d present.

13.3.  Error Message for Data That Violates a min-e lements Statement

   If a NETCONF operation would result in configura tion data where a
   list or a leaf-list would have too few entries t he following error is
   returned:
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     error-tag:      operation-failed
     error-app-tag:  too-few-elements

   This error is returned once, with the error-path  identifying the list
   node, even if there are more than one child miss ing.
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13.4.  Error Message for Data That Violates a must Statement

   If a NETCONF operation would result in configura tion data where the
   restrictions imposed by a "must" statement is vi olated the following
   error is returned, unless a specific "error-app- tag" substatement is
   present for the "must" statement.

     error-tag:      operation-failed
     error-app-tag:  must-violation

13.5.  Error Message for Data That Violates a requi re-instance Statement

   If a NETCONF operation would result in configura tion data where a
   leaf of type "instance-identifier" marked with r equire-instance
   "true" refers to a non-existing instance, the fo llowing error is
   returned:

     error-tag:      data-missing
     error-app-tag:  instance-required
     error-path:     Path to the instance-identifie r leaf.

13.6.  Error Message for Data That Does Not Match a  leafref Type

   If a NETCONF operation would result in configura tion data where a
   leaf of type "leafref" refers to a non-existing instance, the
   following error is returned:

     error-tag:      data-missing
     error-app-tag:  instance-required
     error-path:     Path to the leafref leaf.

13.7.  Error Message for Data That Violates a manda tory choice Statement

   If a NETCONF operation would result in configura tion data where no
   nodes exists in a mandatory choice, the followin g error is returned:

     error-tag:      data-missing
     error-app-tag:  missing-choice
     error-path:     Path to the element with the m issing choice.
     error-info:     <missing-choice>: Contains the  name of the missing
                     mandatory choice.

                     The <missing-choice> element i s in the YANG
                     namespace ("urn:ietf:params:xm l:ns:yang:1").
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13.8.  Error Message for the "insert" Operation

   If the "insert" and "key" or "value" attributes are used in an
   <edit-config> for a list or leaf-list node, and the "key" or "value"
   refers to a non-existing instance, the following  error is returned:

     error-tag:      bad-attribute
     error-app-tag:  missing-instance

14.  IANA Considerations

   This document defines a registry for YANG module  and submodule names.
   The name of the registry is "YANG Module Names".

   The registry shall record for each entry:

   o  the name of the module or submodule

   o  for modules, the assigned XML namespace

   o  for modules, the prefix of the module

   o  for submodules, the name of the module it bel ongs to

   o  a reference to the (sub)module's documentatio n (e.g., the RFC
      number)

   There are no initial assignments.

   For allocation, RFC publication is required as p er RFC 5226
   [RFC5226].  All registered YANG module names MUS T comply with the
   rules for identifiers stated in Section 6.2, and  MUST have a module
   name prefix.

   The module name prefix 'ietf-' is reserved for I ETF stream documents
   [RFC4844], while the module name prefix 'irtf-' is reserved for IRTF
   stream documents.  Modules published in other RF C streams MUST have a
   similar suitable prefix.

   All module and submodule names in the registry M UST be unique.

   All XML namespaces in the registry MUST be uniqu e.

   This document registers two URIs for the YANG an d YIN XML namespaces
   in the IETF XML registry [RFC3688].  Following t he format in RFC
   3688, the following have been registered.

     URI: urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:yang:yin:1
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     URI: urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:yang:1
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     Registrant Contact: The IESG.

     XML: N/A, the requested URIs are XML namespace s.

   This document registers two new media types as d efined in the
   following sections.

14.1.  Media type application/yang

  MIME media type name:  application

  MIME subtype name:  yang

  Mandatory parameters:  none

  Optional parameters:  none

  Encoding considerations:  8-bit

  Security considerations:  See Section 15 in RFC 6 020

  Interoperability considerations:  None

  Published specification:  RFC 6020

  Applications that use this media type:

    YANG module validators, web servers used for do wnloading YANG
    modules, email clients, etc.

  Additional information:

     Magic Number:  None

     File Extension:  .yang

     Macintosh file type code:  'TEXT'

  Personal and email address for further informatio n:
     Martin Bjorklund <mbj@tail-f.com>

  Intended usage:  COMMON

  Author:
     This specification is a work item of the IETF NETMOD working group,
     with mailing list address <netmod@ietf.org>.
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  Change controller:
     The IESG <iesg@ietf.org>

14.2.  Media type application/yin+xml

  MIME media type name:  application

  MIME subtype name:  yin+xml

  Mandatory parameters:  none
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  Optional parameters:

     "charset":  This parameter has identical seman tics to the charset
     parameter of the "application/xml" media type as specified in
     [RFC3023].

  Encoding considerations:

     Identical to those of "application/xml" as
     described in [RFC3023], Section 3.2.

  Security considerations:  See Section 15 in RFC 6 020

  Interoperability considerations:  None

  Published specification:  RFC 6020

  Applications that use this media type:

    YANG module validators, web servers used for do wnloading YANG
    modules, email clients, etc.

  Additional information:

     Magic Number:  As specified for "application/x ml" in [RFC3023],
                    Section 3.2.

     File Extension:  .yin

     Macintosh file type code:  'TEXT'

  Personal and email address for further informatio n:
     Martin Bjorklund <mbj@tail-f.com>

  Intended usage:  COMMON
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  Author:
     This specification is a work item of the IETF NETMOD working group,
     with mailing list address <netmod@ietf.org>.

  Change controller:
     The IESG <iesg@ietf.org>

15.  Security Considerations

   This document defines a language with which to w rite and read
   descriptions of management information.  The lan guage itself has no
   security impact on the Internet.

   The same considerations are relevant as for the base NETCONF protocol
   (see [RFC4741], Section 9).

   Data modeled in YANG might contain sensitive inf ormation.  RPCs or
   notifications defined in YANG might transfer sen sitive information.
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   Security issues are related to the usage of data  modeled in YANG.
   Such issues shall be dealt with in documents des cribing the data
   models and documents about the interfaces used t o manipulate the data
   e.g., the NETCONF documents.

   Data modeled in YANG is dependent upon:

   o  the security of the transmission infrastructu re used to send
      sensitive information.

   o  the security of applications that store or re lease such sensitive
      information.

   o  adequate authentication and access control me chanisms to restrict
      the usage of sensitive data.

   YANG parsers need to be robust with respect to m alformed documents.
   Reading malformed documents from unknown or untr usted sources could
   result in an attacker gaining privileges of the user running the YANG
   parser.  In an extreme situation, the entire mac hine could be
   compromised.
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